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First drive verdict on
new 911 Targa GTS
COULD the combination of GTS
firepower and gorgeous Targa
body make for the perfect 911?

This is the latest in a long
line of Targa models, the first
having appeared almost 50
years ago on the original 911.

With the 424bhp 3.8-litre
flat six carried over from the
Coupé, the 991 Targa GTS will
go from 0-62mph in just 4.7
seconds and hit 188mph flat
out – and we’ll be putting it
through its paces in Italy. Log
on to see what we make of it.
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Tell us about your car
Driver Power is the UK’s biggest
motoring satisfaction survey.
Every year we need you to tell
us about your car. Good or bad, your
feedbackhelps us tell EVERY motor manufacturer
what YOU want... and believe us, they’re listening!

IT’S taken a long time, but SEAT is finally
finding its place in the VW family, alongside

Skoda, VWandAudi. It’s been a difficult journey –
at one stage it seemed easier to throw the towel in
than plough on – butwith the Leon taking three
trophies at last year’s Auto ExpressNewCarAwards,
it’s proof the company is getting things right.
Themulti-brand juggling act clearly hasn’t
gone unnoticed at PSA Peugeot Citroen,with boss
Carlos Tavares throwingDS into themix as a
premiumbrandwannabe. Imet upwith Tavares
and his three brand bosses in Shanghai lastweek –
Chinawill become PSA’s biggestmarket this year.
Brit Linda Jackson is busy reinvigorating Citroen,
with the Aircross concept (above)my star of the
show in Shanghai. She said the ‘spirit of Cactus’ will
be present in every newCitroen. “All futuremodels
will have someCactus elements, depending on the
market,” she toldme. The Aircross proves that spirit
can (andwill) live in a larger,more luxurious SUV.
DS boss Yves Bonnefont proudly spoke about
howDSwill stand out from itsmostly German
competitors: “DS is an alliance of refinement and
technology,” he said. “Comfort is very important
toDS and you’ll see innovative new suspension
systems fromus in the future.”
Sowhere does that leave Peugeot?Maxime Picat
has previously spoken about his brand’s push
upmarket, but that surely has to be cappedwith
DSnow in the fold? “DS has had no impact on the
positioning of Peugeot,” he toldme. I’mnot so sure,
but all four bosses used theword dynamismwhen
asked about Peugeot, and our story on Page 15
reveals an exciting and fast future for Peugeot.

Carlos Tavares used the
phrase to sumuphis
plans for the group,
but PSA is definitely
‘back in the race’.
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Managing multiple brands can
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S-MAX is a
All-new Ford MPV aims to b uild on ground-breaking original’s superb space, style and driving dynamics

WHEN the original Ford S-MAX was
launched in 2006, it changed the way

we looked at MPVs. No longer did you have
to compromise on space, style or driving
dynamics – the fantastic Ford offered
it all. Now, nearly a decade and 82,000
UK sales later, a new model is here.

The S-MAX has been a massive success
for the brand, with over 65 per cent of
customers coming back to buy another.
What’s more, 70 per cent of S-MAX sales
have been of well specced Titanium
models or above – paving the way nicely
for next year’s even higher-spec Vignale.

It’s inside where Ford has made the
most changes. Gone is the cluttered layout
and old-school Sony stereo, replaced by
a clean eight-inch touchscreen. There are
far fewer switches, and the bulky, airline-
style handbrake has been replaced by a
single button that also frees up space for a
large storage bin between the front seats.
The TFT screen within the dials is clear
and easy to read, although it takes
a while to navigate through all the menus.

These visual changes haven’t affected
practicality, though. The S-MAX still boasts
2,020 litres of boot space with all the seats
folded flat – 169 litres up on the Citroen
Grand C4 Picasso. This reduces to 965 litres
with only the third row folded and 285 litres
with all seven seats in place – although
that’s measured up to the roof, meaning the
space is wide and high but not very deep.

The rearmost row isn’t as generous as in
rivals due to the sloping roofline, although
with the middle seats slid forward,
you will be able to squeeze a
pair of adults in the back for
short trips. Getting back

there is now easier, too, thanks to a
new system that slides and tips the
second row forward in one smooth action.

With almost identical interior dimensions
to its predecessor, there’s loads of head
and legroom in the second row, although
shoulder room is a bit tight with three
adults side by side. There is an Isofix
point in each of the second-row seats, too,
so you can fit three child seats if need be.

Handy optional features include a full-
length panoramic roof for £750, one-touch
buttons to electronically fold the second
and third row of seats (part of the £400
family pack that also adds tray tables) and
an automatic tailgate. Stick with standard
equipment and a pull cord folds the third
row flush into the boot floor with ease,
while the second row flops forward
via a conventional button release.

Engine choice comes in the form of
1.5-litre EcoBoost petrol and 2.0 TDCi
diesels, and a 237bhp 2.0 petrol auto. Ford
expects 85 per cent of customers to opt for
one of the four diesels, so we drove the
second most-powerful 178bhp TDCi (other
outputs are 118bhp, 148bhp and 207bhp).
It’s also available with four-wheel drive and
an automatic gearbox, but we took the
wheel of the front-drive manual on the
twisting roads of sunny Majorca, Spain.

The good news is the S-MAX hasn’t lost
any of its character. The well weighted
steering and punchy engine remain key to
its appeal, while the supple suspension
makes it both fun to drive and comfortable
on long trips. It belies its size and weight,
plus it feels very poised when the mood

dictates. There’s

■ All-new MPV gets tech and luxury upgrade to battle SUV rivals
■ Petrol and diesel range, front and 4WD – and new Vignale flagship

NEED TO
KNOW
The eagerly
anticipated
S-MAX Vignale
will launch
early next year
– complete
with more
upmarket
interior and
bespoke
dealership
experience

FIRSTDRIVE

8 29April 2015
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Ford S-MAX Top story

a ll set for success
All-new Ford SUV aims to b uild on ground-breaking original’s superb space, style and driving dynamics

Essentials
Ford S-MAX2.0
TDCi Titanium

Price: £28,445

Engine: 2.0-litre 4cyl diesel

Power/torque: 178bhp/400Nm

Transmission: Six-speed manual, fwd

0-62mph: 9.7 seconds

Top speed: 131mph

Economy: 56.5mpg

CO2: 129g/km

ON SALE Summer

EQUIPMENT All cars get 17-inch
alloys, touchscreen infotainment and
DAB radio. Titanium trim adds sat-nav,
privacy glass and automatic lights

STYLING Design highlights include
revised lights, grille and bumpers,
with Titanium cars adding LED DRLs,
tinted glass and body-coloured trim

“Well weighted steering
and punchy engine remain
key to S-MAX’s appeal”

loads of grip and you always know where
the front wheels are pointing – giving
you a remarkable amount of confidence.
There’s very little body roll, too.

It’s easy to see why the mid-range
148bhp car is predicted to be the biggest
seller in the S-MAX line-up, but our more
powerful TDCi adds an extra 50Nm of
torque, taking total output to 400Nm. It has
plenty of in-gear shove, costs only £750
more and returns identical economy figures.

Four-wheel drive is available on two of
the four diesels, but the standard car has
so much grip it’s probably not worth opting
for. The auto box is good – if a little slow
compared to VW’s DSG – but the manual
transmission is smoother and more precise.
Our S-MAX’s economy of 56.5mpg and

S-MAX is one of the most enjoyable MPVs to drive, with decent handling. Diesel power provides plenty of real-world punch

NEW NOSE
At the front is
Mondeo’s Aston
Martin-style
grille, new
headlights and
repositioned
foglamps
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Ford S-MAX News

129g/km CO2 emissions amount to annual
road tax of £110. That might not sound too
bad, but when you consider Citroen’s most
economical Grand C4 Picasso emits less than
100g/km, it seems some way off the pace.
Still, unless you opt for the bonkers 237bhp
version, no S-MAX should break the bank
in terms of running costs. However, a
top-spec Grand C4 Picasso with a 148bhp
2.0 BlueHDi still costs £1,335 less.

At the front, it gets the Mondeo’s Aston
Martin-style grille, as well as new headlights
and repositioned foglamps. At the rear,
there’s a new set of LED tail-lights and a
revised bumper design. Plus all models
come loaded with kit. As mentioned, the
Titanium is expected to be the big seller
here in the UK, adding all the equipment
your average family might need.

The new S-MAX feels decidedly plusher
inside, with SYNC 2 infotainment standard
across the range. Titanium models get
sat-nav, Bluetooth, privacy glass, auto lights
and wipers and cruise control, on top of the
basic Zetec’s parking sensors, keyless go
and DAB. The quality of plastics seems to
deteriorate the further back you go, but all
cars get a pair of third row cup-holders and
deep door bins in the second row.

As you’d expect, safety is important, too.
Along with new second-row side impact
airbags, tyre-pressure monitoring is now
standard on all cars. Other new tech includes
variable-lock steering – which reduces the
amount of lock needed when turning at low
speeds – and a system that reads road
signs and adjusts speed accordingly.

IN addition to the diesel manual,
we also drove the front-wheel-drive
petrol flagship. The good news is it’s
equally practical and fun to drive. It
gets the same sharp steering and
compliant suspension, as well as all
the diesel’s family-friendly features.

However, the 237bhp turbo doesn’t
feel as powerful as the figures suggest.
Ford claims 0-62mph in 8.4 seconds
– making this the fastest S-MAX – yet
the 345Nm maximum torque is 55Nm
down on our 178bhp diesel’s.

As a result, the latter feels more
responsive in-gear – making for
less calculated, more predictable
overtakes. The auto isn’t bad, although
the steering wheel paddles aren’t as
quick to react as VW’s DSG system.

Available only as a top-spec
Titanium Sport, the thirsty petrol
starts at £31,300. Ford expects only
a handful of UK sales each year, and
it’s easy to see why. The performance
gains don’t translate into the real
world, and you’ll be a frequent
visitor to your local filling station.

REAR SEATING
Back row of seats is
less spacious than
rivals’ thanks to
sloping roofline, but
adults will be fine
for short distance
with middle seats
slid forward

LOAD AREA
Boot is 2,020 litres
with all seats folded
– 169 more than
in Citroen Grand
C4 Picasso – 965
litres with third row
folded and 285 with
seven seats in place

Optional kit includes one-
touch buttons to fold last
two rows of seating

“Big-selling Titanium trimwill have all the
equipment the average family could need”

Verdict

PETROL AUTO

“Front-wheel-drive
237bhp petrol turbo
doesn’t feel as powerful
as the figures suggest”

e-
st

THE new S-MAX hasn’t lost any of its
magic, and remains one of the finest-
handling MPVs on sale. It’s great to drive,
cheap to run and can seat seven in relative
comfort. And if you opt for one of the more
powerful diesels, it feels fast, too. All things
considered, this new Ford is better than
ever, and is among a small collection of
truly practical family cars you can buy
with your heart as well as your head.

★★★★★
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MG SUV unveiled... and
News MG GS

Merc boss hints Smart SUV is back on cards
A SMART SUV could be back on the cards,
Auto Express has learned. The Mercedes-
owned company previously revealed plans
to launch an SUV-style vehicle over 10 years
ago, but the project was canned in 2005.

Now, however, the chic Smart range
could grow to offer an SUV-style Smart car
based on the ForFour to take advantage of
the global boom in SUVs and crossovers.

Speaking to Auto Express at the
Shanghai Motor Show, head of Mercedes-
Benz Cars, Dr. Dieter Zetsche, said that the
company is considering the possibility of
expanding into the fashionable sector. But
don’t expect a pumped-up ForFour in the near

SUV CLUE
ForStars
concept
(right), which
premiered at
Paris show in
2012, hinted
at how an
SUV could look

future, due to packaging issues presented
by the rear-engined, rear-wheel-drive layout.

“Our objective at this moment in time is
to get to the next stage of success with the
portfolio,” he told us. “There are limitations
to this concept [the rear-engine, rear-drive
package] which allows you to have a
compact vehicle for the range expansion.
But if we were to go for any expansion, then
the SUV segment would be one to go into.”

The last time Smart investigated the SUV
sector was with the ForMore in 2005. But,
along with the Roadster and Coupé, the
ForMore project was cancelled due to the
company’s perilous financial situation.

“Our objective at this moment in time is to get to
the next stage of success with the Smart portfolio”

DR. DIETER ZETSCHE Head of Mercedes-Benz Cars

JamesBatchelor
James_Batchelor@dennis.co.uk

@JRRBatchelor

MG has taken the covers off its brand-
new SUV at the Shanghai Motor Show.

The GS will be the company’s first-ever
SUV, and it’ll have the job of putting the
Chinese-owned British brand firmly back
on the UK map. It’ll go up against the likes
of the Nissan Qashqai, Kia Sportage and
Honda CR-V as it aims to carve its own
place in the booming family SUV class.

UK buyers will have to wait until
late 2016 to get their hands on the GS,
but Auto Express got a chance to put
the all-important newcomer under the
microscope after it was unveiled at
the Shanghai Motor Show last week.

Up until now, we’ve only seen the
confusingly named CS concept (first shown
at Shanghai in 2013) which previewed this
production car, along with readers’ spy
shots of the GS – and it’s fair to say that
it’s better-looking in the metal. The car’s
overall shape is conventional for the
class and mixes MG3 and MG6 cues.

But MG’s team of stylists – led by Brit
Anthony Williams-Kenny – has added a
number of neat design touches, such as
the use of geometric shapes on the front
and rear ends in a nod to the famous MG

badge. Qashqai-style
curvaceous

■ Firm reveals first-ever SUV
■ Due to arrive in UK in 2016

flanks endow it with a confident look, as
does a gloss-black strip across the
tailgate below the rear window.

Inside, the car’s exterior exuberance
makes way for a more sober cabin design.
A flash of piano-black trim across the
upper part of the dashboard, book-ended
by sharply designed air vents, is the
show car’s only real design highlight
– although a touchscreen, soft beige leather
upholstery and electronic parking brake, as
seen in the recently updated MG6, add
some practicality. The GS offers decent
rear passenger space, but the boot is
far from being the largest in the class.

The newcomer debuts with a 217bhp
2.0-litre turbocharged petrol engine,
which could be offered in the UK. A
DVLA check of the registration plate in a
reader’s spy shot (Issue 1,367) of a British-
registered, disguised GS revealed it to
be powered by a 1.5 petrol turbo, hinting
that MG Motor UK is investigating further
engine options. The MG6’s 148bhp 1.9
diesel should also get the green light.

Set to arrive in late 2016, the GS should
go on sale from around £16,000. It’ll be
joined by a smaller crossover designed
to take the fight to the Nissan Juke in
2017, priced from around £14,000.

OFFICIAL

“MG’s first SUV will
have the job of putting
Chinese-owned brand
firmly back on UK map”

OFFICIAL

badge. Qashqai-style
curvaceous
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it’s on its way here

...And 4WD hybrid Qoros gets set to join party, too
CHINESE manufacturer Qoros unveiled
the third model in its rapidly growing
range at the Shanghai Motor Show –
the distinctive-looking 2 PHEV SUV.

Don’t think this concept will become a
Chinese-only model irrelevant for UK buyers,
as Qoros plans to ramp-up its global

operation, with the first models appearing
in Europe in 2017. The 2 is the firm’s second
SUV, with the 3 City SUV sitting above it in
the range. It will likely spawn a rival for
the Nissan Juke over the next few years.

The most striking feature is the
boomerang-style front and rear light

designs, stretching the full length of
the front and rear bodywork. The rear
is similar in profile to the SsangYong
Tivoli, while the window line bears a
resemblance to that of the Kia Sportage.

The interior claims a minimalist design,
with floating instruments and smartphone

connectivity. Although a design showcase
at the moment, the 2 SUV concept sports a
plug-in hybrid powertrain and four-wheel
drive. There are no details of exact
performance, but we expect it to get
around 150bhp from a 1.8-litre turbo
petrol and electric motors on each axle.

PLUG-IN SUV
Qoros could add
Juke rival based
on this concept
to its range in
next few years

FRONT END
British-led
styling team
used geometric
shapes in a
nod to famous
MG badge

YOU are looking at the
car that could catapult MG
into the big time. Diehard
fans might not agree, but
Auto Express thinks MG’s
recent admission that it
won’t be building a new
sports car until at least
2020, and instead will focus
on models such as the GS,
is the right course of action.
For MG to succeed, it needs
to have cars in the right
parts of the market.

It won’t be easy, though,
and there’s much work to
be done. I had a good poke
around the GS on MG’s show
stand and it was blighted by
poor, scratchy cabin plastics,
and the doors rattled when
they were slammed shut. If
sold like this, it’ll massively
disappoint more savvy
European buyers.

MG assures me UK cars
will be better. And as long
as MG Motor UK offers the
right engines at the right
prices, it could be a winner.
This will be the most crucial
18 months in MG’s recent
history, that’s for sure.

“ForMG to succeed,
it must have cars
in the right parts
of the market”

JamesBatchelor
James_Batchelor@dennis.co.uk

OPINION
James
James_Ba

Exterior is curvaceous, but
interior is more sober and
quality could be improved

OFFICIAL



Renault CLIO
Restart your heart

The official fuel consumption figures in mpg (l/100km) for the car shown are: urban 40.4 (7); extra-urban 60.1 (4.7); combined 51.4 (5.5). The official
CO2 emissions are 127g/km. EU Directive and Regulation 692/2008 test environment figures. Fuel consumption and CO2 may vary according to
driving styles, road conditions and other factors.
*Monthly payment shown based on £1,501 deposit, 48 monthly payments of £149, and an optional final payment of £5,023. Finance provided by Renault Finance, PO Box 149, Watford WD17 1FJ. Subject to
status. Guarantees and indemnities may be required. Youmust be at least 18 and a UK resident (excluding the Channel Islands). Terms and conditions apply. Offer based on 6,000miles per annum, excess mileage
8p per mile inc VAT. Offers cannot be used with other schemes or finance offers and are available on featured new vehicle when ordered by 30 April and registered by 30 June 2015. Participating dealers only.
Excludes Expression and Renaultsport models. Clio shown has optional Flame Red Renault i.d. metallic paint, available at an additional £595.

0% APR
REPRESENTATIVE

£149 PER MONTH*

Dynamique Nav 1.2 16V 75
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“We could see the 308
R HYbrid on the road
within next four years”

DS cars to be ‘made of stone’

Storming 493bhp 308
hybrid set for go-ahead

New small platform will
spawn ten new models

■ Production plans for extreme Peugeot hot hatch ■ Company will try to make business case for car

SteveFowler
Steve_Fowler@dennis.co.uk

@stevefowler

PSA Peugeot Citroen boss Carlos Tavares has announced the
development of a new Compact Modular Platform, which
will underpin ten new small and medium-sized Peugeot,
Citroen and DS models launched between 2018 and 2020.

The new CMP platform is a heavily modified version of
the current EMP1 platform, and will cost €200million
(£145m), shared between PSA Peugeot Citroen and Chinese
partner DongFeng. PSA will produce ten new models off the
new platform, including replacements for the DS 3 supermini,
Peugeot 2008 SUV and Citroen C4 Cactus (below).

IN the battle to rival premium brands like Mercedes
and Jaguar, new French brand DS says it’ll be the
first car maker to introduce stone in its interiors.

DS boss Yves Bonnefont told us that the key
elements to future DS models are avantgarde design,
technology, dynamism and comfort, and refinement
and attention to detail. And he added that DS will carve a
reputation for using innovative materials in its cars such

as stone, with thin slivers of granite likely to adorn DS
dashboards in future. The Divine DS concept of 2014
(above) hints at what to expect in terms of future styling.

Bonnefont also revealed that DS will be the first of
the PSA group brands (ahead of Citroen and Peugeot)
to introduce a plug-in hybrid model. “We’ll launch it
for the group,” he told us. “It makes sense for a
premium brand like DS to launch such technology.”

THE extreme 308 HYbrid R concept could
become a reality, according to Peugeot

boss Maxime Picat. Speaking to Auto
Express at the unveiling of the HYbrid R at
the Shanghai Motor Show, he said: “We’re
quite well developed with the car, and we’re
now in the process of commercialising it.”

By combining the RCZ-R’s 267bhp 1.6 THP
petrol engine with two 114bhp electric
motors – one integrated into the gearbox
and the other on the rear axle – the R HYbrid
produces 493bhp, sent to all four wheels.
It also covers 0-62mph in less than four
seconds. Assuming Peugeot can make the
business case stack up, we could see the
car on the road within the next four years,
when the first plug-in hybrids will appear
across the Peugeot, Citroen and DS families.

Later this year we’ll see a 308 GTi,
with Picat explaining the positioning of the
brand alongside Citroen and DS by saying:
“Peugeot is the sporty one. The GT-Line
and GT account for 22 per cent of 308
sales in Europe, then we’ll have another
hot model and maybe the HYbrid R.”

But the RCZ coupé will be axed. With
Peugeot and Citroen reducing their model
count as part of parent company PSA boss
Carlos Tavares’ Back in the Race recovery
plan, Picat said he plans to stick to the core
models and make sporty derivatives. “In
2014, 13 silhouettes represented 95 per cent
of sales and 100 per cent of profit,” he said.
“We’ll make amazing cars like the 308, but
no niche cars – and yes, the RCZ is niche.”

Picat also confirmed that a new SUV is
under development, next to similar Citroen
and DS models. “We’ll definitely have a
larger D-segment SUV by 2020,” he said.

■SECRET SUPERCAR IT’S clear that PSA is positioning
Peugeot as its dynamic and sporty brand, because following
hot on the heels of the 308 R HYbrid comes this – a teaser
shot of a new supercar concept. Revealed in a short video
online, details are scarce – but the low-slung performance
concept is expected to be revealed within two weeks.

OFFICIAL

New DS brand will pioneer use of unusual
materials such as granite in future models

News
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LOOKING GOOD Yes, they make
you look like seventies Elton John –
but MINI glasses impressed Jack Rix

KLAUS BISCHOFF Volkswagen design chief

We get an early taste of new MINI glasses

VWconcept points tobigge
JackRix
Jack_Rix@dennis.co.uk

@jack_rix

VW sprung a genuine surprise at the
Shanghai Motor Show with the C Coupé

GTE concept – a large four-door coupé that
will inspire a production model in 2016.

Unfortunately, unless sales of large
saloons pick up significantly in Europe,
it’s destined to be a China-only model.
However, it does give clues towards the
new range-topping Phaeton, due in 2017.

Measuring in at over five metres long,
it’s roughly the size of a Mercedes S-Class
and is designed to sit below the Phaeton,
plugging a gap in VW’s saloon line-up. “In
China we have the Magotan, we will have
the new Passat CC and then there’s a big
gap to the Phaeton,” VW design chief
Klaus Bischoff told us. “This fills that hole.”

Bischoff confirmed that an all-new
Phaeton will launch in mid-to-late 2017,
but claimed only “small details” from
this concept will be carried over. The
Phaeton’s front-end design, for
example, will be “completely unique”.

But the Phaeton will be a one-off in that
respect. Bischoff’s plan is to group future
VW models and build in greater distinction
between those groups. “Over the next
years you will see SUV type faces,
saloon type faces and small car
faces,” he explained. “The idea is
to differentiate them more.”

Based on the new MLB
platform, the C Coupé GTE will
be styled more like a saloon and
less like a coupé for production,
Bischoff confirmed. He also
pointed out that it was larger

WHILE other manufacturers were
launching new cars at the Shanghai show,
MINI’s focus was on technology. It brought
along its new ‘Augmented Vision’ system –
a pair of hi-tech goggles to you and I.

They’re designed to offer seamless
navigation from your front door to your
final destination, make the sides of
the car see-through and project vital
information directly into your field of vision.

Dr Joerg Preissinger, the project leader,
insists it’s not comparable with Google
Glass. “It’s very different because it’s
basically like a head-up display, but
with a much larger field of view,” he said.

“There are two types of information
displayed. The first is fixed and moves
when you move your head,” he explained.
“The second is fixed to the outside world,
so highlights a parking space or a turning,

than the current short-wheelbase Phaeton,
suggesting that the 2017 Phaeton will
be noticeably bigger than the current car.

The C Coupé GTE’s interior is tailored
to its Chinese audience, with two
individual rear seats for those who like to
be chauffeur-driven. The hi-tech layout
could be another clue to the Phaeton, with
a digital instrument cluster and two further
touchscreens in the centre console.

Rear passengers get wraparound
screens and a digital centre console to
control the various infotainment
and climate functions.

The GTE in the concept’s
name points towards its plug-
in hybrid powertrain, which
combines a 2.0 TFSI engine
and an electric motor in the
eight-speed transmission for a
total of 241bhp and 500Nm of
torque. It can travel 31 miles
on electric power only, cover
497 miles in total between fill-
ups and returns 122.8mpg and
55g/km of CO2. The 0-62mph
sprint takes 8.6 seconds
with a top speed of 144mph.

What it will be badged when it
rolls off the production line next
year is still under wraps, although
Bischoff did tell us that its

name will be “unique”.

■ C Coupé GTE revealed ■ S-Class sized; 2.0 TFSI plug-in hybrid

“Over the next few years you
will see SUV-type faces, saloon
type faces and small car faces”

and stays there even when your head
moves.” It’s the latter, developed with
Qualcomm and using its ‘Vuforia’ tracking
technology, that’s particularly impressive.
It created pop-up digital annotations to the
road on the simulator we tried, labelling
landmarks and highlighting parking spaces.

Using a series of forward and rear-facing
cameras integrated into a badge above the
front wheelarch and wing mirrors, the
glasses can also project an image of the
outside when you look at the door. Turn
your head, for example, and you can see
how close the front wheel is to the kerb.

Don’t expect to see them on the options
list anytime soon, though. “A lot of
companies are working on such technology,
but who knows when it will arrive?” said
Preissinger. “When it does, expect the
glasses to be smaller and lighter, too.”

OFFICIAL
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New emissions-
free diesel on way
AUDI has started to develop a
new synthetic fuel called e-diesel.
The CO2-neutral substance is
created from only water and carbon
dioxide present in the earth’s
atmosphere, and uses renewable
energy sources to produce the
liquid fuel. Audi claims that the
development of e-diesel will
“allow long-distance mobility with
virtually no impact on the climate”.

The German brand is set to
produce over 3,000 litres of e-diesel
over the coming months. The high
octane content of the liquid means
it can be used as a fuel in its own
right, but it’s also suitable for
mixing with fossil-based diesel.

“Sexy” Audi EV set for 2018

ger, better Phaeton news
inbrief

Five-metre concept
suggests new Phaeton

will be longer than
current model

AUDI CEO Rupert Stadler has opened up
about the brand’s all-electric SUV, believed
to be badged Q6, claiming it will be “sexy”,
“packed with utility” and “sporty”. He also
confirmed it will arrive by 2018, coinciding
with charging infrastructure developments.

The EV, which was confirmed for
production along with an official sketch

(above) at Audi’s annual press conference
last month, will take on the Tesla Model X
and offer a range of over 300 miles.

“A range of 500km was a must for us,”
said Stadler, talking exclusively to Auto
Express. “It will look nice, it will have
plenty of range and the infrastructure will
be sufficient in terms of supercharging.”

LUXURY
Concept’s hi-
tech cabin, with
touchscreens in
centre console,
hints at upmarket
Phaeton interior;
individual rear
seats designed
for chauffeur
driven passengers

Honda takes wraps
off bold new SUV
FOLLOWING the striking Civic concept
displayed at the New York Motor Show
earlier this month, Honda pulled the
wraps off a bold new SUV in Shanghai.

It sports a similar design language
with the same future family face –
albeit with a more rugged stance and
distinctive sharp edges. Currently, it’s
only destined for the Chinese market,
but given Honda’s ambition for more
global cars, we’d be surprised if a
toned-down version didn’t go on sale
in the UK in the near future, perhaps
even as the next-generation CR-V.

Bosses are marketing the Concept D
as a top-end model that offers “high
quality driving and a spacious cabin.”

If the Concept D makes it into
production, Honda says it’ll come
with advanced safety technologies and
“other advanced features”. Exactly what
this means we’ll have to wait and see.
PAGE 52: Honda CR-V vs rivals

Self-driving Chevy
has you in a spin
ALONGSIDE its all-new Malibu saloon,
Chevrolet debuted its vision of the
future at the Shanghai show.

The FNR Concept is an autonomous
electric car designed to create a
“unique, intelligent vehicle for
tomorrow’s younger consumers”.

It comes loaded with a range of
clever technologies, including sensors
and roof-mounted radar that allow
the car to map out the road ahead
and enable driverless operation.

In self-driving mode, the front seats
can swivel 180 degrees to face the rear
passengers, while gesture control
allows the driver to switch to manual
mode to drive the car themselves.

TESLA RIVAL
Audi’s EV cuts
a sporty figure
in official sketch,
while range
will be over
300 miles, says
Rupert Stadler



NEWMG6 Fuel Consumptionmpg (l/100km): Urban: 52.3 (5.4), Extra Urban: 68.8 (4.1), Combined: 61.4 (4.6)
CO2 Emissions 119 g/km.MG3 Fuel consumptionmpg (1/100km): Urban: 37.7 (7.5), Extra Urban 57.6 (4.9),
Combined: 48.7 (5.8), CO2 Emissions 136 g/km.
Models shown – NEWMG6DTi-TECHTL in Passion Red at £17,995.MG3 3FORM SPORT in Stuck on Blue withWhiteTrophy Stripe at £10,203. Metallic paint an optional extra at £395.On the road price of £8,399 applies to the MG3 3TIME with no optional extras.
On the road price of £13,995 applies to the MG6 S.On the road (OTR) prices include VATwhere applicable,vehicle first registration fee,delivery,number plates and 12 months’ Vehicle Excise Duty. “From” prices shown exclude optional metallic paint,accessories
and graphics packages.Fuel consumption:values shown are based on official EU test figures and are to be used as a guide for comparative purposes and may not be representative of actual driving results.For more information on MG3 and MG6 please visit mg.co.uk

GET MORE MG FOR YOUR MONEY. Go find your dealer at mg.co.uk

The new MG6 really is an MG to shout about. It is our best MG6 yet, 
at just a fraction of the price. Starting from just £13,995, the all-new 
MG6 comes equipped with incredible value, LED daytime running lights, 
16” Alloys, easy air conditioning and one of the largest interiors in its 
class as standard. There has never been a better time to go large, 
so why not test drive the new MG6 today?

Or from £8,399, the MG3 has lots of exciting extras including distinctive 
LED daytime running lights and USB/AUX input.  With over one million 
personalised combinations to discover, you really will get more MG 
for your money. 

THE NEW MG6

DRIVE IT NOW
FROM ONLY £13,995

MG3 From£8,399
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Copycat cars News

JamesBatchelor
James_Batchelor@dennis.co.uk

@JRRBatchelor

EAGLE AND CAYMAN HONGQI AND RANGIE

ZOTYEE30 ANDSMART ZOTYE AND TOUAREG

LANDWIND AND EVOQUE

Attack of the clones in Shanghai
■ Shanghai copycats revealed
■ LandWind leads rip-off parade

CLONE TWO
The Eagle is an all-
electric sports car –
but more important
is the way it looks.
There’s no getting
away from the
Porsche Cayman-like
body and Ferrari F12
nose grafted on. Even
the badge is a near
copy of Porsche’s.

CLONE THREE
The LS5 uses the
previous-generation
Range Rover and
Jeep Grand Cherokee
as its inspiration,
stretching them
a bit to suit more
Chinese tastes.
Under the bonnet
is a 510bhp 4.0-litre
petrol engine.

CLONE ONE
While the outside
is very close to the
baby Range Rover,
the interior of the
LandWind X7 is
quite different –
but Land Rover is
understandably
unhappy. Priced at
£14,000 in China,
the X7 could dent
sales of the Evoque,
which costs some
£35,000 more.

CLONE FOUR
Clearly aping the
looks of a ForTwo –
and its distinctive
Tridion safety cell –
the electric E30 also
sports a knock-off
Tesla Model S-style
large tablet screen
in the dashboard.
Driving range is
around 90 miles.

CLONE FIVE
Take the Audi Q5 and
VW Touareg, mix a
few of the parts
together and this is
the result. On Zotye’s
show stand the T600
was even glistening in
the same shade of
brown as you can
buy on the VW. More
than a coincidence?

EVERY major motor show has its
own crop of homegrown metal,

and the Chinese shows never disappoint
when it comes to interesting creations.

With a new car market that’s around
19 million and rising every year, it’s hardly
surprising that China is the home of a wide
range of cars that look in all directions for
styling influences. And while previous
events may have yielded more ridiculous
rip-offs than in 2015, there were still some
treats in store at the recent Shanghai show.

Here we pick the cars that caused our
eyebrows to raise just a little – from a
blatant Range Rover Evoque copy to an
electric sports car that looks to both
Modena and Stuttgart for inspiration.

E

Z

CLONE ONE
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News Mercedes coupé spied

“AMG’s muscular
add-ons clearly fit
with the sleeker shape
of the C-Class Coupé”

SPIED

Storming Merc-AMG C 63 Coupé
warms up to take on BMW’s M4

IF you’re a fan of the latest Mercedes-
AMG C 63 saloon but feel all that noise

and pace deserves a more aggressive look,
this sleek coupé version could be the answer.

Seen here being put through its paces by
engineers, the two-door will hope to replicate
the success of BMW’s M4, which is predicted
to sell significantly more than the M3 saloon
over its lifespan. The previous C63 AMG
also found more homes as a coupé, which
is why this one can’t come soon enough.

We spied the standard C-Class Coupé
earlier this year, which itself is set for a
debut at the 2015 Frankfurt show in
the autumn. This model might be more
heavily disguised, but the muscular
add-ons of the AMG performance
division clearly fit with the sleeker shape.

At the front, only swept-back headlamps
differentiate it from the saloon, but it’s from
the A-pillar back where things change, with
a steeply raked window line and arching
roofline just like the previous model.

The curvy rear end is inspired by the
flagship AMG S 63 Coupé, and there’s a
wider stance. The tell-tale giveaways of
what’s under the bonnet include swollen air
intakes at the front, wider and larger wheels,
bigger arches and quad tailpipes at the rear.

The powertrain will remain identical to
the saloon, but that’s no bad thing – the

■ New two-door spied on test prior to 2016 launch ■ 469bhp engine; 503bhp S model

‘base’ C 63 saloon has a healthy 469bhp
pumped through the rear wheels only,
while the S variant gets a whopping
503bhp, and both boast 700Nm of torque.

The C 63 Coupé should do 0-62mph in
just under four seconds, marginally quicker
than the saloon thanks to a weight
reduction, and has a top speed of 155mph.

A limited slip-differential will be available
to tame the immense power, as will a more
vocal exhaust option. The C 63 Coupé should
command a premium of around £1,000
over the saloon, at around £61,000. A
convertible version is also expected
for later in 2016, while as with the old
coupé, we can expect an even hotter Black
Series model to feature in around 2017.

OFFICIAL

Brits are best at
parking in Europe

Drink while you drive

Our test in Issue 1,233 highlighted Brits’ parking skills

Motorists are being told to stay constantly hydrated

BRITISH drivers are ranked as the best parkers in
Europe according to new figures, which show that
only 10 per cent of UK accidents are caused by
parking, compared to 16 per cent on the Continent.

Almost 10,000 motorists in France, Germany,
Italy, Spain and the UK were studied by YouGov
on behalf of Nissan, and parking in Italy came out
worst, accounting for 26 per cent of accidents.

The UK was rated as having the most cautious
drivers, too, with under a quarter of motorists
reporting damage to their cars over the past five
years. Italians reported the most, with 50 per cent.

Spain was second with 40 per cent, followed by
Germany and France. Overall, one in three European
drivers has damaged a car in the last five years.

In four out of five of the countries surveyed,
reversing proved the most challenging manoeuvre,
causing 45 per cent of all parking bumps.

DEHYDRATION has the same negative impact on
driving as being over the drug and alcohol limit,
according to Loughborough University academics.

A set of male drivers were given just 25ml of
water per hour and recorded 101 incidents on a
simulator – a similar number scientists would
expect from someone drink or drug-driving.

Professor Ron Maughan added: “Our findings
highlight an unrecognised danger and suggest
drivers should make sure they are hydrated.”

MEGA MERCS
New C 63 saloon
(below) has been
unveiled already
– and Black
Series version is
in pipeline, too

LawrenceAllan
Lawrence_Allan@dennis.co.uk

@LobAllan
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“There is an
argument for
putting the
age at which
people can
sit their test
up, not down”
Prof. Stephen
Glaister, director of
RAC Foundation

“We would
consider
allowing
provisional
licences,
but not
full ones”
Sarah Sillars, CEO
of the Institute of
Advanced Motorists

JoeFinnerty
Joe_Finnerty@dennis.co.uk

@AE_Consumer

“At 16, teenagers can
marry and join the
army – so should they
be allowed to drive, too?”

BIG DEBATE: Should we let 16-year-olds drive?

“16-YEAR-OLDS should be allowed
to drive and encouraged to drive, but
I don’t think they should be able to
get their licence until they are 17.

“There is evidence that learning
to drive before you are 17 in a
controlled off-road environment
brings many benefits. These drivers
have fewer collisions after passing
their test as they have got rid of
some of that adrenaline on the
race track rather than on the road.

“A good compromise might
be to allow 16-year-olds to drive
at 16-and-a-half but not sit their
test until 17-and-a-half. This, in
effect, could give them one year’s
experience before going solo.”

“EARLY driving licence acquisition
leads to more risk. The IAM believes
that while we should consider
allowing 16-year-olds to hold
provisional licences and be allowed
tuition, we would not at all endorse
them being allowed full licences on
the road, as they simply do not
have the level of maturity required
for the task of driving unrestricted.

“The test itself needs to include
the skills that can save new drivers’
lives like rural roads and night-time
driving. We want a review of the
place of the test in a graduated
licence framework that encourages
the gaining of experience in a
wide range of traffic conditions.”

“YOUNG people are dying in
disproportionate numbers on our
roads and one in five has an accident
within six months of passing their test.

“Risk is very closely associated
with age and experience, so in road
safety terms there is an argument for
putting the age at which people can
take their test up rather than down.

“If you can get young, newly
qualified drivers through their
first 1,000 miles incident-free
then the chances of having
a crash are much reduced.

“To do this we support a
graduated licensing approach
which is a common feature in
many countries around the world.”

AS the UK prepares to head to the
polls, there remains widespread debate

and uncertainty as to which parties will
be in power after the General Election.
However, current betting suggests that a
minority Labour Government supported by
the Scottish National Party is a real possibility.

And while neither party has offered
much to appease motorists, Labour
leader Ed Miliband has previously said he’ll
give 16-year-olds the vote if he’s elected,
while it’s already a reality in Scotland.

At this age, teenagers can also
legally marry and join the army, so
Auto Express is asking: Should 16-year-
olds be allowed to drive on the road, too?

Currently in the UK, the earliest you
can drive on public roads is when you
turn 17. But should this be changed?

Auto Express asked four motoring
organisations in the UK for their view on
whether it would be a good idea to allow
16-year-olds to drive on our roads.

Plus, we visited Woking College in
Surrey to find out what those who would
be most affected thought of the prospect.
And you can let us know what you think
at www.facebook.com/autoexpress.

■ Could voting reform pave way
for rethink on licences, too?

“We could
maybe allow
people to
drive at 16-
and-a-half
and sit test at
17-and-a-half”
Edmund King,
AA President

■ DISCO’S NEW ENGINE
LAND ROVER has announced the
Discovery Sport SUV is now available
to order with the new 2.0-litre
Ingenium diesel engine.

The unit is offered with either
148bhp or 178bhp, and will
replace the Disco Sport’s 2.2-litre
four-cylinder diesel. A nine-speed
auto box is optional for the higher-
powered version, while the most
efficient engine returns 57.7mpg
and emits 129g/km of CO2.

Prices start at £30,695 – £1,670
cheaper than the 2.2-litre diesel.

New MX-5 to start from £18,495

Latest MX-5 roadster will be available in five trim levels. Order books are open now

THE new Mazda MX-5 is available
to order now, starting from £18,495
for the 129bhp 1.5-litre SkyActiv petrol.

Five trim levels and two engines will be
offered, in seven colours. The basic SE gets
LED lights, 16-inch alloys, leather steering
wheel, electric heated mirrors and air-con.
For £740 more the SE-L adds LED daytime
lights, climate control and a seven-inch
touchscreen with DAB and Bluetooth.

The 159bhp 2.0-litre SE-L is £20,095, and
is marked out by 17-inch alloys, a limited-
slip diff, black mirrors and a strut brace. An
extra £600 gets you the SE-L Nav. Top-spec
Sport starts at £22,695 and adds uprated
suspension with Bilstein dampers, auto
lights and wipers, parking sensors, keyless
entry, lane-departure warning and a Bose
stereo. Options include cross-traffic alert,
Blind-Spot Monitoring and tan leather trim.

OFFICIAL
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THE TEENAGERS’ VIEW

“New drivers
are at a
higher risk
of a crash
due to a
lack of
experience”
Ian McIntosh, CEO
RED Driving School

You can watch
any of our videos

on your phone

Simply scan
this QR code.

“I don’t understand how they would be able to afford
it. It would end up being the ones with rich parents
who could learn, not those with poorer backgrounds”

Should we let 16-year-olds drive?

“AN overriding objective when
pondering law changes in respect of
young drivers is making it safer for all
road users. Reducing the age limit
doesn’t necessarily mean an increase
in road deaths for new drivers in much
the same way raising it to 18 wouldn’t
guarantee a reduction in deaths.

“New drivers are at a higher risk
due to a lack of experience, so a 17-
year-old with one year’s experience is
as likely to have an accident as an 18-
year-old with one year’s experience.

“A key factor in the ability to drive
is the maturity of the individual and
these vary enormously. It would,
however, be virtually impossible to
regulate for a certain maturity level.”

“YES, they should be allowed to. It
would make life so much easier for
me to get to college. Public transport
is not affordable. If I was to get the
bus it’d cost me £200 and I wouldn’t
get home for two hours. I don’t think
there’s much difference in maturity
between 16 and 17-year-olds, either.”

Tania
Stewart
AGE: 16
LIVES:
Shepperton

“I THINK at 16 some people might
not be mature enough. They may be
more tempted to be crazy and
charge around. When you move to
A-Levels you have more time to
learn, too. And at college you’re
treated more as an adult, so you’re
more mature to fulfil expectations.”

Cai
Fanthome
AGE: 17
LIVES: Woking

“FIRST you have to think: ‘Are they
mature enough?’ and then ‘Can they
afford it?’. It might be good for
some, but you have to think
about the majority – even 17-
year-olds can be quite dangerous.
Although, if I was 16 and given the
opportunity, I would have taken it.”

Agnivesh
Foolchand
AGE: 17
LIVES: Ottershaw

“I’VE been driving since I was 12
because I’ve done the Mercedes-
Benz World driving experiences. I
think you should start the basics
early, but it depends if you’re
mature. It’s a serious thing and
not something you can just start
doing. It costs a lot to learn, too,
so you’ve got to have the money.”

Sian
Hayward
AGE: 17
LIVES: Woking

“DRIVING would be really helpful in
terms of getting to college – it’s a
bit awkward now. At my age, I go
out more with friends, so if I could
drive I wouldn’t rely on parents.
There’s little difference between 16
and 17 and I know a lot of people
my age who want to drive.”

Daisy
Shepherd
AGE: 16
LIVES: Molesey

“I THINK they should be allowed to,
but don’t understand how they’d
afford it, as most don’t have a job. It
would end up being the ones with
rich parents who could learn and
not those with poorer backgrounds,
unless insurance was put down. I
will definitely start learning as soon
as possible when I hit 17, though.”

Emma
Kerslake
AGE: 16
LIVES:
Shepperton

AT autoexpress.co.uk/videos
this week, we drive a Vauxhall
Corsa VXR and put a twist on a
Lamborghini Huracán drag race.

AT autoexpress.co.uk/videos
this week, we drive a Vauxhall
Corsa VXR and put a twist on a

Mat
Watson
Mat_Watson@dennis.co.uk

@mat_watson

Videowatch

Lambo’s Huracán
vs... a snowmobile!

WHAT better way to show off the
scorching, all-weather ability
of the Lamborghini Huracán
supercar than putting it head-
to-head against a snowmobile
in a quarter-mile drag race?

As well as crowning our sprint
king of the snow in this video,
we also show why horsepower
beats dog power when it
comes to sliding about on ice.

Our verdict on the
Vauxhall Corsa VXR

THE supermini hot hatch class is
packed with great cars, and Vauxhall
is hoping to elbow its way to the top
of the pack with the latest Corsa VXR.

With 202bhp from its 1.6-litre
turbo engine, a six-speed manual
gearbox and an optional limited-slip
differential, could the hot Corsa
be the ultimate pocket rocket?

THE majority of EU countries enforce
an 18-year-old driving limit, although
the learning process is very different.

In France, for example, you can
start learning at a driving school at
16. This is followed by accompanied
driving before a full test after you’re 18.

Spain and Italy follow a two-stage
test process, although Italians can
get behind the wheel of certain power-
limited vehicles when they’re just 14.

Over in Germany, you can start when
you’re 16 and its curriculum features
mandatory lessons that include
country roads and night-time driving.

A 17-year-old who passes their
test in the UK won’t be allowed to
drive on most EU roads until they’re
18, despite the licence being valid.

What happens
on Continent?
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We get behind the stories that affect you

Chris_Ebbs@dennis.co.uk
@AE_Consumer

Watchdog

It’s the wrong end of our
Driver Power maker chart
that is truly revealing

■ CASE STUDY We step in to get EV fully fixed after it’s damaged during battery replacement

Body blow for Leaf as
repair causes damage

Chris
Ebbs

“Burl was concerned the
damage would be filled in
and resprayed, leaving him
with a sub-standard car”

THE Nissan Leaf finished an impressive
eighth in our Driver Power 2015 survey
in Issue 1,367, showing just how
much owners love their cars and
the affordable running costs they offer.

And one of its highest individual scores
was for reliability, proving the battery tech
can be trusted. But as with all electronic
systems, they can never be faultless and as
they age, they’re more susceptible to failures.

Reader Burl Solomons, from Bournemouth,
Dorset, got in touch with Auto Express
after problems with his Leaf’s battery
led to an unexpected and lengthy battle
to get damage to the bodywork repaired.

Burl had bought the 62-reg Leaf second-
hand from Westover Nissan, Bournemouth,
and after 10,000 miles it refused to turn
on. After hours spent investigating the
problem, it was decided the battery pack
would need replacing and this meant
a trip to Leaf specialists at Benfield
Nissan, Gateshead, Tyne and Wear.

The car was fully – and expensively –
repaired under warranty, and then returned
to Burl. But all was not well. Burl noticed
damage to the wing and doors that hadn’t
been there before. What’s more, Burl wasn’t
happy with the style of repairs being offered.
He said: “It’s not big damage, but it’s damage

IN A SCRAPE
Reader Burl
was upset that
Leaf returned
from garage
with bodywork
clearly damaged

THISweekwe’ve revealed the
bestmanufacturers as voted by

more than61,000of you (Page 46),
and there are some interesting results.
The top of the table looks largely

familiar,with the usual suspects of
Lexus, Skoda and Jaguar battling it
out for top spot. It’s further down the
table that things are really intriguing.
The two volume sellers of Vauxhall

and Fordmayhavenoproblems in
shifting cars to new customers, but
keeping thempleased seemsharder.
The twobrandsmaypoint to their

individual sales figures as their real
success, butwe’d hope thatmakers
sellingsomanycarswouldalsobe
striving for greater satisfaction.
After all, a happy customer ismore

likely to be a repeat customer. But
the two companies havemoved very
little in our chart in the past fewyears,
which suggestswhatever they’redoing
to address the problems isn’t enough.
These aren’t the only culprits,

either. There are also some so-called
‘premium’ brands languishing
towards thewrong endof the chart.
Aswith the volume sellers, these

manufacturersmay sometimes think
that once the sales process has gone
through, that’s the endof things.
While offering cutting-edge tech

or a comfortable ridemight be key
at this end of themarket, basic
reliability remains verymuch a
priority for themajority ofmotorists.
Each year,Driver Power reveals the

manufacturers that are really striving
to improve, and those that seem
more content to rest on their laurels.
That’swhatmakes it such an essential
read – andwhy you should take the
timeout tofill in the 2016 survey at
www.autoexpress.co.uk/driverpower.

“We’d hope makers
selling so many cars
would be striving for
greater satisfaction”

Reader was given courtesy
car after we intervened

Joe Finnerty

nonetheless. They spent thousands on
getting it working again, yet they have offered
a smart repair rather than a full repair.”

Burl was concerned the damaged sections
would be filled in and resprayed, leaving him
with a sub-standard car. We thought Burl was
entitled to have the car returned to him in the
same condition it left him, so contacted
Nissan to pursue his case. And we were

relieved when Nissan assured us that the
repair would be a comprehensive job, and
not just a smart, cosmetic touch-up.

A spokesman said: “While in our care Mr
Solomons’ car was regrettably damaged. We
have apologised to Mr Solomons and have
organised for his car to be repaired, at our
expense, to a high standard using the
latest methods, facilities and processes.”

Burl’s Leaf was booked into the bodyshop
in Westover Nissan, Bournemouth with the
repairs due to take a week. Meanwhile, Burl
was loaned a courtesy car – another Nissan
Leaf – while he waited. He was pleased
with the outcome, and told us: “Thank
you for all your help. Without your call, it
could have been rumbling on forever.”
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Inbox What do you think?

Join the debate at www.autoexpress.co.uk

Chris Ebbs

THE following provide help
with motoring problems.
Some services are free,
others charge a fee or
operate on premium-rate
lines (p), while some offer
advice for members only (m).

Legal
AA: 0906 010 1300 (p)
RAC: 0870 5533 533 (m)
Which?: 01992 822 800
Consumer Direct:
0845 404 0506
Local Trading Standards
Local Citizens Advice Bureau

Used car inspections
AA: 0800 085 3007
RAC: 0800 085 2529

Technical advice
AA: 0870 606 1619 (m)

Driving licences
DVLA: 0300 790 6801

Car registration/history
HPI: 01722 422422
AA: 0800 316 3564
DVLA: 0300 790 6802
RAC: 0800 975 5867
Traffic information
AA: 09003 401100 (p)
RAC: 09003 444999 (p)

Problems with dealers
Motor Codes:
0800 692 0825
RMIF: 0845 839 9205 (m)
Scottish Motor Trade
Association: 0131 331 5510

Problems with makers
Motor Codes: 0800 692 0825

Financial problems
Financial Ombudsman:
0800 023 4567

Safety concerns/recalls
Vehicle and Operator
Services Agency (VOSA):
0117 954 3300

Useful
Contacts

LEGAL
ADVICE
Joanna Lezemore
Solicitor
www.consumer-genie.co.uk

MANY buyers choose to shop online
rather than visit local garages for the best
price. But what protection do you get?

If you buy online from a UK trader – just
like buying from a garage – the car has
to be of satisfactory quality and fit for
purpose under the Sale of Goods Act 1979.

What this means will depend on the age
and condition of the car at the time of
purchase and the price. If you’re a
consumer, you also have the benefit of a
cooling off period to change your mind.

This means you can cancel the contract
from the time you agree to the purchase
until 14 days after delivery, or longer if you
weren’t given notice of your cancellation
rights by the trader. But you may be
charged for the use of the car during that
time if you’ve used it “beyond what is
necessary” to establish the characteristics.

It’s worth considering paying by credit
card. Under Section 75 of the Consumer
Credit Act 1974, if anything goes wrong,
any claim against the trader can also be
brought against the credit card company,
providing the car cost between £100 and
£30,000. Even if you just pay a small
amount on the card, the company will still
be liable for the full extent of any loss.

Buy from a private seller, though, and
you don’t get the same legal protection.

New campaign bids
to improve van safety

HOT TOPIC New Renault Espace

■ SMMT fears over number of overloaded, unsafe vans on road

Contact Joe Finnerty
mail@autoexpress.co.uk @AutoExpress
Write to:Watchdog/Letters, Auto Express, Dennis Publishing,
30 Cleveland Street, LondonW1T 4JD

BIG HIT
Readers say
new Espace
looks great
and should
be sold in UK

Sports car would be
good business for MG

JLR should add pick-up
for further US success

FROM: LeeMints WHAT a superb-looking
car. I reckon the forthcoming new Ford
S-MAX would have a serious run for its
money if the Espace was distributed in
the UK. Renault’s top safety credentials
and improving reliability and residuals
would convince drivers to buy it.

FROM: chinacarguy RENAULT is enjoying a
resurgence. This looks fabulous and is so
much more stylish than the VW Sharan.
It’s interesting to see that Renault has
moved away from the boxy approach.
And as with other recent Renaults, the
interior quality should be good, too.

FROM: John Miles THE MG Icon (Issue
1,366) sounds promising, but why don’t
they build the MGB? I know MG has to
chase the money with SUV models, but
surely it can see how even a low volume
or platform-shared sports car would
push customers to its showrooms.

FROM: Paul McGlade WOW! The Jaguar
Land Rover SVO department has done
it again, this time with the £148k Range
Rover (Issue 1,364). Given their success
in the US, I wonder why the firm hasn’t
done a pick-up yet. It may cost a lot, but
it would pay off with the right product.

FROM: Mike Rees NOT all aftersales service
is bad. I bought a used car from a dealer
in Somerset, but the head gasket blew
after two months. I live in Worcester, so
it sent a trailer to collect the car and
delivered a courtesy car to use while
mine was fixed under warranty. Superb,
considering it was bought for just £1,450.

FROM: Derek Livesey ASTON Martin makes
handsome cars, but they’ve looked far
too similar for years now. Even the
fabulous Lagonda has no individuality
about it at all. Why do manufacturers
increasingly make products like Russian
dolls? Audi’s model design is another
example of the ‘one shape fits all’ ethos.

Impressed by used
car aftersale service

More variety needed
from Aston Martin

■ “It’s surprising Renault
isn’t considering bringing
this to the UK, yet it’s
talking about a Nissan
X-Trail-sized SUV.” Nicko

■ “Just like the previous
version, the Renault Espace
makes the Volkswagen
equivalent look like an old
wardrobe.” supermanuel

■ “Looks great compared
to the old car. The roofline
is gorgeous and I love the
interior, too. They should
bring it to the UK.” Matthew

VAN operators are being urged
to take better care of their vehicles
in a bid to ensure their drivers
and other road users are safe.

The call, from the Society of
Motor Manufacturers and Traders
(SMMT), comes after it was revealed
63 per cent of the 10,800 stopped
at the roadside for checks each year
have a serious mechanical fault.

The checks, carried out by the
Driver and Vehicle Standards
Agency (DVSA), also found that
more than 90 per cent of vans
stopped were overloaded, while
around half posed a safety risk.

The SMMT also revealed that
50 per cent of vans also fail
their annual MoT test first time.

Van operator safety is currently
self-regulated, unlike vehicles
over 3.5 tonnes, which have
to follow stricter rules from the
Operator Licensing regime.

The SMMT has warned that if
the poor safety record continues,
the van industry could face a
bill of £2.1billion if they were to
also be regulated like HGVs.

Mike Hawes, SMMT chief
executive, said: “Britain’s
3.2 million vans are essential
for the smooth running of the
economy, but their recent safety
record is a matter of concern.

“We’re launching a campaign
to promote maintenance so
businesses can take the necessary
steps to ensure vehicles are safe.”

Concern growing over
unsafe vans on road
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A different take on the world of motoring
Inside story

HOW TO BUILD A WORLD-CLASS LIMOUSINE
Britain is famed for making some of the
We visited one renowned coachbuilding

AT one time or another, many of us will have spent
some time in a luxury limousine, whether on a

business trip or a high-rolling party in Las Vegas.
Fitted with plush interiors, blacked-out windows and

spacious seats, limos offer a unique means of travel. As it’s
a low-volume market, manufacturers don’t make limousine
versions of their cars; but where do they come from?

Auto Express wanted to know more, and where better to
find out than at one of the biggest limo makers in the UK?
We visited the main factory of Wilcox Limousines, in Wigan,
Greater Manchester, for an in-depth look at the process.

Wilcox Limousines is a third-generation, family-owned
coachbuilding business that’s been operating in the UK

since 1948. It converts and sells more than 100 limo
Jaguar XJs every year, with most of the work done by
hand at its two factories in Wigan and Northampton.

The executive saloons are bought directly from
Jaguar before being cut in half, fitted with a new
1.2-metre section, repainted, refurbished and
delivered. Sounds easy, right? Not quite.

Wilcox spends 850 hours building a limo and
1,000 hours on a hearse conversion. From the
time of ordering the £130,000 Jaguar, customers

“Executive saloons are cut in half,
fitted with a new 1.2-metre section,
repainted, refurbished and delivered”

JoeFinnerty
Joe_Finnerty@dennis.co.uk

@AE_Consumer
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can expect delivery after nine months. That’s three months
to get a build date on the Jag production line, another three
months for the XJ to be built and the final three months
for the 6.3-metre car to make it through Wilcox’s factory.

The first steps of converting the car involve stripping
out everything to prepare it for being cut in half. The
electronics are taken out, plus the headlining, doors
and glass areas are removed to leave engineers with
a bare shell that’s a little easier to slice up.

The car is then put up on a ramp and electric saws
are used to cut through the body at precise points. It’s
then pulled apart leaving a gap for the new body section
to be installed. The XJ’s aluminium bodyshell makes the

1

A ABOVE
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Inside story

ABOVE
D-CLASS LIMOUSINE

the finest limos on the market.
coachbuilding firm to find out how it’s done

Clocking on
BUILDING a limo is a lengthy process, with much of it
done by hand. Wilcox has around 80 workers across
its two sites in Northampton and Wigan, many with
at least 20 years’ experience. Here’s a breakdown
of some of the biggest jobs during the build.

1. CUTTING Splitting the car in half only
takes around 20 minutes, but the job of fitting
the new section involves a day and a half’s work.

2. ELECTRICS Before the car can be cut, 18
hours are spent stripping it out, and it takes
another 18 hours to stretch the wiring loom.

3. PAINT The new-look limo then spends 125
hours in the paint shop, with five litres of primer
and six litres of colour used on each model.

4. POLISHING For the perfect spotless shine, the
car spends 90 hours in the finishing department.

job of cutting through it much easier than older steel
models and reduces the overall weight of the limo.

Rikki Dillon, Wilcox engineering director, has recently
overseen his 1,000th aluminium XJ conversion since
2003, and told us the rise of Jaguar has been significant.

“The Jaguar market has gone wild; customers demand
a higher brand of car,” he said. “They like the luxury
and like the Jaguar. It’s a quality product from the start.

“The funeral market is quite static at the moment,
but people are recognising the quality of the Jaguar
product in that it’s British built and designed.”

With the car cut in half, the new section is fitted in
place. Once it’s been welded and smoothed off, the shell

is repainted and rolled over to the department that refits
the interior and the electronics. When up and running,
the car moves on to fit and finish, where glass is put back
in and the gleaming paint is polished to a perfect shine.

Several hours are spent on each process (see above),
and this time is only increasing as cars become more
advanced. Wilcox has got a handle on the aluminium
construction, but electronics can be just as tricky.

The whole wiring loom has to be taken out and
lengthened, adding in extra lighting or window
controls for the new row of seats. Get just a single
wire crossed, and it’ll mess up the whole system.

There are safety implications here, too. Tighter
regulations in recent years mean all systems fitted on the
standard XJ must work when they’re in limousine guise.

Jaguar puts the Wilcox engineers through training to get
them up to speed with the latest tech and provides full

LIMO SCENE
Our man Finnerty
is shown the
ropes by Wilcox
engineering
director Rikki
Dillon, while the
team gets to work
stripping out its
latest project

2 3 4

For use by newhope302@gmail.com only. Distribution prohibited.
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Wilcox converts over 100 Jaguar XJs
every year, selling them in both
hearse and luxury limo guises

MARTYN Templett, now general manager and a
director at Wilcox Limousines, has been at the
company since 1978 and seen it grow and change.
He gave us this brief overview of its history.

1945William Wilcox obtains the contract from
the nearby Ealing Studio in West London to supply
chauffeur services to actors and crew members.

1948Wilcox Limousines is founded after
William Wilcox decides there is more money in
buying and selling limos than just hiring them
out. Soon starts coachbuilding its own hearses.

1970 Head office and dealer opened at current
headquarters at Chalfont St. Peter, Bucks.

1974William Wilcox’s sons Peter and
Paul take over the family business.

1985 Eagle Specialist Vehicles (owned
by Wilcox) formed in Lancashire to build
Vauxhall-branded hearses and limousines.

1992Wilcox – and Eagle – win an exclusive
contract to convert Jaguar XJs into hearses
and limousines. It’s still the only Jaguar-
supported coachbuilder in the world.

2003 A second factory is established in
Northampton to convert the Jaguar XJ’s
new aluminium bodyshells.

2012 Eagle Specialist Vehicles moves
its northern factory to Wigan.

ITS A FAMILY AFFAIR

by Wil
Vau

1992
con
and
sup

20
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new

2012
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hefty load, that’s no problem. However, only certain
wheels can be used in conjunction with the
suspension, as otherwise the car isn’t safe.

Dillon added: “All of our processes are completely
checked. Plus, the car handles and works exactly
like a Jaguar, which is really good for safety.”

More than 90 per cent of Wilcox’s trade is in the
funeral business, but occasionally it’ll get a one-off
order that raises a few eyebrows. During our visit, the
finishing touches were being put to a maroon limo
that’ll be shipped all the way to Malaysia for a private
owner. Other models have been sent out to Singapore
and Zimbabwe, all in the space of the past few months.

You’d think that cars being ordered for the funeral
business would typically be required in black, but
Dillon explains that this isn’t always the case. He
said: “It’s the way things are changing nowadays;
people want that little bit of extra individuality.”

That personalisation is a growing trait of the current
car industry as a whole. Another is grand-scale UK
success, and Wilcox is a part of that – an old-fashioned
coachbuilder taking on a British-built product in the
modern age is something to be very proud of.

So, next time we see a limousine cruising elegantly
past us or happen to be sitting comfortably inside
one, we’ll be making sure it’s up to scratch, having
got our hands dirty on the Wilcox production line.

warranty for the Jaguar parts, while technical support
is offered via the on-board diagnostic computer.

Further safety concerns come with the extra seats
that are fitted. The seats – designed by Wilcox
– have to be crash tested to make sure they’re safe
in the event of an accident, plus the limos are tested
themselves at proving grounds like Millbrook, in
Beds, or MIRA, Warks, to ensure their quality.

Dillon said: “Every car has to have a test to make
sure it’s stable. The head impacts can’t be too hard
or too soft. We need EU approval. A decade ago, a
hearse was classed as a van, now it’s a people-
carrying van, so EU legislation has changed the rules.”

The lengthening of the XJ also adds weight, but
as the standard engine is powerful enough to tow a

“All of our processes are completely checked. Plus, the car handles
and works exactly like a Jaguar, which is really good for safety”

GETTING COMFORTABLE
Reporter Finnerty relaxes in one of
Wilcox’s limos, but it’s not all easy
going, as Dillon takes him through
complexities of the build (inset)

Inside story Building a limousine

Rikki Dillon Wilcox engineering director
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New cars

JaguarXE

2 GRAN TOURER
We put BMW’s new
seven-seat MPV
through its paces.

34

FIRST DRIVE Production version of compact execmore than lives up to its billing

ENGINE New XEs
will feature JLR’s latest
engines – including
our test car’s Ingenium
2.0-litre diesel. AdBlue
fuel additive reduces
harmful emissions of
mono-nitrogen oxides
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EssentialsJonathanBurn
Jonathan_Burn@dennis.co.uk

@Jonathan_burn

ARIAL NOMAD
Crazy 235bhp buggy
does 0-60mph in 3.4
seconds. Plus Golf GTE.

NEW KIA DOUBLE
Facelifts aim to keep
Picanto city car and Rio
supermini competitive.

LEON ST CUPRA
Storming new SEAT
estate arrives in UK –
and we get behind wheel.

FORD C-MAX
Is five-seater a wiser
buy than seven-seat
Grand C-MAX? We find out.

36 38 41 43

XE is composed on the move and offers razor-sharp performance, while cornering is as nimble and precise as you’d want

JAGUAR has never launched a car with
as much hype surrounding it as the

new XE. But it has a significant challenge
on its hands with the revised BMW 3 Series
coming soon, the swish Mercedes C-Class
already here and a brand-new Audi
A4 due for release next year.

We drove the XE back in January, but this
isn’t a case of déjà vu. That car was an early,
pre-production prototype designed to give
us a brief insight into what we could expect
from Jag’s new compact exec. It showed real
promise, yet wasn’t quite the finished article.
However, there are no excuses this time, as
the XE we’re testing here is the very model
that will arrive in showrooms in May, so
promise and potential won’t cut it.

Referring to the Jag as ‘new’ doesn’t even
begin to do it justice – it’s new in almost
every sense of the word. From its aluminium
architecture to the new factory that builds
the engines in Wolverhampton, West
Midlands, it’s all part of a near-£2billion
investment from Jaguar Land Rover.

The XE is available in many different
flavours, from a wallet-friendly 161bhp,
99g/km 2.0-litre Ingenium diesel to an
F-Type-powered 335bhp 3.0-litre V6 S
model. Prices start from £26,995 and
rise to £44,870 for the range-topper.

In the pre-production cars, we spent most
of our time getting to grips with the more
powerful of the two diesels on offer – the
178bhp version of the 2.0-litre Ingenium
unit – so we’ll pick up where we left off.
Early foibles centred around interior fit
and finish as well as overall refinement.
Jaguar said it would right its wrongs,
and it’s stayed true to its word.

Prodding the starter button brings
the engine to life without the agricultural
shudder that plagued our January test cars.

Vibrations are well isolated from
the cabin, and once the engine is up to
temperature, it becomes almost inaudible

JaguarXE2.0Portfolio
Price: £33,675

Engine: 2.0-litre 4cyl diesel

Power: 178bhp

Transmission: Six-speed manual,
rear-wheel drive

0-62mph: 7.8 seconds

Top speed: 140mph

Economy: 67.3mpg

CO2: 109g/km

ON SALE Now DESIGN Steering wheel, dials and LED
signature in front and rear light clusters
are all recognisable from the F-Type, as
Jaguar reinforces its latest design language

PRACTICALITY If there’s one chink in
XE’s amour, it’s boot space. It lags behind
the BMW 3 Series’ capacity by 25 litres,
at 455 litres, and is an awkward shape

NEED
TO KNOW
Buyers will have a
large model range
to choose from,
with the line-up
topping out with
the 335bhp 3.0-litre
V6 S. Range will
grow with R and
SVR models in
2016 and beyond

from inside. Jaguar’s engineers have
clearly been hard at work, delivering
what could be the smoothest four-
cylinder diesel engine on the market.

There may be 450Nm of torque at your
disposal from 1,750rpm, but jabbing the
accelerator doesn’t provide the savage
surge of acceleration you’d expect; instead,
there’s a far more cultured sense of power
delivery. Only when extended beyond
4,000rpm does the traditional diesel din
make itself known, but it’s a notch up in
terms of refinement when compared to
the equivalent diesel-powered C-Class.

You can spec the 178bhp engine with
an eight-speed ZF auto gearbox for £1,750.
We think that’s a worthy outlay, as fuel
economy doesn’t suffer; the auto returns
the same 67.3mpg and CO2 emissions of
109g/km as the manual. The lesser-powered
163bhp diesel will please the tax man
even further, emitting only 99g/km of CO2.

On the move, the XE remains unflustered
and composed at all speeds. The adoption

For use by newhope302@gmail.com only. Distribution prohibited.
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“Jag XE’s cabin is far more pleasing
on the eye than the BMW 3 Series’”

Verdict

THE amount of investment, manpower
and resources Jag has poured into the
XE has paid off. It’s effortless, composed
and sharp to drive, has a beautifully
crafted cabin and class-leading economy.
It’s definitely the compact exec to have.

★★★★★

of the lightweight aluminium architecture
allowed Jaguar to fit heavier yet more
sophisticated front and rear suspension,
meaning the XE is able to glide with the
composure of a C-Class while covering
ground at the pace and precision of a
3 Series. It’s exactly where Jaguar aimed
to position the car, and it has nailed it.

The passive ‘comfort’ set-up of the
chassis offered a real tailored blend of
forgiveness without upsetting its natural
composure in bends. Adaptive dampers
can also be added for around £800,
which constantly manipulate the car to
keep it in tune with the road surface.
The chassis is so well resolved, though,
that it’s an unnecessary option.

Steering is light yet consistent and
incredibly direct, with a front end that
responds with plenty of grip. The manual
gearbox lets the side down a little with a
long throw and a stubby lever that’s too
short for comfortable shifts. The auto
may have eight ratios to deal with, but
changes are swift and well timed, if a
touch lethargic on the downshift. The
more delicate you are with throttle
inputs, the cleaner the changes.

Interior fit and finish is also up there
with the best in class. The cabin is far
more pleasing on the eye than the
3 Series’, with fewer gloss-black plastics
than you’ll find in the C-Class. The new
infotainment system isn’t the most
intuitive, yet becomes more familiar the
longer you spend with it and is a major
upgrade from the systems used in
Jaguars of old. But BMW’s iDrive set-up is
still the far more accomplished system.

Those in the front will have little
to complain about in terms of space,

thanks to the superbly crafted and
supportive seats, but back seat occupants
may not be so pleased. The swooping
roof looks great, but it impacts on
passenger space. Two adults in the back
will have sufficient legroom, although
headroom will be tight for six-footers.

A chunky transmission tunnel means
seating three will be a challenge. And
although the XE’s rear space is no worse
than the 3 Series’, the BMW’s 480-litre
boot trumps its 455-litre capacity.

Still, the good news is that Jaguar has
listened to the criticism levied at the
pre-production models and acted –
the production XE is a far better car
than the one we drove in January.

What’s even better news is that Jag
hasn’t broken under the pressure of
building arguably the most important
model for the brand in decades. This is
the car the revised 3 Series has to beat.

NEED
TO KNOW
XE will double Jag’s
UK sales, which
currently sit around
16,000 per year

INTERIOR Legroom is decent enough in
the rear, but shoulder and headroom are a
little compromised. Up front, fit and finish
are flawless, with plenty of kit adding to
the luxury feel. Range of driving modes
can be selected from centre console,
while panoramic roof is simple to operate



T H E O LD E R W E G E T, T H E B E T T E R YOU LOOK .
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Essentials

BMW2
FIRST DRIVE Can a fro nt-wheel-drive seven-seat MPV really be considered a BMW?

FINISH Kids might not appreciate it, but
the Gran Tourer’s interior fit and finish is as
good as any other BMW’s, with leather,
metal and wood creating classy ambience

EQUIPMENT BMW’s iDrive system
is easy to use with a 6.5-inch colour
display, and features navigation and DAB as
standard. Luxury spec includes leather seats

BMW2SeriesGranTourer
20dX-Drive Luxury

Price: £32,755

Engine: 2.0-litre 4cyl turbo diesel

Power: 187bhp

Transmission: Eight-speed auto,
four-wheel drive

0-62mph: 7.8 seconds

Top speed: 135mph

Economy: 57.6mpg

CO2: 129g/km

ON SALE Now

“The engine is everything you want from a four-
cylinder diesel; it’s punchy, quiet and efficient”

BMW is the best in the business at
exploiting new niches, and it reckons

there’s a gap in the market for a premium
seven-seat MPV. So, its new 2 Series Gran
Tourer sets out to be the first to fill it.

Until now, badge snobs with more than
three kids had little option but to get a
hulking SUV or a van-based people mover,
or be prepared to move downmarket.

Compared to the five-seater 2 Series
Active Tourer (also based on the front and
four-wheel-drive MINI architecture), it has
an extra 12cm between the wheels and a
further 9cm in the boot. That frees up room
for a third row of seats, which fold out of the
boot floor at the pull of a lever. Large rear
doors and a middle row with a quick tilt
and slide function aids access to the back.

In the third row, there’s easily enough
room for smaller children. In fact, by
sliding the middle row forward (which
you can by up to 120cm) and inclining
the seatbacks slightly, you can even
squeeze a couple of six-foot adults in.

Being available with all-wheel drive
means the Gran Tourer has to make room
for a propshaft to send power to the rear
wheels, so there’s a transmission tunnel
eating into the central middle seat’s foot
space – a problem you don’t get in the
Citroen Grand C4 Picasso. But it’s not too
intrusive, and this is a well thought out car.

With the rear seats in place, there’s only
room for a couple of small bags in the boot,
but stow them away and boot space rises to
560 litres – slightly less than a Volkswagen
Touran’s (695 litres) but a little more than
the Grand C4 Picasso’s (537 litres). At the
flick of a switch in the boot, the middle
row flops down and its carrying capacity
grows once again, up to 1,820 litres.

BMW has tried to make the 2 Series Gran
Tourer look as sporty as possible. Its slightly
raked profile is less bland than the van-like
Touran, while the trademark BMW grille and
familiar tail-lamp design leave onlookers
in no doubt the 2 GT is a premium model.
And this theme continues inside.

The well made cabin oozes BMW’s familiar
avant-garde luxury. Up front, the seating
position is noticeably driver-focused and
surprisingly low for an MPV. Despite its tall

PRACTICALITY
Gran Tourer’s boot
capacity of 560 litres
with the rearmost
seats stowed is
competitive, while
the middle row also
folds to create a
cavernous, 1,820-
litre luggage space

body, this people carrier still feels like a
BMW in the way that it steers, handles and
rides both with authority and precision.

The cabin is well isolated from
outside noise and the suspension deals
with bumps in that firm but fair BMW
way. Beware of M Sport trim, though,
as combined with the larger wheels,
the upgraded lowered and stiffened
sports suspension does start to
feel a little too harsh on rougher roads
for a people mover – even when fitted
with the optional adaptive dampers.

Most people will find the entry-level
SE trim more than adequate. Among its
highlights are sat-nav, DAB radio, dual-
zone climate control and an electronically

operated tailgate. Worthwhile upgrades
include parking sensors and 17-inch alloys.
Other trims include Sport – which gets the
17-inch rims as standard – and Luxury,
adding chrome trim and leather seats.

We drove the 187bhp 20d, which is only
available with an automatic gearbox and
all-wheel drive and costs from a whopping
£32,540. The engine is everything you want
from a four-cylinder diesel; it’s punchy, quiet
and efficient for the performance on offer.

If fuel economy is key, though, the
manual-only 116d returns 68.9mpg and
emits 108g/km of CO2 for just £25,110.
Whichever model you go for, however, the
Gran Tourer is thoroughly impressive – and
worthy of wearing the famous BMW badge.
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Verdict

Caption to go in space here
please Caption to go in space

here please caption here

THE 2 Series Gran Tourer is a well
made, spacious and practical mid-
sized seven-seater MPV, and it’s
obvious BMW has thought hard
about its versatile layout. It’s also
good fun to drive, even in front-
wheel-drive form, with a reassuring
solidity to all the controls. And while
we’d rather save some cash and
have an equally stylish Citroen
Grand C4 Picasso, this is the car that
families who demand a premium
badge have been waiting for.

★★★★★

SeriesGranTourer
Can a fro nt-wheel-drive seven-seat MPV really be considered a BMW?

Performance
0-62mph/top speed

7.8 seconds/135mph

Running costs
57.6mpg (official)

£73 fill-up

INTERIOR
Cabin is full of
quality, with lots
of kit and great
refinement
adding to the car’s
upmarket appeal

Third row of seats
fold out of the
boot floor at the
touch of a button,
while panoramic
roof ensures the
cabin feels airy

For use by newhope302@gmail.com only. Distribution prohibited.
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Newcars Ariel Atom Nomad

FIRST DRIVE Stripped-out ‘off-roader’ drives like nothing else you will ever experience
ArielAtomNomad Performance

0-60mph/top speed

3.4 seconds/125mph

Running costs
25.0mpg (official)

£57 fill-up

THE first thing you do when you see
the extraordinary new Ariel Atom

Nomad in the flesh is smile. Its chunky
new crash structure and brilliantly garish
orange and black paintwork make you
think: “I bet that thing is hilarious to drive.”

And I can tell you here and now that
you’d be right. On the road, the Nomad,
with its beefed-up suspension and new
18-inch wheels of our test car (15-inch
rims are standard), is an absolute scream.
And off-road, which is where the pocket
rocket was designed to call its natural
habitat, it’s even better still.

The name Nomad is a loose term
referring to tribes who refuse to settle in
one location. Instead, they like to roam the
world, travelling anywhere, any time and
over pretty much any kind of terrain. So, it’s
the perfect name for this go-everywhere
version of Ariel’s now 19-year-old Atom.

In base spec, it costs £33,000 and
comes fitted with a 2.4-litre, four-cylinder
Honda engine that produces peak power of
235bhp at 7,200rpm and 300Nm of torque
at 4,300rpm. That’s good enough to send
the 670kg Nomad from 0-60mph in just 3.4
seconds according to Ariel, and to 100mph
from a standstill in just 8.7 seconds.
Top speed sits at a realistic 125mph.

Power reaches the road via a six-speed
manual gearbox, as per the regular Atom.
But elsewhere, the drivetrain has been

strengthened, the springs and dampers
uprated and the body panels made more
flexible so as to increase dynamic versatility.

The view out of the front window is much
like that in the standard Atom, but it feels
even more military in the Nomad and,
thanks to the new optional windscreen
fitted to our test car, much more panoramic,
too. The roll cage dominates the front three-
quarter view, but the clarity of all-round
vision is far better than in the regular Atom.

So, what’s the Nomad like to drive? In
a word, naughty. When the engine catches
at the press of a button and the throttle
creates a sharp wap-wap from the
exhaust, the last thing you feel like
doing is clicking on the indicator to turn
out on to public roads – you immediately
ponder where the nearest rally stage is.

On the road, the Nomad’s ride is far more
soothing and relaxed than the regular
Atom’s, as the suspension is that much
softer. But it remains very much like its
older brother on the move. The steering still
responds with the same sweet urgency,
the brakes keep that delicious bite
through the pedal and the driving
experience feels every bit as intense.

So, in other words, it’s the same but
different – harder edged visually, yet also
friendlier and more approachable. That’s
exactly why the order books are already
bursting, and why the Nomad is another
example of why Ariel continues to be
one of the smartest small British sports
car companies trading right now.

Steve Sutcliffe
mail@dennis.co.uk

Back-to-basic cabin is charming and adds to thrilling driving experience
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Essentials
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Verdict

Essentials
ArielAtomNomad

Price: £33,000

Engine: 2.4-litre 4cyl petrol

Power/torque: 235bhp/300Nm

Transmission: Six-speed manual,
rear-wheel drive

0-60mph: 3.4 seconds

Top speed: 125mph

Economy: 25.0mpg (est)

CO2: N/A

ON SALE Now

THE Nomad, like the Atom before
it, is unquestionably a work of
rare genius. In many ways, it’s
even better to drive than it is to
look at, which is really saying
something given its radical RC
racer styling. It manages to be
softer and more easy to live with,
too, but the razor-sharp responses
that the Atom is famous for
remain. Ultimately, it’s a toy,
but if you have the space to
use it properly, it’s like nothing
else that’s ever gone before it.

★★★★★

GEARBOX Six-speed manual
gearbox requires a bit of muscle
to switch ratios, but pedals are
perfectly placed for blipping the
throttle on heel and toe downshifts

EQUIPMENT Sparse is the best way
to descibe the Nomad’s interior. Bucket
seats are surprisingly comfortable,
though, and four-point harnesses hold
you firmly in place whether on or off-road

Performance
0-62mph/top speed

7.6 seconds/138mph

VolkswagenGolfGTE
Price: £28,035 (after grant)

Engine: 1.4-litre 4cyl turbo
petrol + electric motor

Power: 201bhp/350Nm

Transmission: Six-speed twin-clutch
auto, front-wheel drive

0-62mph: 7.6 seconds

Top speed: 138mph

Economy: 166mpg

CO2: 39g/km

ON SALE Now

THINK of the GTE as a fast and
desirable hybrid and you won’t
be disappointed, as it has rock-
bottom running costs for those
with the right driving habits. It’s
no GTI when the going gets
twisty, though, so if you want a
better combination of low running
costs and genuine hot hatch
thrills, we’d recommend going
for the cheaper Golf GTD.

★★★★★

PRACTICALITY Battery intrusion
means 272-litre boot space is 108 litres
less than in standard car. GTE charges in
under four hours from domestic socket,
or just over two with special wallbox

EQUIPMENT Kit includes climate
and adaptive cruise control and a
5.8-inch media system, 18-inch alloys
and GTI-aping blue tartan seat trim

NEED TO
KNOW
With a BIK rating
of only five per
cent, the GTE will
cost higher-rate
company car
buyers just £660
per year – £2,071
less than the GTI

IF the idea of an all-electric Golf and the
associated range anxiety fills you with

fear, this new plug-in hybrid GTE could be
the perfect solution. Supposedly infused
with DNA from the sporty GTI and GTD,
its party piece is claimed economy of
166mpg and CO2 emissions of 39g/km.

Propelled by a 148bhp 1.4-litre petrol
turbo plus a 101bhp electric motor, it has a
total of 201bhp and a 7.6-second 0-62mph
time. That’s three-tenths faster than the
GTD, and 1.1 seconds slower than the GTI.

The Golf’s low emissions mean it’s
free from road tax and exempt from the
London Congestion Charge. In fact, if
your commute is less than 31 miles, you
could (theoretically) never fill it with fuel.
Realistically, that quoted all-electric range is
probably closer to 20 miles, but on our test
route it proved harder to drain
than many conventional
electric cars. It’ll charge
in fewer than four
hours from a normal
domestic socket, or
in just over two with
a special wallbox.

There are five
different drive
modes: E-mode,
Battery Save,

Hybrid Auto, Battery Charge and GTE.
Although these are all fairly self-explanatory,
Hybrid Auto offers the best compromise
between performance and efficiency,
while the GTE setting ensures maximum
performance when you want to push on.

It’s one of the best systems we’ve tried,
and despite being essentially the same as
the Audi A3 e-tron’s set-up under the skin,
it feels better sorted in the Golf. The VW is
smooth and quiet around town, and – unlike
the Audi – never lurches or jerks when the
batteries run dry and the engine kicks in.

There’s no hiding the GTE’s weight,
however. It feels much heavier than the GTI
and is nowhere near as urgent as the GTD
in-gear. If you’re expecting hot hatch thrills,
you’ll be disappointed by the way it drives.

Kit is impressive, though, and while
the £33,085 list price is rather high, all
models benefit from the Government’s
£5,000 grant for plug-in vehicles.

VolkswagenGolfGTE
FIRST UKDRIVE Plug-in hybrid delivers appealing blend of pace and efficiency

Verdict

For use by newhope302@gmail.com only. Distribution prohibited.
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Practicality
Boot (seats up/down)

200/605 litres

FIRST UKDRIVEMid-life facelift aims to breathe new life into four-year-old city car
KiaPicanto Performance

0-60mph/top speed

13.9 seconds/95mph

Running costs
67.3mpg (official)

£40 fill-up

KIA’S dinky Picanto impressed us at its
launch in 2011, largely due to its huge

improvement over the first-generation model.
Trouble is, the city car sector’s moved on
leaps and bounds over the past four years,
with rivals such as the Hyundai i10 and
VW up! pushing the game on in terms of
build quality and big-car refinement.
So, to keep the Picanto fresh, Kia has
given it a mid-life facelift – and we’ve
got behind the wheel for the first time.

Blink and you’ll miss the refresh, though,
because as with the Rio supermini (opposite),
the changes to the 2015 car are subtle. So
discreet, in fact, that we couldn’t tell our test
model apart from the old car at the front. At
the back there’s a reprofiled bumper, but
other than that Kia was clearly content with
the four-year-old Picanto’s design. It still
looks sharp, however, so we can forgive that.

Inside you’re even harder-pushed to spot
any changes, with the overall design and
layout the same as before. Some materials
are better, and a chrome strip brightens up
the dash, but again it’s very subtle. What has
improved, though, is kit; our SR7 gets auto
lights, electric windows and mirrors,
Bluetooth, parking sensors and hill-start
assist. There’s no DAB radio, though.

More vibrant colour combinations are
also available for the upholstery, but in our

model the cabin felt quite dark and rather
soulless. At least the switchgear is solidly
built and it’s all logically laid-out. Rear-seat
passengers still get a reasonable amount of
space, but the 200-litre boot is smaller
than in rivals such as the Skoda Citigo.

Under the skin, improvements come in
the form of a new Euro 6-compliant 1.0-litre
three-cylinder petrol engine. The figures look
strong; it claims 67.3mpg and slips under
the 100g/km barrier at 99/km, the same
as for the outgoing car. And 0-62mph
has improved by 0.5 seconds to 13.9.

However, although 68bhp and 95Nm
of torque seem reasonable, the engine
doesn’t feel as perky as similarly sized
units in the Toyota Aygo and Citigo,
while the i10 does a better job of disguising
that resonant three-cylinder thrum.

The Picanto settles down at speed,
but feels quite out of its depth on the
motorway. We managed 47mpg over
mixed routes, but expected better.

The ride is smooth and refined
thanks to the small 14-inch alloys,
and road noise doesn’t intrude too
much, although it’s susceptible to
crosswinds at speed. Plus, there’s decent
grip, and body roll isn’t too pronounced.

It’s a shame, then, that the steering
feels slow to react in quick direction
changes, with artificial weighting making it
feel sticky. This means the Picanto simply
can’t match the Citigo, i10 or up! for fun.

NEED TO
KNOW
Stop/start comes
as standard on
the manual 1.0-
litre petrol in
mid-range 2
spec, reducing
CO2 emissions to
a mere 95g/km

O
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Clay

LawrenceAllan
Lawrence_Allan@dennis.co.uk
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Verdict

KiaRio FIRST UKDRIVE Is light refresh enough to
keep supermini fighting fit in competitive class?

Essentials

Essentials
KiaPicanto1.0 SR7
three-door

Price: £9,845

Engine: 1.0-litre 3cyl petrol

Power: 68bhp

Transmission: Five-speed manual,
front-wheel drive

0-60mph: 13.9 seconds

Top speed: 95mph

Economy: 67.3mpg

CO2: 99g/km

ON SALE Now

THE Kia Picanto remains a solid
prospect for city car buyers who
are tempted by low prices, sharp
looks and, of course, the great
seven-year warranty. But this
latest facelift simply doesn’t go
far enough to rejuvenate a four-
year-old car, and the Picanto
remains stuck in an awkward
middle ground: it isn’t as
characterful or funky as the Toyota
Aygo or Renault Twingo, but
neither is it as accomplished as
the Hyundai i10 or Skoda Citigo.

★★★★★

EQUIPMENT These 14-inch alloys
are a new addition to range, and mean
you don’t need to sacrifice ride quality
for style. SR7 spec also gets tinted
windows and automatic lights

PRACTICALITY The Picanto offers
reasonable rear-seat space, but three-
door access is tricky and the 200-litre
boot is around 50 litres behind those
of the Hyundai i10 and Skoda Citigo

KiaRio21.4
Price: £13,645

Engine: 1.4-litre 4cyl petrol

Power: 107bhp

Transmission: Six-speed manual,
front-wheel drive

0-62mph: 11.0 seconds

Top speed: 113mph

Economy: 56.5mpg

CO2: 114g/km

ON SALE Now

THE Kia Rio still has plenty of
appealing features, including a
high-quality cabin, seven-year
warranty and a comfortable ride,
but rival superminis are ahead in
a few key areas. Kia is planning
to release a new 1.0-litre three-
cylinder turbo petrol soon, which
could merit an extra star, but
for now, this engine and spec
is merely adequate in a class
where adequate isn’t sufficient.

★★★★★

EQUIPMENT Mid-spec 2 cars get
projector headlamps, 16-inch alloys
and electric folding mirrors, but do
without new seven-inch touchscreen

PRACTICALITY Rio is still up
there with the best for passenger
space, but its 288-litre boot lags
behind the class leaders’ capacities

NEED TO
KNOW
A three-cylinder
turbo petrol
is planned for
the Rio in the
near future

“You need to rev the Kia hard to extract its
best performance – take it easy and it’s refined”

WITH an influx of new superminis
having arrived in 2015, Kia has

given its Rio a minor facelift to ensure
it isn’t left behind. We drove the
1.4-litre petrol model in mid-range 2
spec to see if it has upped its game.

Outside, the Rio still looks pretty
fresh four years after launch, although
the bumper has been subtly tweaked
to add appeal. Inside, the roomy cabin
doesn’t change too dramatically, but it is
a little more upmarket. Material and trim
quality have improved, most noticeably with
the gloss-black dashboard, and while you
won’t be bowled over by new technology
or design flair, it’s easy on the eye,
intuitive to operate and feels solidly built.

Our model lacked the new seven-inch
touchscreen sat-nav included on higher-spec
cars. The standard radio (now with DAB) is
user-friendly, yet the display looks dated.

On the road, it’s clear that the Rio is
biased towards comfort rather than taking
the Ford Fiesta head-on for handling. That’s

no bad thing, as you get a refined, smooth
ride around town and quietness at higher
speeds. Body control is adequate, but it’s
a shame that the steering is still vague.

The 107bhp 1.4-litre petrol is carried
over from the old model, but now gets
stop/start as standard. With six gears,
it’s reasonably flexible for a non-turbo
unit, yet its modest 136Nm torque output
is exposed at higher speeds. You
need to rev the Kia hard to extract its
best performance – take it easy,
however, and it’s smooth and refined.

The 1.0-litre three-cylinder turbo units
in the Vauxhall Corsa and Fiesta are more
relaxing, gutsier and cheaper to tax, plus
they’d easily match our 43mpg test economy.

The problem is, the Rio isn’t quite
the bargain it once was. The Hyundai i20
offers marginally more kit for less, and
you can have a mid-spec Skoda Fabia with
its clever MirrorLink touchscreen and
punchy TSI petrol for the same money.

A turbo petrol unit is on the horizon,
but for now, the Rio makes more
sense in cheaper SR7 spec with
the three-cylinder diesel engine.

LawrenceAllan
Lawrence_Allan@dennis.co.uk

@LobAllan
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Verdict
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NEED TO
KNOW
A £2,025 Sub8
Performance Pack
adds larger brakes
and unique alloys

Verdict
YOU’RE spoilt for choice if you’re in
the market for a hot estate. The Leon
ST Cupra combines space and pace to
produce a winning formula. There are
more spacious hot estates on the
market, but few deliver the same
grin-inducing thrills at a similar
price point. We’d recommend sticking
with the cheaper manual version,
but if your pockets are deep enough,
the Volkswagen Golf R Estate is an
exceedingly tempting alternative.

★★★★★

SEATLeonSTCupra
FIRST UKDRIVE Storming estate offers space and effortless pace

Essentials
SEAT LeonST Cupra

Price: £29,860

Engine: 2.0-litre 4cyl turbo

Power: 276bhp

Transmission: Six-speed DSG,
front-wheel drive

0-62mph: 6.0 seconds

Top speed: 155mph

Economy: 42.8mpg

CO2: 154g/km

ON SALE Now

PRACTICALITY ST Cupra’s boot
capacity of 587 litres with rear seats up
and 1,470 litres with them folded isn’t
as spacious as Golf R Estate’s offering

EQUIPMENT Standard kit on the
Leon includes sporty twin exhausts,
19-inch alloy wheels, sat-nav, DAB radio
and Alcantara-trimmed sports seats

Running costs
42.8mpg (official)

£57 fill-up

JonathanBurn
Jonathan_Burn@dennis.co.uk

@Jonathan_burn

Leon’s 276bhp turbo engine provides plenty of
pace, while steering is engaging and responsive

BEFORE SEAT shifts its focus to its
wave of new SUVs, the Spanish brand

is showcasing how practicality doesn’t
have to come at the expense of fun.
The Leon ST Cupra is the fastest car
SEAT has ever made, and we’ve driven
it on UK roads for the first time.

Not only does the hot estate possess
some real firepower via the 276bhp
2.0-litre turbo carried over from the
Cupra hatch, but this load-lugger carries
587 litres compared to the hatch’s
387 litres. Folding the rear bench
frees up a 1,470-litre capacity.

That’s all down to the extra 270mm of
bodywork at the rear, but running costs
remain largely the same as the hatch’s, with
42.8mpg economy and CO2 emissions of
154g/km. Lined up against its obvious
rivals, the Focus ST and Golf R Estates, the
Leon hits a sweet spot in terms of power
and pricing, coming in at £1,470 more
than the Ford but £3,725 less than the
VW spec for spec. The Leon estate
carries a £995 premium over the hatch.

Despite sharing the Golf’s running
gear, the SEAT is a very different animal.
The first thing to point out is that the ST
Cupra is still mightily quick and responsive
to drive. The standard Cupra profile allows
you to manipulate the throttle, transmission
and steering response by working through
the various driving modes on offer.

Full-attack Cupra mode locks the trick
limited-slip diff in its most aggressive setting
and allows you to carry a huge amount
of speed into corners without the fear of
understeering and facing an expensive

repair bill. The Leon’s front
end is incredibly eager and active, allowing
it to cover ground far quicker than the Ford.
A by-product of the focused set-up is a stiffer
ride, as larger imperfections deliver violent
thuds through the cabin, while slightly
uneven surfaces will cause it to become a
little flustered. Take a Golf R over the same
surface, and it rides with greater deftness.

What could clinch it for the Leon over the
Golf is that the ST Cupra is available with a

six-speed manual box – the VW is automatic
only – slashing £1,355 from the cost of our
DSG test car. Move inside, and the SEAT’s
robust and well built cabin is apparent, but
it lacks the attention to detail you find in
the Golf, as the materials don’t look or feel
as expensive. Still, the Leon does come
with sat-nav, Bluetooth and dual-zone
air-conditioning as standard, plus it’s
packaged and designed far more
logically than the cabin in the Focus.

For use by newhope302@gmail.com only. Distribution prohibited.
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Verdict

C-MAX gets a useful
432-litre luggage bay

Tidy dash features Ford’s clever SYNC 2 infotainment system

Richard Ingram
Richard_Ingram@dennis.co.uk

@cutt_ings

k

Comingsoon

FordC-MAX
FIRST DRIVE Five-seat MPV retains charm of big brother

FERRARI 488
GTB 2015
The 488 GTB is the
first mid-engined
turbo Ferrari since the
eighties. It will replace
the 458 and rival
McLaren’s 650S.

SUPERMINIS
Fiat 500 2016
Ford Ka mid 2015
Ford Fiesta 2017
Honda Jazz summer
RenaultTwingo GT late 2015
RenaultZOE update late 2015
Renault 5 late 2015
SEAT Ibiza 2016
VauxhallViva summer

FAMILY CARS
Alfa Romeo Giulia late 2015
Alfa Romeo Giulia Estate late 2015
Audi A3 three-cylinder late 2015
Audi A4 mid 2015
BMW 1Series facelift mid 2015
BMW 3Series Plug-in mid 2016
BMW i5 2016
Citroen C4 facelift mid 2015
Ford MondeoVignale mid 2015
Honda FCEV mid 2015
Infiniti Q30 late 2015
Jaguar XE May
Kia Optima facelift late 2015
MG5 2020
MINI Clubman mid 2015
MINI Countryman early 2016
Nissan Leaf mid 2016
Porsche Panamera 2016
Porsche Panamera estate 2016
SkodaSuperb September
Tesla Model III 2016
Toyota Prius late 2015
Toyota Mirai late 2015
Vauxhall Astra late 2015
VW Beetle Dune late 2015
VW Golf Alltrack summer
VW Golf CC 2015
VW Golf R estate late May
VW Passat Alltrack summer
VW Passat GTE June

SPORTS CARS
Alfa 4CStradale late 2015
Alfa 6C 2016
Aston Martin DB9 late 2016
Aston MartinV8Vantage early 2016
Audi A5 spring 2016
Audi A9 2018
Audi R4 2016
Audi R8 autumn
AudiTTSportback 2016
AudiTTSport Quattro 2016
BMW M1 2016
BMW M2 late 2015
Caterham sports car 2016
Ferrari 488 GTB mid 2015
Ford GT 2016
Ford Focus RS 2016
Ford Mustang autumn
Honda CivicType R late 2015
Honda CR-Z 2017
Honda NSX late 2015
Infiniti Q60 2016
Jaguar XESVR early 2016
Kia GT4Stinger 2016
Lamborghini Asterion LP910-4 2017
Lexus GSF late 2015
Lexus RC late 2015
Lexus LF-LC 2016
Lotus Evora 400 summer
Maserati Alfieri 2016
Maserati GranTurismo late 2017
McLaren 570S late 2015
Mercedes-AMG CLA 45SB mid 2015
MercedesC450 AMGSport 2016
MGTF replacement 2020
MINI JCW mid 2015
Nissan Pulsar Nismo late 2015
Peugeot 308 R late 2015
Porsche BoxsterSpyder late 2015
Porsche Cayman GT4 mid 2015
Porsche 911 GT3 RS mid 2015
Porsche 911 facelift late 2015
Porsche 961 2017
Porsche Pajun 2018

Renault Alpine 2016
Toyota FT-1 (Supra) 2016
VWScirocco GTS 2016

SUVs
Alfa RomeoSUV early 2016
Aston Martin DBX 2019
Audi Q1 2016
Audi Q5 2016
Audi Q6 2016
Audi Q7 summer
Audi Q8 2017
Audi RSQ1 late 2016
Bentley Bentayga 2016
BMW 1SeriesSport Cross 2017
BMWX3 2016
BMWX7 2018
Citroen Grand Cactus 2017
Dacia Duster facelift 2016
Ford Edge summer
Honda HR-V summer
Infiniti QX30 mid 2016
Jaguar F-Pace 2016
KiaSorento mid 2015
Lamborghini Urus 2017
Land Rover Defender 2016
Lexus RX late 2015
Maserati Levante 2016
Mazda CX-3 summer
Mercedes GLCCoupé early 2016
Mercedes GLC mid 2015
Mercedes GLE Coupé mid 2015
Mercedes GLE mid 2015
Mercedes GLS mid 2015
MG GS 2016
Peugeot Quartz 2016
Porsche Cayenne Coupé 2017
Porsche MacanTurboS 2015
Porsche Macan GTS 2015
Qoros 2SUV 2016
Qoros 3 CitySUV 2016
Renault Kwid 2016
Renault Kadjar August
Renault seven-seatSUV 2016
Rolls-RoyceSUV late 2016
SEATSUV 2016
Skoda Yeti+2 2016
Tesla ModelX late 2015
Toyota C-HR 2017
VolkswagenTaigun 2015
VolkswagenTiguan 2016
VolkswagenT-ROC 2016
Volvo XC40 2018
Volvo XC60 late 2015
Volvo XC90 May

PEOPLE MOVERS
BMW 2Series GranTourer June
Ford C-MAX facelift summer
Ford Grand C-MAX facelift summer
FordS-MAX summer
Mercedes R-Class 2016
VWTouran November
VWTransporter late 2015

CABRIOLETS
Audi R8Spyder 2016
Alfa Romeo 4CSpider mid 2015
Fiat 124Spider summer 2016
Ford Mustang Convertible 2015
Jaguar F-TypeSVR late 2015
Lamborghini HuracánSpyder late 2015
Mazda MX-5 summer
Mercedes C-Class Cabriolet late 2015
MercedesS-Class Cabriolet late 2015
MINI Convertible 2016
Range Rover Evoque Cabriolet 2015
Rolls-Royce Wraith Drophead 2016
VW Beetle Dune cabriolet late 2015

LUXURY CARS
BMW 7Series late 2015
Cadillac ELR late 2015
Infiniti Q80 2020
Jaguar XF late 2015
MercedesS-Class Pullman 2015
Rolls-Royce Phantom 2017
VW Phaeton late 2016
VolvoS90 2016

WE drove the seven-seat Ford Grand
C-MAX in Issue 1,366, and now there’s

a newly refreshed five-seat version available,
complete with the brand’s EcoBoost tech.

Unfortunately, Ford has no plans to bring
this 1.5-litre turbo petrol engine to the UK,
although we will get a pair of 1.0-litre petrols,
as well as two economical TDCi diesels.

Visual changes mirror the Grand C-MAX’s,
with a new grille, updated headlamps and
foglights. There’s a big crease in the doors
and a resculpted bonnet, plus new tail-lights.

Practicality and versatility are obviously
key selling points, and at 432 litres, the
Ford has more bootspace than in family cars
such as the Focus and VW Golf. The rear bench
is carried over from the old car, so owners
can split the seats 40:20:40 and load longer
items down the middle. The outer chairs
also slide inwards to improve shoulder room.

All C-MAXs now come with a space-saver
spare wheel, and while that dents overall
carrying capacity by almost 40 litres, safety-
conscious families will no doubt welcome
its arrival. Boot space with all seats folded
stands at an impressive 1,684 litres.

The C-MAX feels just as fun, nippy and
agile as ever to drive. There’s less body roll
than in the seven-seater, plus the suspension
does a great job of soaking up imperfections.

On motorways, the C-MAX is refined, with
wind and road noise well isolated from the
cabin. It’s the same story around town, as
the EcoBoost engine is near-silent, plus
there’s good visibility, a positive gearchange
and beautifully weighted steering.

Inside, the newcomer gets the
same dash as its big brother. It’s
identical spec-for-spec, too, so
the 34 per cent of buyers who
opt for Titanium trim get the
new SYNC 2 touchscreen,
auto lights and wipers,
keyless go and cruise control.

A RANGE of mid-life updates have
done nothing but strengthen the
C-MAX’s position near the top of
the MPV tree. The Citroen C4
Picasso is our favourite all-rounder,
but the Ford’s revised interior,
practical layout and punchy

engines make it a solid and
versatile choice. It’s a shame
we won’t get the 1.5-litre engine
in the UK, but if the sound of

a family-friendly, petrol MPV
appeals, try the 1.0 EcoBoost.

★★★★★

FordC-MAXTitanium
1.5 EcoBoost

Price: N/A

Engine: 1.5-litre 4-cyl
turbo petrol

Power/torque: 148bhp/240Nm

Transmission: Six-speed manual,
front-wheel drive

0-60mph: 9.4 seconds

Top speed: 126mph

Economy: 46.3mpg

CO2: 139g/km

ON SALE N/A

NEED TO KNOW
Outright bootspace
is decent at 1,684
litres – but it still
falls short of the
class-leading Citroen
C4 Picasso, which
boasts 1,851 litres

For use by newhope302@gmail.com only. Distribution prohibited.
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Pos. Model Overall
score

1 Lexus IS Mk3 93.96%
2 Skoda Yeti 93.92%
3 Hyundai i10 Mk2 93.59%
4 SEAT Leon Mk3 92.89%
5 Renault ZOE 92.87%
6 Lexus NX 92.58%
7 Jaguar XJ Mk4 92.46%
8 Nissan Leaf 92.45%
9 MINI Mk3 92.27%
10 MG3 91.96%
11 Skoda Octavia Mk3 91.88%
12 Skoda Superb Mk2 91.68%
13 Lexus GS Mk3 91.59%
14 Audi Q3 91.41%
15 Volvo V40 Mk2 91.39%
16 Lexus RX Mk3 91.27%
17 Peugeot 308 Mk2 91.17%
18 Peugeot 108 91.17%
19 BMW 4 Series 91.13%
20 Lexus GS Mk4 91.12%
21 Honda CR-V Mk4 91.06%
22 Range Rover Sport Mk2 91.04%
23 Jaguar XF 90.91%
24 BMW X3 Mk2 90.86%
25 Skoda Rapid 90.77%
26 Audi A5 Sportback 90.67%
27 Audi A3 Mk3 90.55%
28 MG6 90.52%
29 Toyota RAV4 Mk4 90.46%
30 Volkswagen Golf Mk7 90.44%
31 Skoda Citigo 90.35%
32 Subaru Forester Mk4 90.35%
33 Peugeot 2008 90.34%
34 Jaguar F-Type 90.23%
35 Jeep Grand Cherokee Mk4 90.16%
36 Toyota Prius Mk3 90.03%
37 Lexus CT 89.96%
38 Kia Cee’d Mk2 89.91%
39 Mazda 3 Mk3 89.85%
40 Honda Accord Mk9 89.84%
41 Honda Civic Mk9 89.79%
42 Mercedes C-Class Mk4 89.76%
43 Lexus RX Mk2 89.73%
44 Renault Captur 89.68%
45 Toyota Auris Mk2 89.63%

46 Nissan Qashqai Mk2 89.57%
47 BMW 5 Series Mk6 89.57%
48 Dacia Logan MCV 89.53%
49 Mazda 6 Mk3 89.47%
50 Renault Twingo Mk2 89.39%
51 BMW 3 Series Mk6 89.33%
52 Ford Fiesta Mk6 89.29%
53 Dacia Sandero Mk2 89.24%
54 Audi A6 Mk4 89.21%
55 Toyota Prius Mk2 89.20%
56 Volkswagen up! 89.17%
57 Subaru Outback Mk1 89.09%
58 Volvo XC70 Mk2 89.08%
59 Kia Rio Mk3 89.07%
60 Toyota iQ 89.07%
61 Mercedes E-Class Mk4 88.97%
62 Skoda Roomster 88.92%
63 Jaguar XK/R Mk2 88.81%
64 Mazda CX-5 88.81%
65 Ford Focus Mk3 88.73%
66 Mitsubishi Outlander Mk3 88.72%
67 Citroen DS3 88.43%
68 Land Rover Discovery Mk4 88.37%
69 Alfa Romeo Giulietta 88.35%
70 Renault Clio Mk4 88.29%
71 Subaru Legacy Mk5 88.28%
72 Toyota Aygo Mk2 88.26%
73 Peugeot 208 88.17%
74 Peugeot RCZ 88.15%
75 Fiat Panda Mk3 88.12%
76 Toyota Yaris Mk3 88.10%
77 Citroen C4 Picasso Mk2 88.10%
78 Renault Scenic

/Grand Scenic Mk3 88.06%
79 Vauxhall Zafira Tourer 88.05%
80 Ford C-MAX/Grand C-MAX Mk2 88.04%
81 Mitsubishi Shogun Mk4 88.00%
82 Renault Laguna Mk3 88.00%
83 Lexus IS Mk2 87.99%
84 Honda Jazz Mk2 87.96%
85 Hyundai i40 87.96%
86 Volvo V60 87.91%
87 Fiat 500/500C/Abarth 87.91%
88 Vauxhall Mokka 87.91%
89 Volvo V70 Mk3 87.89%
90 Vauxhall Adam 87.87%
91 Dacia Duster 87.83%

92 Audi Q5 87.79%
93 Skoda Octavia Mk2 87.77%
94 Renault Mégane Mk3 87.73%
95 Mitsubishi ASX 87.73%
96 Citroen C1 Mk2 87.66%
97 Subaru XV 87.62%
98 Citroen C4 Mk2 87.54%
99 Volkswagen Scirocco Mk3 87.48%
100 BMW X1 Mk1 87.47%
101 BMW 1 Series Mk2 87.45%
102 Volkswagen Tiguan 87.38%
103 Hyundai i30 Mk1 87.23%
104 Peugeot 508 87.18%
105 Peugeot 3008 87.09%
106 Citroen DS5 87.06%
107 Volvo XC60 87.04%
108 Citroen C3 Picasso 87.02%
109 Porsche 911 997 87.02%
110 Ford Kuga Mk2 86.97%
111 Toyota Avensis Mk3 86.94%
112 Citroen C5 Mk2 86.93%
113 MINI Countryman 86.78%
114 Audi A5 Coupé/Cabriolet 86.70%
115 Toyota GT86 86.68%
116 Range Rover Evoque 86.67%
117 Jaguar X-Type 86.65%
118 Mercedes B-Class Mk2 86.65%
119 Mercedes A-Class Mk3 86.57%
120 Mazda MX-5/RC Mk3 86.56%
121 Mercedes C-Class Mk3 86.48%
122 Kia Sportage Mk3 86.47%
123 Citroen DS4 86.46%
124 Hyundai ix35 86.38%
125 Kia Picanto Mk2 86.24%
126 Citroen Berlingo Mk2 86.23%
127 Toyota Verso Mk1 86.22%
128 Ford B-MAX 86.20%
129 Volkswagen Golf Mk6 86.18%
130 Toyota RAV4 Mk3 86.16%
131 Land Rover Freelander Mk2 86.13%
132 Ford S-MAX Mk1 86.12%
133 Subaru Impreza Mk3 86.05%
134 Mazda 6 Mk2 85.98%
135 Ford Kuga Mk1 85.87%
136 Mercedes E-Class Mk3 85.83%
137 Range Rover Sport Mk1 85.81%
138 Nissan Juke Mk1 85.78%
139 Suzuki Swift Mk2 85.73%
140 Ford Mondeo Mk4 85.66%
141 Porsche Boxster Mk2 85.65%
142 Mazda CX-7 85.62%
143 Nissan Note Mk2 85.50%
144 Honda CR-V Mk3 85.42%
145 MINI Mk2 85.36%
146 Hyundai Santa Fe Mk2 85.36%

147 Mazda 3 Mk2 85.20%
148 Mercedes A-Class Mk2 85.19%
149 Subaru Forester Mk3 85.18%
150 Subaru Legacy Mk4 85.17%
151 Audi A4 Mk4 85.12%
152 Audi A1 MkI 85.10%
153 Skoda Fabia Mk2 85.07%
154 Volkswagen Golf Plus 85.05%
155 Alfa Romeo MiTo 85.02%
156 Audi A6 Mk3 84.99%
157 Mercedes CLK Mk2 84.99%
158 Mitsubishi Outlander Mk2 84.98%
159 Ford Galaxy Mk3 84.97%
160 Range Rover Mk3 84.93%
161 Mazda 2 Mk3 84.92%
162 Volvo C30 84.89%
163 Citroen C3 Mk2 84.88%
164 Peugeot 5008 84.84%
165 Vauxhall Insignia Mk1 84.79%
166 Volkswagen Passat Mk7 84.78%
167 Volkswagen Polo Mk5 84.58%
168 Volkswagen Touran 84.48%
169 SEAT Ibiza Mk4 84.16%
170 Alfa Romeo 159 84.02%
171 Toyota Yaris Mk2 83.99%
172 Vauxhall Astra Mk6 83.96%
173 BMW 3 Series Mk5 83.94%
174 Mitsubishi Lancer Mk9 83.90%
175 Vauxhall Corsa Mk4 83.86%
176 Volvo XC90 Mk1 83.86%
177 Peugeot 107 83.86%
178 Nissan X-Trail Mk2 83.80%
179 Ford Focus Mk2 83.71%
180 Audi A3 Mk2 83.69%
181 SEAT Altea 83.65%
182 Land Rover Discovery Mk3 83.56%
183 Audi TT/Roadster Mk2 83.53%
184 BMW 3 Series Coupé

/Convertible Mk5 83.53%
185 BMW 5 Series Mk5 83.45%
186 Vauxhall Meriva Mk2 83.39%
187 Nissan Note Mk1 83.26%
188 Toyota Auris Mk1 83.24%
189 Renault Clio Mk3 83.11%
190 Volvo V50 83.00%
191 Hyundai i10 Mk1 82.98%
192 SEAT Leon Mk2 82.95%
193 Citroen C4 MkI 82.91%
194 Fiat Panda Mk2 82.82%
195 BMW 1 Series Coupé/Convertible 82.80%
196 Honda Civic Mk8 82.80%
197 Kia Venga 82.77%
198 Peugeot 407 82.73%
199 Hyundai i20 Mk1 82.68%
200 Nissan Qashqai Mk1 82.64%

LAST week (Issue 1,367), we revealed
the Driver Power 2015 Top 200 cars in

Britain to own, and now we’ve compiled a
list of the top makers behind the models.

More than 61,000 of you voted in Britain’s
biggest car satisfaction survey, and over the
next few pages we can reveal which are
your favourite manufacturers.

For our Top 200, only cars with sufficient
responses were included, but this week’s chart
takes into account even small sellers. They’re
ranked in the same 10 categories – road

handling, reliability, build quality, ease of
driving, ride quality, practicality, running costs,
performance, seat comfort and in-car tech.

We’ve also taken a look at the data behind
the results to uncover some Driver Power
secrets, including where in the UK drivers are
happiest, plus gender and age comparisons.

Just as in 2014, overall satisfaction scores
are up, so it’s even harder for makers to rise
in the table – but easier for them to drop. So
who has taken the top spot and who is the
most improved? Read on as we reveal all...

THEBEST&WORST
CARMAKERS
MORE THAN 61,000 READERS HAVE
HAD THEIR SAY; NOW WE COUNT
DOWN 2015’S TOP CAR MAKERS

THE DRIVER POWER TOP 200: YOUR CARS RATED
NO less than 61,113 car owners took part in our Driver Power survey this year,
rating their models in 10 key categories. Here’s a recap on the Top 200 cars
from Issue 1,367, with the latest Lexus IS ranking as Britain’s best car to own.

SEAT owner Keith Purves
was among 61,000-
plus readers
who rated
their car
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MAKERS
THE US brand is pulling out of Britain, and little
wonder. After finishing third bottom in Driver
Power 2014, it’s now last. Its overall score is
down by almost half a per cent, and its individual
scores don’t make pleasant reading, either.

Chrysler is bottom in four categories and in the
bottom two in another couple. The only saving grace
for its overall score are seat comfort and practicality,
where it comes seventh and eighth respectively.

Elsewhere, 24th for ride quality and 21st for
performance are some consolation. But it’s unlikely
Chrysler will be missed too much by British drivers.

2014 POSITION: 31
82.50%32. Chrysler

DOWN

1

IT’S another poor Driver Power performance from
Nissan. In 2012, the Japanese firm recorded a fourth-
place finish, but since then it’s been downhill. Its
six-place drop this year is its smallest fall in that
time, but it leaves Nissan just five off the bottom.

Build quality is disappointing, with its ranking
of 29th, while performance, in-car tech and seat
comfort receive unsatisfactory marks from owners.

However, it’s worth noting that Nissan’s overall
percentage score is actually an improvement on
2014 – although this highlights how rivals in
this part of the chart are getting better quicker.

2014 POSITION: 22
85.15%28. Nissan

DOWN

6

VAUXHALL has slipped another position in our
makers’ chart, as it turns in another unimpressive
year. Its overall score has fallen year-on-year and it’s
rated bottom for ease of driving and performance.

In fact, across the board all of its scores are
languishing in the high twenties, highlighting how
Vauxhall is struggling to make an impact on its cars’
owners. Its best score is 24th for running costs.

A high-volume seller will always struggle in some
categories, but 26th for ride quality and road
handling is poor, as is 30th for in-car tech. Perhaps
the UK roll-out of its OnStar system will help here.

2014 POSITION: 29
82.95%30. Vauxhall

DOWN

1

THE US brand has stabilised with a two-place rise
after a huge 10-place drop last year. Reliability,
running costs, road handling and in-car tech are
all a letdown for Jeep – just as they were last year.

But the overall score is up almost two per cent,
showing Jeep is moving in the right direction. Four
other top 10 scores back this up, too.

Owners rank it fifth for seat comfort, seventh
for practicality, ninth for ride quality and 10th for
performance. It’s 11th for ease of driving, too,
suggesting if you can handle the costs and reliability
concerns, Jeeps offer a good ownership experience.

2014 POSITION: 28
85.35%26. Jeep

UP

2

LAST year’s wooden spoon winner Suzuki has
improved its overall score and is rewarded with a
two-place rise. But things could still be better, as
it’s still bottom for seat comfort and build quality.

It’s also near the bottom for performance, ride
quality, practicality and in-car tech, showing owners
expect a lot more from the brand. However, 10th
place for reliability is impressive – that’s up from
12th last year, and indicates you shouldn’t have
too many problems with a second-hand Suzuki.

Running costs and road handling both score
in the middle of the pack to add to the appeal.

2014 POSITION: 33
31. Suzuki 82.84%

UP

2

MITSUBISHI has fallen another four places this year
after a similar drop in 2014. This has been brought
about by low in-car tech scores, where it ranks 27th.

The rest of the scores are fairly average, with
23rd for seat comfort and 23rd for running costs the
worst of the bunch. There’s better news elsewhere,
though, with 11th for reliability and ninth for
practicality – two areas in which Mitsubishi
has traditionally scored well with owners.

If the brand wants to bounce back up the
rankings in 2016, it’ll need to build on 19th
for build quality and 18th for ride quality.

2014 POSITION: 23
27. Mitsubishi 85.27%

DOWN

4

IT’S something of a Driver Power tradition that
Land Rover yo-yos up and down the table each
year, and after finishing 20th overall last year
with a five-place rise, 2015 is a downward spiral.

The maker is now down in 29th and that’s
caused by finishing last for running costs, while
poor scores for reliability and in-car tech don’t help.

It’s not all doom and gloom, though, as four
categories score in the top 10. Third for ride
quality is Land Rover’s strongest suit, followed by
sixth for practicality and seventh and eighth for
ease of driving and seat comfort respectively.

2014 POSITION: 20
29. Land Rover 84.94%

DOWN

9

FORD is a non-mover in our charts and its 25th-
place finish continues a poor Driver Power
record for the biggest-selling UK car brand.

Like many, though, its overall score is up this
year. Perhaps unsurprisingly, road handling is its
strongest category, with the likes of the Fiesta famed
for its fun drive. Ride quality (16th) and running
costs (17th) suggest owning a Ford can be
rewarding, but there are other areas that need work.

A 28th spot for build quality is disappointing,
while reliability, ease of driving and performance
are all languishing near the foot of the table.

2014 POSITION: 25
25. Ford 85.46%

NON
MOVER

DID YOUKNOW? Chevrolet has fallen out of our
rankings altogether after it withdrew from Europe.

For use by newhope302@gmail.com only. Distribution prohibited.
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FIAT has risen up the Driver Power rankings for
the third year in a row, and has shown a marked
improvement since it finished bottom in 2012.

The undoubted highlight is a third place for
running costs, building on sixth last year. Despite
improving results, there’s still room for even better
scores next year if Fiat wants to make the Top 20.

Performance and ride quality are rated almost
bottom among all manufacturers, while owners rank
practicality and seat comfort poorly, too. But build
quality is now placed 24th, and has improved from
last year, plus ease of driving is rated adequate.

2014 POSITION: 27
85.48%24. Fiat

UP

3

CITROEN has finally reversed a continual Driver
Power decline with a six-place rise in 2015. This
is the result of improvements across the board
and a two per cent improvement in score.

Owners rank running costs as the best thing
about ownership, scoring it seventh out of 32.
Reliability is up to 18th now, after languishing
near the bottom for years, while seat comfort,
practicality and in-car tech are all improved.

There’s still work to do if Citroen wants to climb
higher, as the scores for build quality, performance,
road handling and ease of driving aren’t great.

2014 POSITION: 26
85.72%20. Citroen

UP

6

ANOTHER fall means Volkswagen is now outside
the top 20. As with Ford, the amount of cars sold
does not translate into Driver Power success.

Yet again, its worst score is reliability – down to
27th this year – and that’s odd for a manufacturer
which trades on a reputation for long-lasting cars.

Elsewhere, scores are solid, but nothing stands
out with a string of ratings in the middle of the pack.
Owners rate ease of driving, running costs, ride
quality and practicality as average – 13th for build
quality is its best finish. If VW wants to climb higher,
it’ll need to give owners something to shout about.

2014 POSITION: 19
85.53%22. Volkswagen

DOWN

3

HONDA continues its fall down our standings after
once being a regular in the top 10. A seven-place fall
last year is compounded by a five-place drop in 2015.

Yet again, though, its overall ranking hides some
decent scores in individual categories – it boasts
four top 10s. The highlight is fourth place for
reliability, supported by fifth for practicality. The
other high scores come for build quality and ease
of driving. What drags Honda down is a 29th for ride
quality. It’s the same complaint as last year, and its
overall score is nearly identical. So Honda is holding
station, but improving brands have overtaken it.

2014 POSITION: 13
86.33%18. Honda

DOWN

5

ALFA drops two places this year, and lines up next
to its sister firm. The fall down our standings
compounds a drop in 2014 after a decent 2013.

Poor finishes for reliability and build quality
(both 30th) highlight the sort of issues owners
have with their Alfas. Practicality is ranked poorly,
too, but perhaps more surprising is 30th for ease of
driving, especially when you compare it to where
Alfa shines – in performance and road handling.

These are ranked third and eighth respectively,
confirming that Alfas can be great fun on the road, if
you are prepared to put up with hassles elsewhere.

2014 POSITION: 21
23. Alfa Romeo 85.51%

DOWN

2

THE unwanted honour of biggest faller goes to Kia
this year as it drops 12 places after coming seventh
two years in a row. It previously majored on its
ability to score well across the board, but this year
marks have plummeted. The worst is 30th for road
handling, closely followed by 28th for performance,
28th for ride quality and 27th for seat comfort.

Last year, Kia had three top 10 scores, but that’s
limited to just one now, with an eighth for reliability.
This is pretty much the only bright spot, though.
Running costs, practicality and in-car tech have all
dropped to cap off a disappointing 2015 for Kia.

2014 POSITION: 7
19. Kia 85.78%

DOWN

12

THERE’S more bad news for Hyundai in Driver Power
as it continues an unwanted slide down the charts.
Back in 2010, Hyundai was flying high, with the
i30 a surprise champ and a strong finish in the
makers’ chart. Now, it’s fallen out of the Top 20.

Its worst scores are for performance and road
handling, in 27th and 28th. Ease of driving
and ride quality are also rated poorly by owners.

There are still some decent scores for Hyundai,
but nothing really jumps out. A 10th in practicality is
its best score, supported by 16th for reliability and
build quality. Its cars are still good used family buys.

2014 POSITION: 18
21. Hyundai 85.55%

DOWN

3

TRADITIONALLY, Volvo has hovered around the
midfield, rising and falling a couple of places
each year. In 2015, it’s dropped a little more
than normal, but still returns some good scores.

There are three top 10s, including a second for
seat comfort, although it won this last year. That’s
supported by sixth for build quality and 10th for
ride quality. It’s not all good news, though. Again,
owners pan running costs and road handling, and
this needs serious consideration for future models.

The rest are consistent results that back up the
reputation of Volvo as a maker of dependable cars.

2014 POSITION: 11
17. Volvo 86.41%

DOWN

6
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THE popular brand has been a poor Driver Power
performer, but this year it’s all changed for MINI. The
Mk3 hatch finished ninth in the Top 200, while the
brand is the biggest riser in the makers’ chart.

That’s impressive, especially given it’s bottom in
two categories: practicality and ride quality. These
inadequacies are forgotten by owners when they’re
on the road, though, as they ranked performance
sixth and road handling fifth. A top 10 for running
costs means a MINI won’t break the bank, either.

Let’s hope MINI can build on this and it doesn’t
end up tumbling back down the standings next year.

2014 POSITION: 30
86.47%16. MINI

UP

14

SUBARU’S results last year were a bit of
a mystery. It managed to convert seven
top 10 finishes into a five-place drop.

This year, it’s gone one better with eight top
10s and has been rewarded with a four-place rise
back to 12th, and an overall rating improvement.
Second for practicality is great, as is third for road
handling. Follow that with fifth for performance
and reliability, and Subaru is quite a force.

So what’s stopping it from breaking into the
upper echelons? It’s the same complaint as before:
running costs. Owners ranked Subaru 30th here.

2014 POSITION: 16
86.51%12. Subaru

UP

4

LAST year, BMW beat arch rival Audi and broke
into the top 10, but the tables have been turned
in 2015 as it slides down the chart.

It’s not a disaster as the overall score has stayed
mainly the same, but it’s fallen behind others. BMW
still returns four scores in the top 10 – the best is
fourth for performance. That’s backed up by sixth for
road handling, ninth for road quality and seventh for
build quality. These areas show why the 4 Series was
crowned best sports car in our Top 200 last week.

While BMWs are fun on the road, they slip to 29th
for practicality. Running costs could be better, too.

2014 POSITION: 10
86.49%14. BMW

DOWN

4

PEUGEOT was the star of Driver Power 2014,
storming up the charts by 17 places with the
help of new models like the RCZ and 2008.

A year on, and the French brand’s done it again.
Granted, it’s only a four-place rise, but it’s broken
into the top 10 and making moves at the top end is
harder work. Running costs are its strong suit, with a
sixth-place finish, while 10th for in-car tech is good.

Ease of driving needs work – it scores 27th – and
this could be down to the smaller steering wheel in
some of its models taking time to get used to. Still,
there’s no reason it can’t go even better next year.

2014 POSITION: 14
86.74%10. Peugeot

UP

4

ANOTHER big mover in our charts is SEAT, beating
its previous rank by nine places. It’s been near the
bottom for many years, so this rise will be music
to SEAT bosses’ ears. Helping scores was the
Leon’s award for best compact family car.

An eighth for running costs is its best individual
score, while performance and road handling are
strong. Reliability has taken a massive leap
forward, highlighting SEAT’s improvements.

There’s still work to do if it has serious interest
in a top 10 place. Ride quality is down in 27th,
while seat comfort lags behind rivals.

2014 POSITION: 24
15. SEAT 86.48%

UP

9

THE premium brand has slipped out of the top 10,
and its two-place drop compounds a fall last year,
too. However, bosses will be pleased to see
Mercedes has beaten its two German rivals again.

It ranks fifth for ease of driving, which is
impressive, while 10th for build quality and 11th
for performance suggest owning a Mercedes is
pleasant. Yet that’s the problem – owners are
generally happy, but nothing stands out for them.

Practicality and running costs are two of the worst
areas – although that’s to be expected from a maker
that focuses on saloons with large engines.

2014 POSITION: 9
11. Mercedes 86.66%

DOWN

2

ANOTHER year of consistency for Audi, and while
it drops one place, it overtakes BMW. Still, it remains
a mystery why this premium brand has never been
an outstanding Driver Power performer.

A bronze for build quality is its best score, while
eighth for ease of driving is impressive. There are
good scores elsewhere, too, with its lowest rating
24th for practicality. Audi’s success is due to its
wide range of models catering for the executive
saloon, SUV, compact family and sports car markets.

That may stop it excelling in any one area, but it
means there’s an Audi whatever your needs.

2014 POSITION: 12
13. Audi 86.50%

DOWN

1

A SINGLE place drop isn’t a disaster for Mazda, as it
clings on to a place in the top 10. It’s two years since
it finished fourth, but there’s still a lot to like.

Sixth for reliability is a delight for owners, as
is seventh for road handling. In-car tech is rated
highly, too, while drivers find the brand’s cars
well built. Its overall score is marginally up,
highlighting how competitive the rankings are.

There are areas to improve, though. Despite
the SkyActiv engine tech Mazda has fitted to
its new cars, running costs are its worst score –
21st – while the seats could be comfier, too.

2014 POSITION: 8
9. Mazda 86.81%

DOWN

1

DID YOUKNOW? Highest satisfaction score for any
maker was 98.00 per cent for Porsche for road handling.

For use by newhope302@gmail.com only. Distribution prohibited.
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YOURTOPCARMAKERS

IT’S as you were for Porsche this year
as it stays in sixth place. It’s a good
consolidation year for the German
manufacturer after a poor 2013. And
just as 12 months ago, Porsche is ranked
number one for performance and road
handling. It’s hardly a surprise with the
reputation and heritage the name carries
in the sports car market – the 911 has been
one of the class’s leaders here for years.

Porsche doesn’t excel only here,
though. Owners rank it fourth for ride
quality, as well as ease of driving,
suggesting they manage to get the
most out of their cars. The models are
well put together, too, with a fourth for build
quality, while sixth for in-car tech shows
the brand is keeping up with its interior.

Porsche performs poorly for running costs
and practicality. The former can perhaps be
forgiven, as owners probably aren’t too
bothered about expensive fuel bills, but we
expected better considering the arrival of the
Macan and the popularity of the Cayenne.

The brand will want owners to shout about
their cars more in the hope of another rise
when Driver Power 2016 comes around.

THE budget brand was a remarkable
debutant last year, and it’s performed
equally admirably in 2015.

We questioned whether Dacia would be
able to replicate last year’s success as time
goes on, and the early results are promising.
Unsurprisingly, it finds itself top of the
charts for running costs, helped by its
models’ bargain showroom prices as
well as the cheap servicing costs.

Yet Dacia ranks second for reliability,
which is impressive considering the
price, while fourth for practicality shows
what a good buy one of the brand’s models
can be. Fifth for in-car tech is a great score,
although it’s worth noting the survey
is all about expectations. Owners of Dacias
are impressed by what they get for the money
rather than the fact the cars are packed with
innovative gadgets. It’s hard to accept a Dacia
has better in-car tech than, say, a Mercedes
or BMW – both of which finish below it.

Elsewhere, build quality is down in
18th and it’ll be interesting to see if this
deteriorates as the budget brand ages, while
24th for ease of driving needs work. Still,
Dacia can be proud of its score, again.

2014 POSITION: 6 2014 POSITION: 5

87.28% 88.86%6. Porsche 5. Dacia

NON
MOVER

NON
MOVER

“Porsche is
ranked top for
roadhandling
–hardlya
surprise”

“Reliability is
second,which
is impressive,
considering
dacia’s prices”

TOYOTA has bounced back this year after
a really poor performance 12 months ago.
It’s traditionally a strong top 10 scorer,
but last year slumped to 17th.

The Japanese manufacturer has reversed
the slide this year, though, with some really
good scores. Third for reliability is its best
showing, while eighth for in-car technology
is impressive. Ninth for running costs is
pleasing, too, and shows owners don’t have
to shell out for repairs, while fuel economy is
good. These scores for Toyota are no doubt
helped by the hybrid Prius models, which
ranked highly in our Top 200 once again.

The brand places 13th for ease of driving
and 12th in the build quality category. But
there’s still room for improvement if Toyota
wants to head up the table again next year.

Seat comfort ranks in 21st and practicality
is 20th. Neither is the worst score, but they
could be much better – especially if bosses
have designs on achieving a top five spot.

Toyota fails to impress on performance,
where the company languishes in 26th.
While drivers in the hybrid and electric
models are enjoying reduced running
costs, they’re suffering out on the open road.

RENAULT is on the charge in Driver Power.
Traditionally it’s been found towards
the foot of the table, but the French brand
has turned things around in recent years.

Last year it scored 15th overall with 85.88
per cent, helped by the new Captur. Now,
though, it’s jumped a further eight places
and catapulted itself into the top 10. It
really is quite an impressive performance
in such a competitive field.

The highlight of Renault’s scorecard is
fourth for running costs, while seventh for
in-car technology is great – the R-Link system
is well liked by customers. Add to that eighth
for ride quality and you’ve got a package
that makes sense for owners.

Reliability and build quality have, in the
past, been something of an Achilles’ heel
for Renault, but they’re now 14th and 22nd
respectively. Practicality, road handling and
seat comfort all score in the midfield to add
to the brand’s overall score increase.

Ease of driving, which was 27th last year,
has improved to 17th. So where does Renault
need to improve if it wants to continue its
march? A 24th for performance suggests
owners want more fun on the road.

2014 POSITION: 17 2014 POSITION: 15

87.08%8. Toyota 7. Renault

UP

9 8
UP

“ninth for
running costs
is nodoubt
helpedby the
hybrid prius”

“thehighlight
of renault’s
scorecard is
fourth for
running costs”

86.97%
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DID YOUKNOW? The most improved brand
was MINI, while Kia fell furthest down our rankings.

JAGUAR has managed to hold on to second
place for another year by improving its overall
score. The 89.94 per cent rating would have
been good enough for top last year, so it
shows just how dominant our winner was.

The brand leads the way in the ease
of driving and ride quality categories, and
that makes it now four years since Jaguar
lost top spot in either of these tables.

But Jaguar doesn’t just excel in those
areas, as there are strong results across
the board. There’s second for in-car tech,
second for performance – helped by the
F-Type’s good debut in our Driver Power
Top 200 – and second for build quality.

The best executive saloon in our model
rankings was the XJ, so it’s clear Jaguar is
doing well across its model line-up. For
cars relying heavily on big engines,
14th for running costs is impressive,
as is 13th place for reliability.

Its worst score is 21st for practicality,
but this is hardly surprising with the type
of cars it offers. Perhaps once the F-Pace and
XE hit the market, Jaguar may be able to score
better in these areas, and make another run
at being the best of the best in Driver Power.

IT’S fair to say that Lexus has
dominated the Driver Power charts
this year. It stormed the Top 200 last
week with the IS Mk3 winning the lot,
and now it’s returned to the top of the
manufacturer rankings – reclaiming
a crown it last won back in 2013.

Lexus has broken the 90 per cent
barrier, which is a brilliant score, and
that’s down to an incredible top ranking
in four categories. These wins for Lexus
come for seat comfort, in-car tech,
build quality and reliability.

Second place in ride quality and
ease of driving highlight just how
much owners enjoy driving their cars.

Performance and road handling are both
in the top 10, too, while the new hybrid tech
helps return an 11th place for running costs.

Improvements? It’s hard to put a
negative spin on Lexus’ score, but if
it’s looking to dominate again in 2016, it
could work on its 17th for practicality.

The big question is: can Lexus do
the Driver Power double in the dealer
rankings which we’ll publish later this year?

2014 POSITION: 2 2014 POSITION: 4

89.94%2. Jaguar 1. Lexus

NON
MOVER

“thebest
executive
saloon in our
modelrankings
was theXJ”

“Lexushas
broken the
90percent
barrier– a
brilliant score”

LAST year’s highest new entry in our makers’
chart is down a place in 2015, but has still
managed to improve its overall score.

While MG has lost its podium place, this
is a great result nevertheless, with the MG6
and MG3 doing well and an SUV on the
horizon. In Driver Power, the brand’s best
score is second for road handling, while
third for practicality and seat comfort
shows how much owners love their cars.

Owning an MG doesn’t break the bank,
either, with fifth for running costs racking up
another top 10 category score. Ride quality
and in-car technology score equally high,
and help nudge MG’s overall score
towards the magic 90 per cent mark.

No category rating is outside the top
half, and MG is one of only two brands
in our rankings to achieve this. In fact,
only three scores are outside the top 10.

It’s hard to see how the company
can improve, so the message is keep
doing what it’s doing as owners can’t
get enough of its cars. It’ll be interesting
to see how the rankings fare once the
model line-up expands and there’s
more for owners to judge.

AIDED by its phenomenally successful Driver
Power cars – the Yeti and Superb – Skoda
has been king of the charts for some time.

Last week (Issue 1,367), we saw the
changing of the guard as the Lexus IS
knocked the Yeti off top spot, and this week
Skoda has fallen to third in the manufacturer
ratings – its lowest position for some years.

However, dig a little deeper and the brand
can still be pleased. Its overall score is up,
and only one category rating is outside the
top 10 – it came 15th for ride quality. Along
with MG, which finishes a spot below, it’s
the only manufacturer to rank continuously
in the top half for all categories.

Plus, within those scores are some great
results. The best is first for practicality and
second for running costs. In-car tech gets
on to the podium, too, with a third place.

Elsewhere, Skoda is a picture of
consistency to show just how much owners
rate their cars – well built, good on the road
and comfortable. It might have dropped from
the top, but buying a Skoda is still a great bet.

Even so, bosses at the company will no
doubt be looking closely at how they can
improve next year, and wrestle top spot back.

2014 POSITION: 3 2014 POSITION: 1

89.52% 89.82%4. MG 3. Skoda

DOWN

1

“mg is one
of only two
brandswithno
scoreoutside
the tophalf”

“skodascore
is upoverall,
andonlyone
category is
outside top10”

90.51%

DOWN

2

UP

3
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“The top five cars in 2015 all recorded scores that
would have enabled them to win our survey in 2014”

FACTS BEHIND THE
FIGURES UNCOVERED

THIS year’s Driver Power survey was
the biggest in the 14 years that it’s

been running, with a massive 61,113
of you filling in our questionnaire.

Not only did your answers reveal the
best cars to own (see Page 44) and the
best manufacturers, but it has given
us even more insight than ever before.

For a start, the chart revealed you’re
increasingly satisfied with your car.
This year’s winning score – for the
Lexus IS – was one per cent higher than
the 2014 champ, the Skoda Yeti, achieved.

Indeed, the top five cars all recorded
scores that would have been sufficient for

them to have won our survey in 2014.
Meanwhile, in terms of overall satisfaction
of male and female motorists, there
is very little to set them apart –
just a 0.01 per cent differential.

What the survey did tell us, however, is
that there some key differences between
the sexes. For instance, men rated styling
higher than females, while women were
concerned with more pragmatic factors
such as warranty period and safety. And as
for regional differences across the UK? It’s

those in the East and South-West who
are happiest with their cars. Drivers
in London are the least satisfied.

Looking at the two ends of the age
spectrum, those over 65 were very
satisfied with their cars, while those
from 18 to 24 were the harshest critics.

We’ve also seen a change in the kind
of cars that you tell us about. The numbers
of petrol and diesel cars have dropped
slightly, with hybrids and electric cars
beginning to take up more of the survey.

WE DELVE DEEPER INTO THE DATA TO REVEAL THE BIG TRENDS IN OUR SURVEY

Chris Ebbs
Chris_Ebbs@dennis.co.uk
Ch
Chr

DRIVERPOWERKEY STATS

WINNER 2015
LEXUS IS MK3
93.96%

WINNER 2014
SKODA YETI
92.78%

OVERALL
SATISFACTION

MORE CHANGES, MORE OFTEN
CAR ownership is also evolving, as fewer drivers are keeping hold of
their motors, probably as a result of the high number of cars bought
on finance. This graph compares 2013 (left) with 2015 (right).

HOW LONG HAVE YOU
OWNED YOUR CAR?

• 5% plan to replace their car
in the next 3 months.
• 5% in the next 6 months.
• 10% in 6months to 1 year.
• 22% in 1 to 2 years’ time.
• 58%will wait more than 2 years.

• 62% of Driver
Power respondents
bought a new car,
while 38% of you
have a used one.

• Planned spend on a
new car has gone up
almost 10% between
2013 and 2015, from
£15,655 to £17,180.

LESS THAN A YEAR 3 - 5 YEARS1 - 3 YEARS MORE THAN 5 YEARS

ECO MODELS ON THE RISE
THIS graph demonstrates the type of
cars run by respondents in Driver
Power. The bar on the left represents
2014 while the right is 2015. As you
can see, EVs and hybrids are on the
rise, although they still make up only
a fraction of the responses in our poll.

YEAR-ON-YEAR
CHANGES FOR
TYPE OF
POWER USED

SMILES BETTER FOR 2015
OVERALL satisfaction continues to rise
in Driver Power and you’re happier
than ever, as our comparison of the
last two years’ winners demonstrates.

32%
45%

16%
11%

40% 36%

12%
8%

2013
2015
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WHO’S EASIEST TO PLEASE?
YOUNGER drivers seem much harder
to satisfy than older ones. Below we
show the overall satisfaction rating,
but also break down the scores
for each of the categories.

SATISFACTION
SCORE BY AGE A NATION

DIVIDED
THIS map shows how

satisfied drivers are
depending on where

they come from in
the UK. London

motorists are the
hardest to please

by some way.

SATISFACTION SCORE
BY REGION

• Women are more likely to seek
value for money as they rate the
importance of fuel economy and
emissions, running costs and
maintenance costs more than men.
Ease of driving and safety features
are also more important to women.

• Women rate safety features and
warranty period as more important
than men, while men rank styling
higher than women.

• 78%drive amanual withwomenmore
likely to do so than men (83% vs 73%).

THEY’RE EQUALLY HAPPY... FOR ONCE
THERE’S little difference between the satisfaction levels of the
two sexes, with men just edging it as more satisfied. This score
is an average of all categories answered.

SATISFACTION RATINGS
COMPARISON BETWEEN
MEN AND WOMEN

MALE
4.32

FEMALE
4.31

18 - 24 OVER 65
OVERALL AVERAGE 4.17 4.43
YOUR CAR OVERALL 4.36 4.55
RELIABILITY 4.43 4.72
BUILD QUALITY 4.23 4.63
PERFORMANCE 4.05 4.48
ROAD HANDLING 4.35 4.57
RIDE QUALITY 4.08 4.34
EASE OF DRIVING 4.44 4.65
SEAT COMFORT 4.34 4.52
PRACTICALITY 4.33 4.55
IN-CAR TECH 3.83 4.17

• Hybrid cars are more
likely to be owned
by those aged 35+
while the over 65s
are more likely to
drive an automatic car.

• Those aged 45-54
are planning to spend
the most on their
next car, at just over
£19,000 on average.

PETROL HYBRIDDIESEL ELECTRIC OTHER

61.5% 59.6%

0.8% 3.3%

37.6% 36.7%

0.1% 0.4% 0.1% 0.1%

• Hybrid-powered cars have
jumped up 2.5 percentage
points year-on-year, with
EVs making a 0.3% rise.
On average, drivers do

9,081 miles a year.

• Hybrid cars are most
common in London and the
South-East whilst electric
cars are most common in
the North-East, Northern

Ireland and Wales.

SCOTLAND
4.33

NORTH-
WEST
4.322

NORTH-
EAST
4.32

LONDON
4.21

WALES
4.33

N

EAST
4.34

SOUTH-WEST
4.34

SOUTH-EAST
4.31

NORTHERN
IRELAND
4.33

DID YOUKNOW? Drivers in Northern Ireland and
Scotland are most likely to have bought their car new.

2014
2015
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Kissoflliiffee

Honda CR-V
1.6 i-DTEC EX
Price: £33,990

Engine: 1.6-litre 4cyl, 158bhp

0-60mph: 9.8 seconds

Test economy: 29.3mpg/6.5mpl

CO2: 139g/km

Annual road tax: £130

Ford Kuga
Titanium X Sport
Price: £32,045

Engine: 2.0-litre 4cyl, 178bhp

0-60mph: 9.0 seconds

Test economy: 38.1mpg/8.4mpl

CO2: 135g/km

Annual road tax: £130

LIVINGWITH A...
RENAULT TWINGO
Rear-engined, rear-wheel-drive
city car joins fleet, and instantly
impresses with mix of abilities.

62Road tests
Visit autoexpress.co.uk for the latest new cars and drives

Honda has facelifted its CR-V, but has it breathed
freshmomentum into the range?We find out
as the SUVmeets rivals fromMazda and Ford
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Pictures: NathanMorgan Location: Chitterne,Wiltshire

THE crossover market is still booming,
but to stay competitive in this crowded

class, high-riding, family-friendly cars still
need to be kept fresh. The latest mid-size
SUV to be brought up to date is Honda’s CR-V.

It’s retained the old car’s practicality, but
with sleeker looks, a 1.6 turbodiesel and a
nine-speed auto box, it’s more efficient than
ever and has all the tricks to really compete.

Mazda has also upgraded its CX-5 – a firm
crossover favourite of ours thanks to its great

value and fun chassis. The looks aren’t that
different and the engine line-up is unchanged,
but a much-needed interior revamp makes it
a strong challenger to the facelifted Honda.

We’ve also lined up Ford’s new top-spec
Kuga Titanium X Sport to see if it can stake a
claim as the best-driving 4x4. This new model
aims to combine thrilling dynamics with an
even higher-quality cabin. However, just like
the Honda, it’s on the pricey side, so does
the Mazda’s excellent value speak volumes?

Mazda CX-5 Sport
Nav 2.2 175
Price: £29,395

Engine: 2.2-litre 4cyl, 173bhp

0-60mph: 8.4 seconds

Test economy: 44.0mpg/9.7mpl

CO2: 136g/km

Annual road tax: £145

LIVINGWITH A...
PEUGEOT 308 SW
Big estate is racking up the miles,
but that means our man is facing
the hassle of topping up AdBlue.

64
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MODEL TESTED: Honda CR-V 1.6 i-DTEC EX 4WD Auto
PRICE: £33,990 ENGINE: 1.6-litre 4cyl, 158bhp

HONDAhas built its reputation onpractical,
reliable cars, and theCR-V crossover has been

key to itsUK success.Here,we test the facelifted
fourth-generation car in range-topping £33,990
EX specwith anine-speed automatic gearbox.

Styling 3.6/5
THEoverall shape anddesign ofHonda’s CR-V family
crossover is familiar,with subtle yet effective styling
tweaks.Whilewewouldn’t call it stunning, it’s
certainly not ugly, but put it alongside the striking
FordKuga, and it blends into the background.
Hondahas focusedheavily on theCR-V’s front

end, giving it a squashed yet stretched radiator grille
and swept-backheadlamps.Horizontal creases
on the lower bumper add to the impression of
width, too.Overall, the car’s new face is attractive.
Unfortunately, due to its practical shape, the

Honda’s profile isn’t quite as convincing. The brand’s
designers have done their best to add someflair to
theflanks,with a tapering roof and rising rear
window line, aswell as contrasting plastic add-ons
around thewheelarches to give theCR-Vmore
off-road presence. At the back, the square shape
means it’smassively practical, but the gentle curve
to the rear screenhides its bulkwell. The tail-lights
dominate the rear end and run from the top of the
boot down, following the backwindow’s shape.
The big tailgate allows for great access to the

boot – there’s no loading lip, either, so loadingheavy
or bulky items is easy. There’smore contrasting
plastic at the back, andwhile there are a fewnotable
styling features –mainly those big tail-lights –
theCR-V’s overall look is subtle and sophisticated
rather thanheavily designed and striking.
Inside, it’s largely the same as before. Build

quality is excellent, but theHonda’s cabin is short
on style. There’s a big silver dash strip that runs
thewidth of the interior,with the sat-nav system
sitting above it. This, like in the previous-generation
CR-V, is an off-the-shelf item rather than a bespoke
infotainment systemdesigned for the car. There’s
a secondary screen above, but it’s all best described
as functional rather thanflamboyant.Honda’s
climate controls anddials reinforce this, as
they’re clear, easy to read and logically laid out.
Althoughour range-topping EXmodel featured

lots of standard equipment – including ahuge
panoramic glass roof, heated leather seats, keyless
go, a powered tailgate, sat-nav, a rear-view camera
and cruise control amongother items– it’s rather
pricey.With pearlescentwhite paint, thisHonda
comes in at £34,670,which ismore expensive than
the already priceyKuga and the great-valueMazda.

Driving 3.2/5
HONDA’Snew 1.6-litre turbodiesel kicks out an
impressive 158bhp,but theCR-V’s 1,658kgkerbweight
means the engine can feel stretched at times. It’s
more than adequatewhen cruising around town,
yet on open roads ormotorwayswhen youneed
more power for a burst of acceleration, the unit
feels lethargic, despite a healthy 350Nmof torque.
Part of the problem is thenewnine-speed auto

box. Itmakes the car efficient – emitting 139g/km
of CO2 –but the gearshifts are slow, even in Sport
mode or using the steeringwheel-mountedpaddles.
It is very smooth, though, adding to theHonda’s

comfortable ride. TheCR-V’s chassis is on the softer

side. It floats over bumps that you feelmore in
sportier crossovers like theCX-5 andKuga. So,
theCR-V is relaxing on themotorway, but loses
its composurewhen youpoint it downaback road.
Slow steeringmeans youhave to turn thewheel
more than you’d expect, andwith its soft suspension
set-up, theHonda does roll around in corners – but
keep a check on your speed and it flowsbetter.
It’s not scalpel-sharp like theCX-5, so if youwant

practicality to comewith addeddriving enjoyment,
the other two cars linedupherewill bemore up your
street.However, theCR-V isn’twithout its positives.
For something so big, it’s very comfortable

and relaxed, and the 1.6-litre turbodiesel delivers
impressive pace despite the fact it’s the smallest
engine on test by somemargin. It took the car from
0-60mph in9.8 seconds – on aparwithHonda’s
claim–and its in-gear timeswere competitive, too.
This is because all nine gears canuse shorter

ratios, although this did cause a problem. Third gear
was too short for our 30-50mph test,while eighth
andninthwere too long for the 50-70mph run.

Ownership 4.1/5
HONDAhas always beenknown for its reliability,
and this year the brand reinforced its reputation by
finishing 18th inourDriverPower2015 satisfaction
survey.Meanwhile, theprevious-generationCR-Vwas
voted a better car to livewith thanpremiummodels
like theRangeRover Evoque andAudiQ5, so thenew
car–withupgraded tech–shouldbeequally agreeable.
Safety should also be impressive – EuroNCAP

hasn’t yet tested the updatedHonda, but its
predecessor scored a full five-star rating,with 93
per cent for adult protection. It’s not that different
underneath to the oldermodel, sowith six airbags
andHonda’s driver assistance and SENSING
autonomous brakingpack available, thenewcomer
should be evenmore reassuring on themove.

Running costs 3.4/5
ONtest,we onlymanaged to return 29.3mpg
economy in theCR-V,which is just over half of
Honda’s 53.3mpg claim for this automaticmodel.
Our test route comprised plenty of B-roads, but
this is still alarmingly short of the official figure.
Low 139g/kmCO2 emissions bring a big company

car tax benefit.Higher-rate business userswill pay
£3,394per year, yetHonda’s servicing costs can be
steep. Pay individually for thefirst three checks, and
it’ll cost £765, but there’s also afive-year fixed-price
deal for £995, so you’ll savemoney if youpayup front.

Honda CR -

Testers’ notes
“Top-spec EX trim comes with all the gadgets and
goodies, but it’s expensive. Opt for the SE Navi
version with the same engine and gearbox, and
you’ll save £3,730. As the name suggests, you
still get the same touchscreen sat-nav system,
as well as all-round parking sensors, a rear-view
camera, cruise and climate control, Bluetooth and
automatic lights and wipers – everything that
adds up to give the CR-V its practical edge.”

James Disdale Road test editor

p to g
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Dash FUNCTIONAL interior is logically laid out,
with controls and infotainment system easy to use
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!-V CO2/tax
139g/km

£130 or 25%

Practicality
Boot (seats up/down)

589/1,669 litres

Performance
0-60/30-70mph
9.8/9.5 seconds

Braking
70-0/60-0/30-0mph

48.0/33.9/9.1m

Running costs
29.3mpg (on test)

£69 fill-up

Boot space
CR-V provides class-leading luggage capacity
of 1,669 litres with the rear seats folded; from
behind the wheel, the SUV is relaxed at cruising
speeds, although it lacks urgency at times

Testers’ notes
“Honda’s new nine-speed box is smooth, but
with so many gears and a smaller engine, it’s
either too slow to respond to the accelerator
or too keen to kick down, causing screaming
revs and sending the car lurching forward.”

Dean Gibson Dep. road test editorDean
Rear seats
ROOMY rear is comfortable, with plenty of leg
and headroom for passengers; smart gearlever
adds an upmarket feel to otherwise bland cabin

Practicality 4.4/5
THECR-V’s very accessible boot has 589 litres
of spacewith the rear seats in place; andwhen it
comes to luggage roomand versatility, theHonda
puts clear daylight between itself and its class rivals.
The reward forHonda adopting functional rather

than striking styling is incredible usability. Drop the
easy-fold ‘Magic’ rear seats using thehandles in the
boot, and space rises to a class-leading 1,669 litres.
This practical streak is continuedup front,with

lots of clever storage – the door bins are big, there’s a
coin tray and two cup-holders in the centre console,
plus a big compartment between the comfortable
front seats. It’s themost roomyof our trio in the
rear, and the glass roof bathes the cabin in light.

For use by newhope302@gmail.com only. Distribution prohibited.
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Luggage space
ALTHOUGH the CX-5’s boot capacity is 86 litres down on
the CR-V’s, at 503 litres, it’s just as usable. Meanwhile, the
ride is excellent and the car is the easiest to manoeuvre here

Mazda CX -

MODEL TESTED:Mazda CX-5 Sport Nav 2.2 175 AWD
PRICE: £29,395 ENGINE: 2.2-litre 4cyl, 173bhp

LIKE theHondaCR-V, theMazdaCX-5 has
beenupgraded for 2015. The changes aren’t so

extensive,with anew interior andupgraded spec,
but that’s no bad thing, as theMazda is our crossover
class favourite and is brilliant to drive.We test the
£29,395 four-wheel-drive SportNavmodel here.

Styling 4.0/5
FROMthe outside, little has changed on the 2015
CX-5, but having debuted the brand’s Kododesign
language, the car still looks fresh three years on.
Althoughour pictures show the SE-L-spec car, the

newSportNavmodelwetestedgets19-inchgunmetal-
finish alloys and LEDheadlamps, giving it extra
kerb appeal. But even on thismid-spec version, the
large, five-point ‘shield’ grille dominates the look
from the front,while thenarrowheadlights give
it a racy edge. Itmisses out onmost of the Sport’s
visual extras, but it shows the designhas agedwell.
At the rear, theMazda’s chunky back bumper and

boot spoiler provide amore compact and aggressive
look than the dumpyHonda, helped by the strong
crease on theCX-5’s flanks that runs back towards
the tail-lights.However, the smaller boot opening
andahigher loading lipmean it loses apractical edge.
The exterior looks have been tweaked, butMazda

has chosen to focus its efforts on improving arguably
the oldCX-5’s biggest flaw: its interior design. All
models feature the brand’s latestMZDConnect
multimedia system; plus, like inmore expensive
rivals fromAudi andBMW, there’s a seven-inch
colour touchscreen controlled by aneat rotarywheel
by the gearlever. Thenew interface ismuchmore
intuitive to use and clears up the dashboard,while
fewer buttonsmean theCX-5’s facia looks classier.
Equipment specification is good, too. All cars get

Bluetooth andUSB connectivity,which also gives
theMazda Internet capability. SportNav spec adds
leather and adaptive cruise control as standard.
Althoughmaterial quality has beenupgraded

on thenewcar, the cabin is stillmadeupof harder
plastics in some areas. It’s not amajor issue, and
quality is at least amatch for theHondaCR-V’s,
while the layout places the focusfirmly on the
driver. Refinement is excellent, too.

Driving 4.5/5
THECX-5 didn’t just debutMazda’s new styling
language; itwas also thefirstmodel to feature the
brand’s SkyActiv tech,which cutsweight, improves
efficiency andmakes the crossover fun to drive. And
fortunately, this is still the casewith thenewcar.
The steering is so accurate and full of feel for an

SUV,meaning you canplace theMazda on the road
easily. It gives you confidence to push through
corners anddrive it faster, and the chassis is up to
the job. The suspension shrugs off bumpswith
incredible control andkeeps body roll in check,
providing anice stable and safe feel. It’s firmer than
the other two cars here, but it’s never uncomfortable,
so theCX-5 also devours longdistances easily.
Thankfully, the engine is a greatmatch for the

chassis. The Sport’s 173bhp 2.2-litre turbodiesel
delivers impressive performance, and its display at
our test trackproves it.Off the line, theCX-5has good
traction and sprinted from0-60mph in8.4 seconds.
Its in-gear acceleration timeswere also the

quickest, by up to half a secondover the Ford’s.
Itmixes this straight-line pacewithwelcome

refinement, too. The engine is smooth andpulls
stronglywithout fuss, and the six-speedmanual is
crisp and sweet. The optional auto in the car in our
pictures isn’t as newasHonda’s emission-reducing
nine-speeder, but theCX-5’s gearbox shifts quicker,
responds sooner andhelpsmake it feelmore eager.

Ownership 4.4/5
MAZDAwas ratedhighly in ourDriver Power 2015
satisfaction survey, finishing inninth place overall.
Although that’s one positionworse than in last year’s
poll, it’s still a strongfinish and shows that the brand
is a consistently goodperformer and the best for
customer feedbackhere. Plus, the fact that it came
sixth for reliability cements its dependable status.
SkyActiv technologymayhave beennewand

unprovenwhen it first featured on theCX-5,
but in the three years that the car has beenon
sale,we’ve only heard good things about it.
The same is true for safety, aswith six airbags

and ESP, it scored a full five-star EuroNCAP rating –
just beating theCR-V’s adult protectionmark by one
per cent. Andwith thenewcar, there’s also plenty of
improved safety kit on offer, including lane keep
assistwith driver attention alert, advanced blind spot
monitoring, rear cross traffic alert – towarn youof
oncoming carswhenbacking out of a space – and
autonomousbraking that alsoworkswhen reversing.

Running costs 4.0/5
THEMazda ismuch cheaper than its rivals here,
at £29,395, despite offering a comparable level of
equipment inSportNav trim.Ontopof this, incredibly
strong residual values of almost 50per centmean
it’ll hold on to themostmoney after three years.
Although a loss of £17,756 to depreciation

seems like a lot, it’s actually £2,465 less than the
Kuga and awhopping £3,130 less than theCR-V.
This alonewould pay formost of your insurance and
fuel costs over thefirst fewyears of theCX-5’s life.
Despite being the quickest car of our trio, the

Mazda is also themost efficient –we returned
44.0mpgon test,which is 14.7mpgbetter economy
than the largerHonda. And even though it’s the
strongest performer, theCX-5 is the cheapest to
insure. It’s rated at group21,which is six groups lower
than the Ford andmeans the fully comprehensive
premium for our sample driver cameout at £298.
Slightly higherCO2 emissionsmean you’ll pay

£15more per year than for its rivals here in road
tax, but theMazda’s lower sticker price helps keep
company car costs down to competitive levels.

Testers’ notes
“A strong, light and stiff bodyshell is part of
Mazda’s SkyActiv technology to reduce weight
and improve efficiency and safety, but it also
makes the CX-5 great to drive. Its interior might
not be as smart as the Ford’s, yet the updates
have certainly improved the look and layout.
Mazda has always put the focus on the driver, so
if you like to take the long way back fromwork
every once in a while, this is the car for you.”

Sean Carson Senior road tester

Quality IT’S hard to fault the CX-5’s driver-
focused cabin, but it does feature hard plastics

ry

Sea
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CO2/tax
136g/km

£145 or 26%

Practicality
Boot (seats up/down)

503/1,620 litres

Performance
0-60/30-70mph
8.4/7.5 seconds

Braking
70-0/60-0/30-0mph

54.4/41.7/9.6m

Running costs
44.0mpg (on test)

£118 fill-up

X-5

Testers’ notes
“With 420Nmof torque produced low down
in the Mazda, whether it’s fitted with an auto
or a manual box, it means you don’t need
nine ratios. The manual is sharp and precise,
while the auto is smooth and responsive.”

Dean Gibson Dep. road test editor
Gearbox
MAZDA’S gearbox makes do with six ratios,
but such is the quality of its operation that it
doesn’t need more. Rear seats are spacious

Practicality 3.8/5
THECX-5 isn’t quite as usable day-to-day as the
CR-V. Boot capacity of 503 litreswith the seats up
is nearly 100 litres downon theHonda’s; andwith
the rear seats folded, it trails by 49 litres. Still, it gets
handles in the boot to fold the 40:20:40 split-fold
rear benchdown, and the process is really simple.
On the road, theMazda takes up less space than

theCR-V, sowhile it’s easier tomanoeuvre, it’s also
smaller inside.However, it doesn’t feel cramped, plus
there’s lots of space for everydayuse andgood storage.
In front of the gearlever, there’s a large trinket tray

andUSB slots,with two cup-holders behind and a
big storage bin in between the two seats. The door
bins and glovebox aremore than large enough, too.

For use by newhope302@gmail.com only. Distribution prohibited.
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Ford Kug a

Practicality 3.8/5
GIVEN theKuga’s large external dimensions, the boot is
surprisingly small, at just 406 litres. But at least it has a usable
shape, plus there’smore than enough room formost needs.
It’s the only car that doesn’t feature levers in the load bay to

fold the rear seats down, but once you’ve stowed them inplace,
luggage room increases to amuchmoreuseful 1,603 litres.
Up front, the Ford doesn’t feel as roomy as either the

Honda orMazda,with a high-updashboard and tight centre
console. There’s a decent level of storage onoffer, but the
Kuga’s interior definitely isn’t as usable as theCR-V’s.

MODEL TESTED: Ford Kuga Titanium X Sport 2.0 TDCi 180 AWD
PRICE: £32,045 ENGINE: 2.0-litre 4cyl, 178bhp

COMPARED to the revisedHonda andMazda,
the FordKuga is looking a touch oldnow.

But there’s still lots to like about the SUV,which
iswhywe’ve linedup thenew, £32,045 four-
wheel-drive TitaniumXSportmodel here.

Styling 4.2/5
DEMANDfor high-specKugas is so strong
that Fordhas created anewTitaniumXSport
trim level to sit at the top of the range. For an
SUV, the styling is quite in your face. At the
front sits a deep, body-coloured bumper featuring
a central silver insert, and foglightsmounted
lowdown in the side grilles. These enhance the
Kuga’s aggressive design to thenext level and
set the car’s stall out in termsof how it drives.
Big silver roof rails, 19-inch alloywheels and

deep side skirts give some extra impact from the
side,while subtle details such as the little vents
behind the fatterwheelarches add a sporty touch.
At the back, theKuga’s twin chrome exhausts

sprout out from the sculpted rear bumper,while
the shallow tail-lights that cut into the bootlidmake
the car lookwider. Plus, the boot spoiler gives it a
shorter and sportier appearance.Overall, this is
definitely themost striking car of our trio.
Fordhas gone for a sporty theme inside, too.

The standardheated leather front seats give lots of
support, and there’s a heavily sculpted steering
wheel, so it’s easy tofind a comfortable driving
position.Material quality is good, and the plastics
feel soft yet solid, but theKuga’s interior isn’t perfect.
Unlike thenewFocus andMondeo, Ford’s

crossovermakes dowith the old-style small sat-
nav screenpositionedway back in the dashboard.
This has the infotainment controls scattered below
it, andcanbehard toprogram. Itwouldbenefitgreatly
from the brand’s newSYNC2multimedia system.
The clear colour screen in front of the driver is a

nice touch, though, and you can scroll through lots of
different readouts using the steeringwheel controls.
Like theHonda, the Ford comeswell equipped, as
you’d expect from thehighest trim level. On top of
the featuresmentioned above, TitaniumXSport
spec also bringswith it a parking camera and all-
roundparking sensors, plus a powered tailgate,
automatic headlights andwipers, tintedwindows
and Ford’s cleverQuickclear heatedwindscreen.
But at £32,045 as standard – or £33,870 as tested

with a fewoptions onour car – theKuga suffers from
the sameproblemas theCR-V. At this price point,
bothmodels are treading on the toes of luxury cars
such as theAudiQ5 andBMWX3,which offer
similar levels of practicality and a farmore appealing
badge, albeitwith less kit in standard trim.

Driving 4.2/5
IN the past, theKuga always had a reputation for
being the best crossover to drive, but the arrival of
theCX-5 in 2012meant that the Fordno longer had
things all its ownway. It’s still a great performer,
however, and combines impressive agility for
such a big vehiclewith all the refinement and
comfort you’d expect froma family crossover.
TheKuga’s strong suit is its quick steering, as

much like theMazda, it relishes corners. It’s rapid
in a straight line, too, plus as there’s lots of grip
onoffer, faster cornering always feels safe and
composed. The Ford is taller than theCX-5, so it

does roll a touchmore, but body control is still
generally good anddoesn’t compromise stability.
On the road, theKuga always feels like it has

something in reserve – that you can adjust your
cornering line to avoid an obstacle. It’s comfortable,
too, and although the suspension is on thefirmer
side, it absorbs bumps andundulationsnicely.
Compared to theMazda, theKuga’s 178bhp

2.0-litre turbodiesel doesn’t seem topunch as hard
in themid-range. Instead, youhave to rev it out
to extract themaximumperformance. Refinement
is good, and evenwhen youpush the enginehard
it’s still smooth–whenyoudo, you’ll find there’s
a surprising turn of speed to tap into aswell.
Althoughour in-gear accelerationfigures show

that the Fordwas slower than theHonda due to
thenine-speedCR-V’s shorter gear ratios, theKuga
wasmuchquicker from0-60mph. Itwas over one
second faster than theHondahere, completing the
sprint innine secondsflat.When it came to braking,
thingswere a littlemore even. TheKuga stopped
from70mph in an impressive 49.7metres,
which is on a parwith its rivals’ distances.

Ownership 3.7/5
FORDfinished 25th out of 32manufacturers in our
Driver Power 2015 satisfaction survey – exactly the
sameposition it logged last year. It’s not a brilliant
performance, and as it finished 24th in our poll for
reliability, there’s certainly room for improvement.
TheKuga faresmuchbetterwhen it comes

to safety, however. EuroNCAPgave it a full five-
star crash test rating, andwith the brand’s £550
optionalDriver Assistance Packfitted to our
test car, the Ford camewithActiveCity Stop
autonomous braking, lane keep assist, automatic
headlights and a driver alert function.

Running costs 3.8/5
ONCEyou’ve got past the hefty purchase price,
the Ford should be fairly cheap to run. The six-
speedmanual version testedhere emits 135g/km
of CO2, so company car costs are actually lower than
themore expensiveCR-V’s, at £3,186per year for
higher-rate earners.However, the automodel pumps
out 140g/km,which increases costs to £3,313, even
though road tax is actually the sameprice at £130.
Servicing costs are themost competitive here,

at a total of £590 for thefirst three years of routine
maintenance, but those savings are offset a little by
the Ford’s higher insurance costs,which came in at
£357 for our sample driver due to its group 27 rating.

Testers’ notes
“When the Kuga evolved into its second
generation, it lost some of the original’s
excitement on the road. It feels planted and fast,
but it still can’t beat the Mazda when it comes to
family usability and driving enjoyment. All of
these three feature four-wheel drive, but with big,
deep bumpers, they won’t be giving a Range
Rover a run for its money away from the tarmac
– although they’ll be practical on muddy trails.”

James Disdale Road test editor

oug
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Comfort
THERE’s plenty
of headroom in
the rear thanks
to the Kuga’s
square shape.
Boot capacity of
406 litres is the
smallest of our trio

Design
QUICK steering makes Kuga fun to drive, while boot spoiler,
silver roof rails and twin chrome exhausts give it sporty look

CO2/tax
135g/km
£130 or 25%

Practicality
Boot (seats up/down)
406/1,603 litres

Performance
0-60/30-70mph
9.0/9.0 seconds

Braking
70-0/60-0/30-0mph
49.7/36.6/9.2m

Running costs
38.1mpg (on test)
£72 fill-up

HEADTO
HEAD
Chic or sporty?
CROSSOVERS have to be eye-
catching to compete in such a
crowded market, and it’s the
Kuga with its sporty add-ons
that turns heads the most here.
Honda’s chic tweaks to the

front of the CR-V have worked
wonders to its previously gawky
face, while the Mazda’s exterior
alterations are subtle on the
range-topping Sport model.

Usability
ALL three of our SUVs get
powered tailgates as standard,
but the Ford adds hands-free
opening for £350. Honda’s ‘Magic’
seats move the bases up and
backs forward in one motion.
A 2,000kg towing limit is good,
too, but don’t expect these
three to venture far off-road.

Tech tally
OUR top-spec test cars have lots
of gadgets, but it’s the Mazda’s
slick infotainment system that
takes the prize. The Honda’s
touchscreen (above) looks and
feels cheap, while the Kuga’s
device has a small screen and
is frustratingly fiddly to use.

Testers’ notes
“The Ford is the only manual model here,
but like the others, it’s also available with an
automatic gearbox. Unlike those cars, though,
the PowerShift gearbox is a dual-clutch set-
up, which gives fairly snappy upshifts.”

Lesley Harris Road tester

up, gi

Lesl
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On-the-road price/total as tested
Residual value (after 3yrs/30,000)

Depreciation
Annual tax liability std/higher rate

Annual fuel cost (12k/20k miles)
Ins. group/quote/road tax band/cost

Cost of 1st/2nd/3rd service

Length/wheelbase
Height/width

Engine
Peak power
Peak torque

Transmission
Fuel tank capacity/spare wheel
Boot capacity (seats up/down)

Kerbweight/payload/towing weight
Turning circle/drag coefficient

Basic warranty (miles)/recovery
Service intervals/UK dealers

Driver Power manufacturer/dealer pos.
Euro NCAP: Adult/child/ped./points

0-60/30-70mph
30-50mph in 3rd/4th

50-70mph in 5th/6th/7th
Top speed/rpm at 70mph

Braking 70-0/60-0/30-0mph
Noise levels outside/idle/30/70mph

Auto Express economy/range
Govt urban/extra-urban/combined
Govt urban/extra-urban/combined

Actual/claimed CO2/tax bracket

Airbags/Isofix/parking sensors/cam
Auto gearbox/stability/cruise control
Climate control/leather/heated seats

Metallic paint/xenon lights/keyless go
Sat-nav/USB/DAB radio/Bluetooth

1st 2nd 3rd

*Manufacturer rankings from Driver Power 2015; dealers from 2014. Red = equipment fitted to our test car. Insurance quotes from AA
(Tel 0800 107 0680 or www.theAA.com) for a 42-year-old living in Banbury, Oxon, with three penalty points. Residual values provided by CDL VIP Data.

SAME
PRICE
Other options for
similar money...

NEW:Nissan Qashqai Tekna 1.6 dCi 130 Xtronic
PRICE: £28,430 ENGINE: 1.6-litre 4cyl, 128bhp

FOR quite a bit less than you’ll pay
for the Honda, you could pick
up a top-spec Nissan Qashqai
automatic. The 1.6-litre
diesel is down on power
by comparison, but it’s
smooth and refined.

USED:Audi Q5 2.0 TDI S line S tronic
PRICE: £34,000 ENGINE: 2.0-litre 4cyl, 175bhp

SIMILAR money will buy you a
nearly new Audi Q5. The badge
carries more prestige, and with
175bhp from the 2.0-litre TDI,
it’s faster, too. A well equipped
S line with Audi’s S tronic auto
is yours for around £34,000.

Honda CR-V vs rivals   
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Results

Figures
RESIDUALS
CX-5 is predicted
to retain nearly
50 per cent of its
value over three
years, which
means it’ll suffer
£2,500 less
depreciation
than the CR-V.

INSURANCE
MAZDA is cheaper
to run than the
Ford and Honda,
plus it’s rated six
insurance groups
lower. Clever
standard safety
tech helps, but
it doesn’t skimp
on options.

PERFORMANCE
LARGER, more
torquey engine
means the CX-5 is
the quickest car
from 0-60mph.
This extra speed
will help in the
real world, too.

HEADLAMPS
SPORT Nav trim
adds full LED
headlights,
whereas the
other models
feature xenons
as standard.

POWER
THE Kuga is
marginally the
most powerful
car of our trio,
with 178bhp at
its disposal, but it
was second best
to the Mazda
at the track.

SERVICING
HONDA also offers
a five-year, fixed-
price servicing
package for £995.
So, if you’ll keep
your car for the
medium term,
it’s better value.

NINE-SPEED AUTO
NEW gearbox
helps reduce CO2,
but even with shift
paddles, don’t
expect quick
changes. It’s
best left to its
own devices.

SAFETY
THERE’S nothing
to split these three
for safety – look
at the individual
and overall Euro
NCAP scores, and
you’ll see just
how tight it is.

EQUIPMENT
TOP trim levels
mean all three of
these cars feature
lots of gadgets as
standard. Metallic
paint is the only
real option, costing
between £540 and
£550 on our trio.

ACCELERATION
WITH more gears
to choose from,
each one gets a
smaller speed
range. This is why
the CR-V is quick
in-gear, but more
changes mean
it’s slower in
the sprint from
0-60mph.

Mazda CX-5
Sport Nav
2.2 175 AWD

£29,395/£30,595
£14,639/49.9%
£14,756
£1,581/£3,161
£1,472/£2,545
21/£298/F/£145
£649 (3 years)

4,555/2,700mm
1,710/1,840mm
4cyl in-line/2,191cc
173/4,500 bhp/rpm
420/2,000 Nm/rpm
6-spd man/4wd
58 litres/sealant
503/1,620 litres
1,673/422/2,000kg
11.7 metres/N/A
3yrs (60,000)/3yrs
12,500 (1yr)/170
9th/12th*
94/87/64/5

8.4/7.5 seconds
3.3/4.9 seconds
6.6/8.6/N/A secs
127mph/2,000rpm
54.4/41.7/9.6m
66/55/64/68dB
44.0/9.7/561 miles
47.1/60.1/54.3mpg
10.4/13.2/11.9mpl
172/136g/km/26%

Six/yes/yes/yes
£1,200/yes/yes
Yes/yes/yes
£540/LED/yes
Yes/yes/yes/yes

Ford Kuga
Titanium X Sport
2.0 TDCi 180 AWD

£32,045/£33,870
£14,824/46.3%
£17,221
£1,593/£3,186
£1,700/£2,834
27/£357/E/£130
£590 (3 years)

4,524/2,690mm
1,703/1,856mm
4cyl in-line/1,997cc
178/3,500 bhp/rpm
400/2,000 Nm/rpm
6-spd man/4wd
60 litres/space saver
406/1,603 litres
1,702/623/2,100kg
11.1 metres/N/A
3yrs (60,000)/1yr
12,500 (1yr)/781
25th/27th*
94/86/70/5

9.0/9.0 seconds
3.7/5.1 seconds
6.8/8.3 secs/N/A
126mph/2,000rpm
49.7/36.6/9.2m
72/57/67/73dB
38.1/8.4/503 miles
47.1/60.1/54.3mpg
10.4/13.2/11.9mpl
199/135g/km/25%

Seven/yes/yes/yes
£1,485/yes/yes
Yes/yes/yes
£545/yes/£350
Yes/yes/yes/yes

Honda CR-V
1.6 i-DTEC EX
4WD Auto

£33,990/£34,670
£16,104/47.4%
£17,886
£1,697/£3,394
£2,211/£3,685
27/£357/E/£130
£215/£285/£265

4,605/2,630mm
1,685/1,820mm
4cyl in-line/1,597cc
158/4,000 bhp/rpm
350/2,000 Nm/rpm
9-spd auto/4wd
58 litres/space saver
589/1,669 litres
1,658/542/2,000kg
11.7 metres/N/A
3yrs (60,000)/3yrs
12,500 (1yr)/196
18th/2nd*
93/74/68/5

9.8/9.5 seconds
N/A/4.5 seconds
6.7/7.2/12.7 secs
122mph/1,600rpm
48.0/33.9/9.1m
77/62/60/65dB
29.3/6.5/374
47.1/57.7/53.3mpg
10.4/12.7/11.7mpl
258/139g/km/25%

Six/yes/yes/yes
Yes/yes/yes
Yes/yes/yes
£550/yes/yes
Yes/yes/yes/yes

MAZDA
OUR big gripe with the old
CX-5 was its dull interior
design and fiddly sat-nav, but the
updates have elevated the facelifted
crossover to a five-star car. Finally, the
cabin matches its looks and the superb
chassis. It might be lacking luggage
and cabin space, but for most buyers,
we reckon the Mazda will be practical
enough. Plus, low running costs and
strong performance are a bonus.

★★★★★

FORD
THE Kuga still can’t
outgun the Mazda when
it comes to driving enjoyment, but
it remains more engaging than most
SUV models, plus it’s a punchy
performer. While Ford claims demand
is high for fully stocked Kugas, we’d
advise you to save some cash and go
for a Titanium X or even a Titanium
version, and then spend some of your
savings wisely on a few choice options.

★★★★★★

HONDA
COMPARED to the other
two crossovers here, the
Honda is something of a one-trick
pony. It’s incredibly practical,
undoubtedly, but beyond that, the
CR-V is the priciest car and the least
fun to drive. While the new engine and
gearbox combination is smooth, even
around town you’ll find drawbacks
pretty quickly. High running costs
don’t help its case, either.

★★★★★★★

For use by newhope302@gmail.com only. Distribution prohibited.
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Our cars Living with a Renault Twingo

WHENthe third-generationRenault
Twingowasfirst announced, one key

detail stood out forme: its rear-engine
layout. This harks back to fast Renaults such
as the sixties R8Gordini and thewildR5
Turbo of the eighties.However,when I
arrived at Renault LondonWest to pick up

FIRSTREPORT Innovative city car is the latestmodel to join our fleet

“Renault deserves
credit for making
the city car somuch
fun on the road”

our car, itwas clear the brand’s designers
went for versatility rather than sportiness.
As sales executiveChrisWilliamspointed

out, the Twingo’s engine positionprovides
more space in the cabin, plus no front
driveshaftsmake for a super-tight turning
circle. Butmost importantly, it’s great todrive.
Renault deserves credit formaking

the city car somuch funon the road,
especially considering the 0.9-litre turbo
three-cylinder engine serves up just 89bhp.
This comes to life at higher revs, and feels

like it’s loadedwith farmore grunt. The

engine is ready to unleash its powerwhen it
matters, though. I’ve driven the Twingo in
all sorts of conditions, and so far, zipping
around crowded London roads feels just
as comfortable as taking onhigh-speed
country lanes, or evenmotorways.
Ourmodel’s £14,995price tagmay seem

steep for a city car, but it’s the top-spec
Twingowith several options added. Cruise
control is a useful piece of standard kit, and
although youmay expect dual carriageway
work to be a strain in some city cars, the
Twingo cruises at 70mphwith ease.
Considering the other optional extras

we gotwith our car, the hefty initial outlay

HenryWillis
Henry_Willis@dennis.co.uk

@WineryHills

Renault Twingo
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Living with a Renault Twingo Our cars

CO2/tax
99g/km

£0 or 14%

Practicality
Boot (seats up/down)

219/980 litres

Running costs
47.2mpg (on test)

£40 fill-up

Essentials

Verdict

RenaultTwingoTCe
(90)DynamiqueS

On fleet since: March 2015

Price new: £12,545

Engine: 0.9-litre 3cyl
turbo, 89bhp

CO2/tax: 99g/km/£0

Options: Bodykit (£250),

panoramic fabric

sunroof (£850),

Seats Pack (£250),

Techno pack (£600),

Convenience Pack (£500)

Insurance*: Group: 8 Quote: £347

Mileage/mpg: 1,306/47.2mpg

Any problems? None so far

*Insurance quote from AA (0800 107 0680) for a
42-year-old in Banbury, Oxon, with three points.

THE Twingo has got off to a flying
start on the Auto Express fleet,
demonstrating a wide range of
abilities which mean it’s well worth
considering if you’re in the market
for a fun city car with youthful
appeal. This top-spec model is
pricey, but it’s loaded with kit.

★★★★★

WEDON’T Not so good is
the rear legroom when lanky
Henry is in the driver’s seat;
there’s barely any room back
there, even for small children

WE LIKE Optional peel-back
roof has enabled us to enjoy
warm early spring weather, and
TomTom sat-nav works well on
small R-Link touchscreen, too

O
tis

Clay

COMFORT
Rear defies

Twingo’s dinky
dimensions, as it

offers plenty of
headroom to

six-footers

NEED TO
KNOW

Twingo’s boot only
meets 219-litre
claim with rear
seats locked in
upright position

becomes easier to understand. The plush,
sporty interior looks great,with half-leather
seats – heated for those up front, as part of
a £250 extra – aswell asmatching, colour-
codedparts of the dash anddoor panels.
A peel-back fabric roof (£850)means I’ve

beenmaking themost of thewarmweather
we’ve had so far this year, and as the car
also gets air-con, I’mprepared for every
temperature that Britain can throwatme.
Although the Twingo is a star on the

motorway and country roads, it feelsmost
at home in its natural habitat – the city.
It owes someof its brilliance here to
its central touchscreen,which features
TomTomsat-navwith live traffic updates.
Staying one step ahead of jams is key for

me, as I travel fromsouth-west London to
our office in the centre of the capital every
day, and theflowof traffic is unpredictable.
However, the TomTomeyes hold-ups and
reroutes accordingly, plus it’s become so
useful that I programme in all destinations
for the traffic updates, even if I know
where I’mgoing. Bluetoothhands-free
calling and iPod and SD card compatibility
formusic playback are further excellent
additions to themultimedia unit.
So far, it’s tough to fault our Twingo. The

engine is unrefinedwhen starting from
cold and could use a temperature gauge, but
seeing as there’s not even a rev counter,
I’mhardly surprised that this is
missing, too. Andwhile rear
legroom is cramped for my
six-foot, three-inch frame
at thewheel, the rest
of the interior is
relatively roomy.
Every time I grab

the keys to the
Twingo, I really
look forward to
driving it; and I
can’twait for it
to takemeon
moreadventures.
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99g/km
£0 or 14%

ld use a temperature gauge, but
ere’s not even a rev counter,
urprised that this is
. Andwhile rear
ramped for my
-inch frame
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is
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e I grabe I grab
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Second opinion
“The Twingo is one of those cars that’s greater than
the sum of its parts. Aside from the tight, London
taxi-style turning circle, it doesn’t really do anything
better than its city car rivals, but it has charm by the
bucketload that’s hard to ignore. It’s not particularly
cheap, both engine options are slow, and while the
interior is cleverly laid out, space isn’t class-leading.
But the car’s funky design, rear-engine layout and
nippy handling all put a smile on your face.”

James Disdale Road test editor

nippy

Jame

Engine
REAR-engine layout
creates cabin space
and improves the
turning circle. Eco
mode restricts turbo

For use by newhope302@gmail.com only. Distribution prohibited.
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OURPeugeot 308 SW’s appetite for
AdBlue fuel additive doesn’t really,well,

addup. A fewweeks ago, amessageflashed
upon the dashwarningme that the carwas
lowon ‘urea’ and that the enginewould
soon shut down if I didn’t topup.
Theurea is in fact AdBlue, a

special substance used by Peugeot’s
BlueHDi diesel engines to reduce
harmful nitrous oxide emissions.
A quickflick through the 308’s
handbook revealed that the car
needed to be refilledwith
AdBlue every 12,500miles.
Trouble is, Peugeot

recommends 20,000-mile
service intervals. So did I need
to book the car in, at extra
expense, beforemy scheduled
appointment, or could I do thismyself?
Thehandbook suggested that adding

more of the liquid should be simple,
provided I could locate thefiller underneath
the boot floor. So Imade a quick trip tomy
local dealer, Robins andDay inChelmsford,
Essex,where I pickedup a 1.8-litre bottle of
AdBlue for £7.84.Happily, the container
featured a special filler neck thatmade
pouring theAdBlue in a simple job.
However, aweek later, thewarning light

reappeared. It turns out the tank for the
AdBluehas a 17-litre capacity – somy
1.8-litre top-uphadbarely touched the sides.
I returned toRobins andDaywhere itwas
revealed therewas a larger 10-litre canister
of AdBlue for £10.33 – less than £3more
than I’d paid for themuch smaller bottle!
Therewas a catch, though, because the

larger container didn’t have the specially
adaptedfiller neck. So howwas I going to
get the liquid in the tank?Well, staff at the
dealer gaveme twooptions: I could fork out
nearly £50 for a special funnel, or cut the
empty 1.8-litre bottle in half anduse it as
a filler neck. Guesswhichmethod I chose.
All in all, the process proved to be a bit of

a faff. Yes it only took a couple ofminutes
tofill-up, but it’s strange that such a vital
service itemshouldneed attention outside
thenormalmaintenance schedule. It’s also
frustrating that the dealer didn’t think to
supplymewith the larger container of
AdBlue in thefirst place. In their defence,
staff at Robins andDaywere very helpful
onmy second visit, explaining that this
was still a new technology for the brand.
While theAdBlue issuewill be ahassle for

high-mileage drivers, inmost other respects
the308 impresses. Thesleek looksandroomy
interior give the car a feelgood factor,while
the smooth 2.0-litre BlueHDi delivers a

THIRDREPORT DIY top-ups of eco liquid spoil enjoyment of estate

“It’s strange that such
a vital service item
should need attention
outside the normal
maintenance schedule”

NEED TO
KNOW
Drivers should
top up AdBlue as
soon as possible
when needed, but
usefully the car
will count down
the miles, too

Peugeot 308 SW

Second opinion
“Peugeot’s process for refilling its
AdBlue does seem fiddly, especially
when some owners will have to top
up between services. The brand
could take a leaf out of Mercedes’
book – its cars feature a handy filler
next to the standard diesel cap.”

Dean Gibson
Deputy road test editor
Dean
DepDepDep

strongmix of performance and economy.
I’ve even got used to the tardy response of
the touchscreen infotainment system.
In the comingweeks I’mplanning to

swap the SW’swinter tyres for summer
rubber,which should restore someof the
car’s sharphandling.Until then, I’mgoing
to put a lid onmyAdBlue frustrations and
concentrate on the SW’s strengths as a
comfortable anddesirable family runaround. Bigger AdBlue bottle a more sensible buy

Pete Gibson
Pete_Gibson@dennis.co.uk
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We’ve told you about our cars
Now tell us about yours
www.autoexpress.co.uk/driverpower

Fleetwatch

Our fleet
INDEX

Vauxhall Corsa 1.0 Excite
IT’S been a busy month for our Vauxhall Corsa. As well as the usual
commuting and airport runs, deputy news editor Richard Ingram recently
entrusted our lime green supermini with a round trip to Scotland.
Rich took the mid-range Excite on the 1,000-mile return drive to the

UK launch of Vauxhall’s new Corsa VXR (Issue 1,367) at Knockhill Circuit
in Fife, and it didn’t miss a beat – averaging 49.3mpg. The standard
cruise control helped take the sting out of long motorway sections,
while the heated seats and automatic wipers came in handy as the
temperature dropped and the rain poured north of the border.
To liven things up, Rich took the scenic route home, including some of

Scotland’s greatest driving roads. The soft suspension that makes our
Corsa so brilliant on motorways did it no favours on the twistier parts
of the A7 and A72, but the turbocharged engine ensured it had no trouble
overtaking on the more open stretches. Look out for more on the epic
journey, plus Rich’s experience with the Corsas, in the next few weeks.

AlpinaD3
Issue 1,366
AudiTT
Issues 1,359, 1,365
BMWi3
Issues 1,338, 1,353, 1,362
CitroenC4Cactus
Issue 1,365
Fiat PandaCross
Issue 1,359
FordTransit
Issue 1,363
Hyundai i10
Issues 1,332, 1,338,
1,348, 1,357, 1,366
Kia Soul EV
Issues 1,350, 1,360
LexusNX300h
Newarrival
MINICooperD5dr
Issues 1,346, 1,352, 1,360
Peugeot 308SW
Issues 1,342, 1,356
RangeRover Sport
Issues 1,356, 1,363
Renault Twingo
Newarrival
SEATLeonSCCupra
Issues 1,353, 1,364
SkodaSuperb Estate
Issues 1,347, 1,358, 1,362
Suzuki Swift
Issue 1,358
Vauxhall Corsa
Issues 1,354, 1,361
VolkswagenGolfGTI
Issues 1,320, 1,332,
1,341, 1,352, 1,364

Kia Soul EV
AUTO Express has run a variety of electric
vehicles over recent years, and in that time the
number of electric charging points available for
them has certainly grown. But it’s always better
to err on the side of caution, and not leave
recharging to the last few miles of range, as
you never know what facilities will be available.
Picture editor Dawn Grant found this out on

a visit to a Sainsbury’s store in Wandsworth,
south west London, in our Kia Soul EV. Eight
high-voltage charge points have recently been
added at one end of the car park, and you can
use them if you’re signed up to the Source
London charging network, at £10 a year.
In theory, the points should give your EV

a real boost while you’re shopping, but as
Dawn discovered, all eight points were out of
order. It did seem to be connected to a general
electrical fault, as none of the parking meters
was working, either. But when you consider
that you could simply drive a normal car to
the next petrol station, it shows the UK’s
charging network is still lagging behind.

Practicality
Boot (seats up/down)

660/1,775 litres

Running costs
45.7mpg (on test)

£63 fill-up

Our Corsa coped
admirably on trip
to Scotland, but
we were longing
for a car with
sharper handling
on twisty roads
through Borders

Essentials

Verdict

Peugeot308SW
2.0BlueHDi

On fleet since: October 2014

Price new: £24,145

Engine: 2.0-litre 4cyl, 148bhp

CO2/tax: 105g/km/£20

Options: Metallic paint (£525),
Driver Assistance
Pack (£450)

Insurance*: Group: 26 Quote: £275

Mileage/mpg: 16,125/45.7mpg

Any problems? Loose tail-light cluster,
random warning lights

*Insurance quote provided by AA
(0800 107 0680) for a 42-year-old living

in Banbury, Oxon, with three points.

OVER the past six months, the
308 SW has delivered plenty of
proof that Peugeot is once again
a force to be reckoned with. Our
issues with the car’s AdBlue
technology has proven a touch
frustrating, but it’s failed to
take the shine off this extremely
stylish, spacious, refined and
cost-effective family estate.

★★★★★

WEDON’T Fusebox eats into
glovebox. BlueHDi’s AdBlue is a
pain to top up, which some drivers
will have to do between services

WE LIKE Touchscreen adds
to interior’s classy feel, and
comes with plenty of apps; if
only it was more responsive

15April 2015 65

Ditching winter tyres should boost agility
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READERTESTWegive three readers the chance to try amodel from SEAT’s acclaimed Leon range

EDWARD COPE
TESTS SEAT
LEON 5DR
Edward will be
keen to try to
maximise his
fuel economy on
his daily commute

HE SEAT Leon scored a superb hat-
trick at the 2014 Auto Express

Awards: the SEAT Leon hatch won the
Best Small Family Car Award, the SEAT
Leon CUPRA was Best Hot Hatchback
and SEAT Leon ST Best Estate Car.

Plus the SEAT Leon was also voted
the Best Compact Family Car in Auto
Express’s 2015 Driver Power survey
of 61,000 owners. So it’s clear the
Auto Express team – and you –
rate the SEAT Leon very highly indeed.

To celebrate, Auto Express and
SEAT teamed up to do something a
bit special and let readers test drive
three brand new SEAT Leons – cars that
have built on that winning formula.

The readers are going to experience
the car over a period of two weeks in
their everyday life – with a few special
surprises thrown in along the way.

YOUR CARS Advertising promotion

T

YOUR CARS SEAT’S AWAR
SEAT LEON 5DR

ED Cope from Brewood in
Staffordshire is a big petrolhead,
which explains why he
runs two cars – a ‘premium’
convertible and supermini.

Generally he uses them for
his long daily commute and
weekend trips away. But he was
delighted to be presented with the
keys to the SEAT Leon 5DR.

First impressions? “It looks like
a quality car,” he told us. “The
dash is uncluttered, with not too
many buttons, which I like. It’s

really comfortable, too, and
feels smooth to drive.”

Ed will be using the SEAT
Leon for a daily 50-mile
round trip to the family-owned
brewery where he works, so a
comfortable and economical car

like the Leon should be perfect for him.
And with fuel efficiency in mind,

Auto Express will be sending one of
its economy driving experts along to
give him some tips to make the most
of the SEAT Leon’s fuel-saving features
and eke every last mile out of a gallon

of fuel. “That’ll be fantastic,” said Ed.
“I’m always interested in getting some
tips on how I can save some cash.”

The SEAT Leon should prove practical
for Ed, too, with a healthy 380 litres of
boot space on offer, or a whopping
1,210 litres with the seats folded down.

We’ll find out how Ed gets on in
two weeks’ time, but before then
we’ll get a taste of the new SEAT
Leon X-PERIENCE – a model that
takes all that’s great about the
practical SEAT Leon ST, but adds extra
versatility and distinctive styling.

FR 2.0 TDI DSG Auto 184PS Price£24,170 Engine2.0-litre 4cyl, 181bhp C02/tax 119g/km/£30

“It looks like a quality car. Plus it’s really
comfortable too, and smooth to drive”
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MALCOLM
LINTON-AUTEIS
TESTS
SEAT LEON
X-PERIENCE
Malcolm will use the
car for geo-caching, a
fun form of outdoor
treasure hunting

JOHN
BAUER TESTS
SEAT LEON ST
CUPRA 280
John says he is
looking forward to
experiencing the
Leon ST CUPRA
280’s thrilling drive

Advertising promotion YOUR CARS

SEAT LEON ST CUPRA 280

D-WINNING LEON RANGE

JOHN Bauer from Oxfordshire
is a bit of a car fan who’s
owned lots of different types
of cars over the years. He
currently drives a model from
a German ‘premium’ brand.

John will be driving the SEAT
Leon ST CUPRA 280, a model that
takes all that’s best about Auto
Express’s favourite hot hatchback –
up to 276bhp, a limited slip differential,
adaptive dampers, 0-62mph in just six
seconds – and adds a 587-litre boot.

So what were his first impressions
of the SEAT Leon ST CUPRA 280? “It’s a
good-looking car – it looks special,” said

John. “I’m really looking forward
to getting behind the wheel.”

After a quick tour of the SEAT
Leon ST CUPRA 280, he was off
and enjoying the drive that so
impressed Auto Express’s testers.
“It’s really nice inside – everything

fits around you. The seat is comfortable,
the steering wheel feels great and the
gearchange is fantastic,” said John.

As a little surprise, Auto Express has
arranged for John to receive some expert
driving tuition from one of our testers on
the track where the title tests its cars. How
did that sound? “Absolutely amazing!”
he said. Read John’s verdict next week.

See the videos at www.autoexpress.co.uk/SEATLeon

280Manual Price£28,505 Engine2.0, 276bhp C02/tax 157g/km/£180

SEAT LEON X-PERIENCE

THE lucky reader who’s going to
be spending two weeks with the
SEAT Leon X-PERIENCE is Malcolm
Linton-Auteis from Berkshire.

Malcolm normally drives a big-
selling saloon, and uses his car to
commute to work and visit family
in France four times a year. And at
weekends he and his family go geo-
caching, where they use GPS systems to
find exact locations and hunt for mini
treasures other people have left there.

With raised suspension and
permanently available all-wheel drive to
help it cope with challenging roads and
tracks, plus body cladding providing

protection, the SEAT Leon
X-PERIENCE should be up his street.

After the first few miles,
Malcolm was already impressed:
“I like it,” he said. “It feels really
solid and I like the look, too.”

And Auto Express has arranged
for one of its tech experts to bring their
navigation expertise along for a geo-
caching session. “That’s brilliant,” said
Malcolm. “Especially if it helps me win!”

You can find out what Malcolm
made of the SEAT Leon X-PERIENCE in
three weeks, but first we need to meet
the reader who’s going to be putting a
very exciting SEAT Leon to the test.

2.0 TDI Price£26,370 Engine2.0 4cyl, 148bhp C02/tax 129g/km/£110

“It feels really solid and I like
the look of the X-PERIENCE”

“It’s a good-looking car. I’m really looking
forward to getting behind thewheel”

For use by newhope302@gmail.com only. Distribution prohibited.
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first aid
for tyres.
Top-up your tyres quickly
and conveniently wherever
you are with a Ring portable
air compressor.

Available at all leading retailers.
Check our website for your nearest stockist.
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Visit autoexpress.co.uk for our extensive product archive

Henry
Willis
Got a query?
Henry_Willis@dennis.co.uk

@WineryHills

THISWEEK’S
HOTKIT

Products

BUILD AND GO
WITH LATEST
MODEL KITS

FROM race replicas to all-conquering 4x4s,
there’s a radio-controlled car for everyone
in Tamiya’s new range of model kits.

Each of the six packages comes ready for DIY
assembly, although these build projects aren’t
for the faint-hearted, as the cars are supplied
in pieces and will need hours of devotion to
put together. From the bodywork to the moving
parts, the Tamiya products will suit all car fans.

We got our hands on a model Alfa Romeo 155
V6 TI Martini and couldn’t wait to get stuck into
every detail – including painting it. Our replica
Italian racer has an RRP of £199.99.

Also included in the new range are a rugged-
looking Volkswagen Amarok Custom Lift and a
Honda City Turbo (right), each priced at £175.99,
plus a Sandshaker Truck (£185.99), and a Nissan
Skyline R34 GT-R Z-Tune (right, below) and VW
Scirocco Drift edition – both £225. All prices
include a battery, charger and radio controller.

Some cars are pre-painted, while keen
model fans can pick between two or four-
wheel-drive modes on certain versions.

NEW PRODUCT
Tamiya radio-controlled cars
Price: From £175.99 (VW Amarok)

Contact: www.hobbyco.net

Needmore chargingpoints
ISTRUGGLEfor charging pointsin mycar when I
plug in my portable sat-nav and Apple iPhone 6
at the same time.The 12Vcigarette lighter is in
toomuchofanawkwardpositiontouseamulti-
socket adaptor. Will anything else do the job?
Justin Eccles, E-mail

DON’T be put off by a multi-socket adaptor;
some have long power cables so can be used
around the car. Check our test on autoexpress.
co.uk to see if there’s a solution for you. Or buy
an extra USB cable for your phone. We like
those made by Belkin (above, www.belkin.com).

Fixing crackedmirror glass
MY 2010Vauxhall Corsa’s wing mirror has
taken a knockand now the glass is cracked.
What’s the cheapest way of fixing this?
And will it be a job I can do myself?
Gemma Runcorn, E-mail

THE easiest way to fix this is to buy a new
mirror glass – and you can stick this on top
of the old, cracked one unless it’s too badly
damaged. Replacement glass isn’t expensive,
unless your car has heated mirrors or other
extras. For the best deal, try Halfords, Euro
Car Parts or smaller parts stores.

Howto replace lost fuel cap
AFTER filling my car with fuel recently, I drove
off before reinstalling the fuel cap. I can’t find
it and need a new one – my car is undriveable
until I get a replacement. What should I do?
Norman Hayre, E-mail

THERE are temporary fuel caps available; these
are a universal fit and cost no more than around
£5. Any good parts store should sell these. But
you’ll need to replace it eventually as they’re
for emergency use only. Visit your nearest
dealer to order a replacement permanent fix,
while some are available second-hand online.
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Know an event coming soon?
Contact Henry_Willis@dennis.co.uk

RRP £154.99

Cam sits alongside
DrivePro 200, and
has narrower lens

New seats come
with seatbelt or
Isofix mountings

news,
deals&
events

IS THIS NEW
DASH CAM KING?

Entries are open for
charity kart event
ENTRIES are now open for the fourth
annual Henry Surtees Foundation
Brooklands Team Karting Challenge,
on 30 June at Mercedes-Benz
World near Weybridge, Surrey.

Teams of up to four drivers can
enter the charity event, which raised
over £60,000 for the Foundation last
year. Karts are provided for practice,
qualifying and a two-hour endurance
race in a battle for the coveted ‘H’
trophy. A champagne and trophy
ceremony will follow. Race entry is
£1,200, but fans can watch for free.

Land Rover makes
historic parts again
LAND Rover is making genuine parts
for its classic cars again, eight years
after it stopped supplying official
components to the aftermarket.

Parts in the Land Rover Heritage
range will be made for cars that
haven’t been in production within
the past 10 years, and the move gives
Land Rover a similar line of classic
components to sister brand Jaguar.
All items will be made using tooling
methods similar to the originals, and
sold with a warranty. The line should
be available through dealers soon.

Classic MGs come
together at Brands
THE MG Car Club is inviting owners
of all fifties and sixties sports cars
to a celebration of the era at Brands
Hatch on 2 May. The event is open to
cars of any make with capacities of
up to 1,500cc, and entry is £250.

There’ll be a 15-minute qualifying
session in the morning, with a race
on the Indy Circuit later in the day.
Entries so far have included a Lotus
Eleven and several Ginettas. For info,
visit www.mgcc.co.uk/motorsport.

TRANSCEND continues to impress with
its range of dash cams. Its DrivePro 200
device was crowned Best Buy in our Issue
1,365 test, and now the company hopes
to build on this winning formula with
the release of the new DrivePro 220.

The unit adds a number of key
features over its sister model –
namely GPS, a built-in battery and
a parking mode. We were keen to find
out if the new Transcend camera could
live up to its billing and improve on
our test favourite on the move.

Set-up is easy and we had the video
recorder rolling within minutes. The cam’s
G-sensor is as accurate as other Transcend
models’, while the app remains useful for
camera set-up and reviewing footage.

One thing it doesn’t carry over from
the 200 is the video output port, but you
can still watch film back by inserting the
supplied SD card into a PC and viewing its
contents on its screen, playing back on the
dash cam’s own 2.4-inch screen or on a
smartphone or tablet via WiFi and the app.

It also loses some lens detail, although
this is barely noticeable as video quality
is great. Recording is still in 1080p high
definition. And while the 130-degree lens
has a narrower view than the 160-degree
version on the DrivePro 200, and the £55
price premium may be too much for some
motorists to swallow, this new camera is
easily a match for our five-star champion.

FIRSTTEST
Transcend DrivePro 220
dash camera
RRP: £154.99 Rating:★★★★
Contact: 01442 838280, uk.transcend-info.com

CYBEX has added the Pallas M and Pallas M-Fix child seats
to its growing range. The seats can be adjusted to suit your
little one as they grow up, with the company claiming
they’ll suit kids from nine months to 12 years old.

Available in a choice of 10 colours, the Pallas M-Fix clicks
into Isofix mountings in modern cars, while the Pallas M works
with standard seatbelt systems. Both also offer side-impact
protection – a feature Cybex takes pride in championing in
its other seats. The Pallas M costs £230, while the Isofix
feature boosts the price of the Pallas M-Fix to £260.

NEWPRODUCT
Cybex Pallas M and M-Fix child seats
RRP: From £230 (Pallas M)

Contact: 0808 178 0053, cybex-online.com

“Newcomer adds a built-
in battery and a parking
mode over the existing
DrivePro 200 camera”

MOUNTING
Buyers get choice
of suction mount
for fixing device to
their windscreen
or adhesive pad
for dashboard;
either way, new
cam records top-
quality footage

st kit rated

Cam sits alongside
DrivePro 200, and
has narrower lens
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AGAIN, we hosed off the filthiest parts
of our car before using Wash & Wax
Anywhere, but it was toughest on light
grime. It was also excellent on every
surface we applied it to, including
plastics. Over the same period that we
judged the Triplewax, the Meguiar’s
product looked better at the end. It’s
expensive, but well worth the extra.
Rating:★★★★★

Appof theweek

books,
dvds&games

The MINI Story

Too Fast A Life

Le Mans: 1990-1999

Mega Drift

Andreas Braun (Hirmir, www.hirmirpublishers.com)

Price: £45 (hardback) Rating:★★★★★

Martin Shepherd (silverwoodbooks.co.uk)

Price: £10.99 (paperback) Rating:★★★★

Duke (www.dukevideo.com)

Price: £79.99 Rating:★★★★★

Available for: iOS

Price: Free Rating:★★

MANY books have looked into
the British-owned chapter of
MINI’s history, but few have
explained its transformation
into a German brand under
BMW, or explored its future.
The MINI Story covers it all,
from the first cars in 1959
to the present day and
beyond. It also includes archive images,
promotional posters and concept designs.

LIFE in Formula One during the time
of Mike Hawthorn – the pioneering
racer whom this book is centred
around – was fast and frantic on the
track, as well as off it. Shepherd
retells Hawthorn’s story in a lightly
fictionalised biography – make of
the driver’s documented scrapes
what you will – but the author
assures us all facts and dates are
accurate. It’s a compelling read
about that era of motorsport.

THE price tag may seem steep
for a DVD review, but Le Mans fans
shouldn’t be put off. For the money,
the collection includes 10 discs –
with each looking at a different
year of the iconic French endurance
race. For such a memorable time
for Le Mans racing it’s a fitting
round-up, although it’s only really
likely to appeal to fans of the race.

USE tap controls to make cars drift – if you
can get it to work. Annoying crashes made
it difficult to get along with. Even when it
did work, gameplay wasn’t the best, but
it’s okay for a free game. We liked trying
to beat the timer on attractive courses.

THE name of this Triplewax product suggests
convenience, and it doesn’t disappoint. Simply
shake the bottle to mix the shampoo and wax, and
it’s ready to be applied on to metal, glass, plastic or
rubber parts of a car. All you have to do is work it in,
eliminating the need to use a bucket and sponge.

Our car was filthy, so we hosed it off and dried it
before using Shake & Shine – this was to ensure we
didn’t work in any grit and scratch the paintwork.
Application was easy – the solution is clear, but
even on a white car, we could see the areas
we’d worked on before it dried.

It left a great finish, which we checked after two
weeks, and it held its sheen, even after being left in
the rain. Shake & Shine improves on Triplewax’s
Wash & Shine, as the wax qualities were worthwhile,
but it lags behind Meguiar’s Wash & Wax Anywhere.
Rating:★★★★

NEW PRODUCT
Triplewax Shake & Shine
Best price: £9.99

Contact: 0161 764 5981, www.tetrosyl.com

ALL-ROUNDWINNER
Meguiar’s Wash &
Wax Anywhere
Best price: £14.99

Contact: 0870 241 6696, meguiars.co.uk

A HOT summer could be
on the cards this year, but
while we all love the sun, it can
often result in a hosepipe ban,
too. However, this shouldn’t
mean that you need to stop
washing your car. There is now
an array of waterless washes
which can plug the gap.

Shake & Shine is new from
Triplewax and claims to be able
to tackle bodywork, plus glass
and trim. We compared it to two
top-ranking waterless cleaners
from our test in Issue 1,324,
taking prices from a range of
sources as we went to press.

Triplewax’s new product
isn’t too different from its older
Waterless Wash & Shine – but
adds wax. We liked its gleaming
finish, which stood the test of
time: our bodywork still looked
good after rain. It performed
better than Eco Touch Waterless
Car Wash, although it couldn’t
keep up with Meguiar’s test-
winning Wash & Wax Anywhere.

Henry Willis

Best waterless wash to
beat the hosepipe ban

BESTCLEANING PRODUCT
Eco Touch Waterless
Car Wash
Best price: £8.99

Contact: 01246 292929, ecotouch.eu/uk

“A hosepipe ban
doesn’t mean
you need to stop
washing your car”

WE’VE crowned the Eco Touch cleaner
our Best Buy in tests in previous years,
but now it falls just short of this newer
competition. It takes a bit more effort
to work in than rivals, although wash
results are very good. That’s where it
excels – as a cleaner – and it’s fine for
routine grime shifting. But as a durable
wax, its performance is lacking.
Rating:★★★
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YOUR VOTE
COUNTS
We’ll use your
votes to name
a winner of our
Innovation Award

We want you to choose the most
innovative product of the past year

PICK YOUR
CLEVEREST
KIT OF 2015

AS new car design evolves, makers of aftermarket
accessories have to take a pioneering approach to

keep up with drivers’ needs. Whether they’re looking
into ways to improve our in-car tech or making simple
cleaning processes easier, innovation is at the heart of
product design and can shape the best accessories.

At Auto Express, we take pride in trying the latest
groundbreaking products every week, and we want
you to have your say in what has been the best and
most innovative accessory we’ve reviewed in the past
year. So we’ve rounded up eight of the best – check
them out before logging on to tell us which is your pick.
And as an added bonus, everyone who votes will be
entered into a draw for a Snooper DVR-3HD dash cam.

FOR years, car racing sets have kept motoring fans young and
old entertained, allowing them to put scale models head-to-head
on an electric track. But Anki DRIVE brings the fun bang up to date.
An app replaces the traditional triggers, so users control their cars
wirelessly on the track with an iPhone or iPad. Up to four cars can race
at one time, and you simply tilt your device to change lanes. Racing
is fast, frantic and unpredictable, with on-car cameras getting you
close to the action. This really is slot car fun for the 21st century.

Anki DRIVE racing game

WE found the Kenwood KMM-BT34 to be the best single-DIN head
unit in our Issue 1,321 group test. On the surface, there doesn’t
appear to be too much to set this system apart from rivals, but look
more closely and you realise it’s one of a new breed of stereos to do
without a CD drive. You might think this is inconvenient, yet it makes
the hardware smaller and easier to fit in a dash, plus cheaper to buy
– this device has Bluetooth, front-mounted USB and aux ports, and
is compatible with steering wheel controls, all for around £70.

Kenwood KMM-BT34 single-DIN stereo

“We’d like you to have your say in
what’s been the most innovative
accessorywe’ve reviewed in 2015”

2015

HenryWIllis
Henry_Willis@dennis.co.uk

@WineryHills
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GARMIN has long been established in making sat-
navs, and it’s now moved into the head-up display
(HUD) business. The concept isn’t new – it was
created in a bid to reduce distraction among
motorists, and projects crucial information on
to the underside of the windscreen and into the
driver’s line of sight. Some manufacturers already
offer HUD in their cars as standard, but Garmin is
one of the first brands to bring it to the aftermarket.

Garmin HUD+ head-up display
TOOL and accessories giant Sealey led the way
with this neat and compact powerpack design,
even though rivals have since followed suit.
And considering the bulky, boxy shape of older
powerpacks, the LSTART 235 is revolutionary
as it’s small enough to fit in a glovebox or door
pocket, but maintains the power to boost a car
with a flat battery. As it can be kept in the car, it’ll
deliver the power you need in an emergency.

Sealey LSTART 235 powerpack

THIS is one of Ring’s new SmartCharge products,
but it’s more than just a battery charger. Hook up
to a battery, and an LED screen shows its condition
and status – handy for knowing how long it’ll need
to be powered up for. The screen is also key to the
diagnostic tool, which is the RSC612’s unique selling
point. It can seek out electrical faults, pinpoint where
any power is being lost from a battery and assess
alternators, potentially saving you a trip to the garage.

Ring RSC612 battery charger

FOR as long as smartphones have been widely used,
drivers have been able to use an Internet connection
on the road for sat-nav directions and other motoring
apps. But download speeds when moving aren’t the
quickest or most reliable – so EE’s Buzzard 2 broke
ground as an affordable 4G router that can hook up to
as many as 10 accessories. The device sits in a car’s
12V socket, allowing phones, tablets and laptops to
connect with WiFi for a super-speedy connection.

EE Buzzard 2 in-car Internet

CLEVER AutoLOG promises to remove the uncertainty
surrounding buying a second-hand car. It works on
most vehicles fitted with an on-board diagnostics
(OBD) socket – that’s petrol cars made from January
2001 and diesels from January 2004. A small piece of
hardware plugs in and ‘talks’ to a matching Android
app, assessing live engine performance with stats to
back up findings. And a comprehensive registration-
based search reveals any historical problems.

AutoLOG used car checker

SMARTPHONES can help drivers with everything
from navigation to playing music on the go, as well
as making calls. But all these tasks can take their
toll on a handset’s battery life. Constantly plugging
in cables can be a nuisance, though, which is why
Patriot’s wireless charging solution impressed
when we first reviewed it in Issue 1,355. You have
to keep your handset in a bigger-than-usual case,
and it’s only available for selected Samsung and
iPhone models, but all you need to do is position your
mobile correctly in the car to charge it wirelessly.

Patriot wireless charging

Log on and vote at
autoexpress.co.uk/prodaward
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warrantywise.co.uk

Joe
Finnerty

NOT SO GOODGOOD

61st
PLACE

Buying cars
New and used buying advice

YOUR VIEWS ON YOUR CARS

2015 Results
E-Class Factfile

Bars show where model
finished out of 200 cars in
our 2015 survey. The lower
the rating the better88.97%

OVERALL SCORE

Years: 2009 to present CO2: 130g/km

Fuel economy: 56mpg (E220 CDI SE)

Best features: Heated seats, keyless go,
park assist, reversing camera, glass sunroof

Prices: From £9,800

RELIABILITY
BUILD QUALITY
RUNNING COSTS
PERFORMANCE

ROAD HANDLING
RIDE QUALITY

EASE OF DRIVING
SEAT COMFORT
PRACTICALITY
IN-CAR TECH

67
34
114
54
132
55
50
81
114
42

200 150 100 50 1

Mercedes E-Class Mk4
YOU TELL US... Exec scores with luxury feel, but isn’t perfect

Got any car queries?
Joe_Finnerty@dennis.co.uk

@AE_Consumer

How do you rate your car?
Tell us what you think
www.autoexpress.co.uk/driverpower

“IT’S extremely comfortable,
reliable and practical.”

“I’m impressed with the car’s
upmarket feel, ride quality,
handling and performance.”

“The start button works
perfectly – I press it and
it fires up. It’s quiet, too.”

“Everything works well and
it’s wonderfully comfortable,
especially on long drives.”

“The interior is finished
well with top-quality
features and extras.”

“The running of the car
has improved with age.”

“Near-silent running, good
trim level and great gadgets.”

“THE three-year service
package is expensive in
comparison to almost every
other brand’s deals.”

“There are a few rattles and
sqeaks from the rear parcel
shelf and driver’s seat.”

“Gearbox is appalling. It’s
jerky and slow to change.”

“There’s a major problem
with the wheel finish.”

“I have never got anywhere
near the economy claims.”

“The car is a little hard
on the suspension when
you’re on country roads.”

“Interior plastics look
and feel a bit cheap.”

Q

Q

Q

A

A

A

Can I claim fornewtyres?
THE tyres on my Ford Fiesta have gone flat
and one of the alloys is dented, too, so I
need to replace them. I always drive carefully.
Will Ford contribute to the replacements?
Leanne McGrattan, E-mail

YOU can’t really expect a manufacturer to
replace flat tyres or damaged alloys, as this is
down to wear and tear over time. If, however,
the alloy damage is because of corrosion
or inside influences, you should be able to
claim through the perforation warranty.

Lotusgearboxworries
AFTER reading about Allan Stoddart’s clutch
problems on his Lotus Exige (Issue 1,364),
I’ve had to get mine replaced, too. But I’m
worried it may happen again. What can I do?
Sven Waldhaus, E-mail

WE would recommend that you get an
independent inspection to see if your Exige’s
clutch is actually working as it should.
However, if Lotus claims the car is now
fixed and there’s no problem displayed,
it isn’t obliged to accept a rejection.

UsedCivic badgedamage
I’M in the market for a used Honda Civic from
around 2010. I recently viewed one that was
up for sale, but the grille badge was cracked.
Is this something that I can replace easily?
Paul Bryant, E-mail

YOU’RE best off finding an example that has
the grille badge fully intact. The trouble is,
if it isn’t and you want to replace it, you need
to fit a whole new grille. If you get a quote for
the work and negotiate it off the purchase
price, though, there’s no reason not to buy it.
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“Rivals want a taste
of the Golf’s rock-
solid reputation,
understated class
and upmarket image”

Interior
IT’S easy to get comfortable in the front of the Golf, as the
seats are supportive and the steering wheel adjusts for
reach and rake. In the back, there’s room for two adults or
three children and everything feels well screwed together.
The 350-litre boot isn’t as big as most rivals’, though.

Turbocharger
THE turbocharger on
theTDI editions can
fail after little more
than 100,000 miles.
When it does so,
repair costs can
equal the car’svalue.

Air-con
MAKE sure that the
air-conditioning
and climate control
work, as compressors
and condensers
can fail. Repairs
are expensive.

Contacts
Official
www.volkswagen.co.uk

Forums
www.golfmkv.com
www.mk5golfgti.co.uk/forum
www.golfgtiforum.co.uk
http://uk-mkivs.net
www.volkswagenforum.co.uk
www.golfgti.co.uk

NEED
TOKNOW

Take a look in the front
and rear footwells as the

door seals can fail,
allowing rainwater to

get into the cabin.

NEED
TOKNOW

The fuel injectors can
leak diesel into the

cylinders of a TDI PD
Golf, which leads to the
engine being wrecked.

NEED
TOKNOW

Some 1.9 TDI Golfs suffer
from a weak clutch release

bearing, so listen for
odd noises when you

press the clutch pedal.

Richard Dredge

THE Golf is the car that Volkswagen’s
rivals all want to emulate. They want a taste
of its rock-solid reputation, its understated
class and its upmarket image – and the
good news is there is plenty of choice as it
outsells many of its more mainstream rivals.

The company has been building the
Golf for more than 40 years, and each
model has offered the same mix of solid
construction, discreet looks and hatchback
practicality – it’s no wonder we love them.

High asking prices mean used Mk6
and Mk7 Golfs are out of reach for many
buyers, but older models, such as the Mk5,
are now strong value. The fifth generation is
also new enough for there to be a decent
number of cherished, low-mileage cars
around – so if you’ve hankered after
a Golf, this could be your chance.

History
THE Mk5 Golf hit showrooms back in
February 2004, with 1.4, 1.6 or 2.0-litre
petrol engines, 1.9 or 2.0 TDI turbodiesels
or a 2.0 SDI normally aspirated diesel.

In January 2005, the GTI Mk5 went on
sale, powered by a turbocharged 197bhp
2.0-litre TFSI engine. One year later, the
even hotter 247bhp Golf R32 arrived,
complete with four-wheel drive.

In the meantime, in June 2005, the
high-roofed and slow-selling Golf Plus hit
dealers. The following June, the 138bhp
1.4 TSI replaced the 2.0 GT, a year before
the Golf Estate appeared. At the same
time, a 168bhp 1.4 TSI was launched.

Until February 2008, the DSG auto
transmission featured six ratios; later cars
got seven gears. The Mk5 was replaced
by an all-new Golf in January 2009.

Which one?
THE regular 1.4-litre (non-TSI) petrol engine
feels lacklustre, as does the SDI diesel. But
the TDI engines (especially 2.0-litre versions)
are more zesty, as are the bigger petrol
powerplants. Just bear in mind that diesels
aren’t as reliable as the petrol alternatives,
which is why running costs can be higher.

There are plenty of automatic Golfs about;
the DSG transmission is excellent to use, but
generally isn’t as reliable as the manual box.

The entry-level Golf S came with ESP, a
CD player, electric mirrors and windows,
plus remote central locking. SE spec adds
alloy wheels, climate and cruise control,
and automatic lights and wipers.

The GT features sports suspension,
dual-zone climate control and powered
rear windows on five-door models.

Alternatives
CLOSELY related to the Golf, the Audi A3 is
worth a look if you’re after a premium small
hatch, thanks to its build quality, excellent
brakes and fine driver appeal. The BMW
1 Series also warrants consideration if

strong construction and great handling
are priorities – but some owners have
criticised the ride quality and it isn’t the
most practical choice. For less money you
can buy a Honda Civic, which is great to
drive, looks funky and costs less to run,
while also being superbly practical.

If the Civic looks too radical for you, the
Ford Focus might be just the ticket with its
affordability, practicality, great build and
brilliant dynamics. It just doesn’t enjoy the
premium image of the VW, Audi or BMW.

Verdict
WITH a huge range of bodystyles and
engines, there’s a Golf for everyone, from
the ultra-frugal BlueMotion editions to the
seriously quick GTI and R32 models. It’s
always in fashion, and thus easy to sell on.

Good to drive, the Golf makes a great
motorway cruiser, and it’s practical thanks
to its hatchback configuration. It’s also a
safe choice. However, its advancing years
mean there are a lot of neglected examples
out there, and the fifth-generation Golf isn’t
as immortal as you might think. There are
lots of things that can go wrong and repair
bills can be high – so before you snap
up what seems like a bargain, make
sure it really is as good as it seems.

FROM £1,800 Desirable family car is well within reach as second-hand buy

OUR VIEW
THE Golf Mk5 didn’t make the top 200
of our Driver Power 2015 satisfaction
survey, but was ranked 145th in 2014,
when it was rated the least reliable
compact family car. The newer Mk6
hasn’t fared that much better this year,
finishing 129th, although the Mk7 came
30th, and was praised for its handling.

LAURA Stoddart from Cheltenham,
Glos, owns a 2005 Golf 2.0 TDI. She
says: “I bought it new and the car has
been superb, as it feels solidly built,
is good to drive and economical,
too. It’s also well equipped and the
cabin is roomy, but with 100,000
miles on the clock, the turbo is on
its way out – so I’ll be selling it.”

YOUR VIEW

BUYER’SGUIDE:VolkswagenGolf Mk5
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Prices for a 2007 Golf 2.0 TDI. Dealer figures supplied
by Listers Volkswagen Worcester. Independent prices
from Euro Car Parts (www.eurocarparts.com)

How much?

Recalls

Partwatch

Running costs

58
2008

57
2007

56
2006

05
2005

53
2004

Fuel CO2 Annual
economy emissions road tax

Model
1.4 6-8 40mpg 165-168g/km £180-£205
1.6 FSI 13-14 41mpg 163g/km £180
2.0 FSI 27 38mpg 178g/km £225
2.0TFSI GTI 34-36 34-39mpg 169-194g/km £205-£265
R32 36 26mpg 255g/km £490
1.9TDI 14 53-56mpg 132-143g/km £130-£145
2.0TDI 19-32 39-49mpg 154-169g/km £180-£205

Dealer price Independent price

Part
Front brake pads (axle set) £70.63 £28.92

Brake discs (pair) £116.86 £59.88
Door mirror glass (electric) £53.56 £23.40

Front wiper set £31.22 £20.70

Insurance
group

Values
courtesy

ofG
lass’s

G
uide

Model
1.4S3dr £4,875 £4,475 £3,995 £3,375 £2,895
1.4 FSI/TSI 3dr £5,350 £4,795 £3,995 £3,375 £2,895
1.6 FSIS5dr £5,450 £4,875 £4,350 £3,650 £3,095
2.0TFSI GTi 3dr £8,725 £7,650 £6,675 £5,450 N/A
2.0SDIS5dr £5,550 £4,995 £4,450 £3,750 £3,195
1.9TDIS5dr £6,250 £5,575 £4,975 £4,175 £3,550
2.0TDI 140 GT 5dr N/A £6,695 £5,925 £4,875 £4,125

ALL Mk5 Golfs have a variable service option which can
be activated at any point. This allows up to two years or
20,000 miles between check-ups; cars without it need
attention every 12 months or 12,000 miles. Thanks to its
age, the Golf Mk5 is also eligible for cut-price servicing
at any franchised VW dealer; this means services for
all Golfs – apart from the R32 – start from £149.

The diesel engines need a fresh cambelt every four
years or 80,000 miles, while the 2.0 FSI and TFSI engines
increase this to every four years or 120,000 miles, at
£399 each time. The DSG transmission needs fresh
oil every four years or 40,000 miles, at £179.

YOU can buy an early high-mile (120,000-plus miles)
Golf Mk5 from £1,800. It’ll be a 2.0 SDI, 1.6 FSI or a 1.4,
probably in S trim. The cheapest GTIs are priced from
£4,000, while you’ll pay at least £7,500 to get your
hands on an R32 that’s done at least 120,000 miles.

There are plenty of automatic Golfs; they’re priced from
£3,000. If you need carrying capacity, you can buy a Golf
Estate from £3,500, while a 60,000-mile 2008 Golf 1.6
Match is worth £6,000; an equivalent GTI is £8,500. Buy
a 60,000-mile 2008 Golf 2.0 TDI SE and you’ll pay £7,500.

THE Golf Mk5 has been affected by three recalls. The
first was issued in March 2005 for cars with the TDI PD
engine, built between March and August 2004. They
could suffer from leaks from the fuel pump. Another
recall in February 2007 concerned diesel Golfs from
November 2006 to January 2007 – the heating element
could overheat in the auxiliary heater. The most recent
recall came in January 2008. Again, it was aimed at
diesel-engined Golfs and their auxiliary heaters.

Suspension
AGE will have taken
its toll on the brakes
and suspension.
The issue you’ll
most likely face is
broken springs,
especially at the front.

Light lenses
THE seals fail on the
rear light lenses,
resulting in them
misting up on the
inside.The only
effective cure is a pair
of replacement lenses.

John Colley

Mk5 C02/tax
154-169g/km

£180-205

Performance
0-62mph/top speed

9.3 seconds/127mph

Running costs
39-49mpg (2.0 TDI 140)

£65 fill-up

Volkswagen Golf Mk5

How

Runn

Model
1.4S3dr
1.4 FSI/TSI 3dr
1.6 FSIS5dr
2.0TFSI GTi 3dr
2.0SDIS5dr
1.9TDIS5dr
2.0TDI 140 GT

YOU can buy
Golf Mk5 fro
probably in S t
£4,000, whil
hands on an

There are
£3,000. If you
Estate from £3,
Match is wor
a 60,000-mil

C02/tax
154-169g/km

£180-205

Performance
0-62mph/top speed

9.3 seconds/127mph

Running costs
39-49mpg (2.0 TDI 140)

£65 fill-up
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Buying cars Best buys

VolvoV70
FOR: Long-distanceability, safety, boot space
AGAINST:Abitdated to lookat, handling

LexusGS450h
FOR:Unbeatable reliability, hybridpace
AGAINST: Lackofdiesel bluntseconomy

SkodaSuperb
FOR: Loadsof room,value,mostefficient
AGAINST:Abitbland, leastpremiumimage

£12,000 for a large, reliable mile-muncher
Contact:Lawrence_Allan@dennis.co.uk

Dear Lawrence, My new job means I have to
commute out of town, so I do lots of miles. What can
I get that’s big, comfortable and efficient for £12,000?

Paul Darlisson, E-mail

Carhunter
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INSIDE, the Volvo is solidly built with a characterful and
comfortable feel. The estate boot offers great flexibility,
too, although it only has as much capacity as the
Superb saloon, and trails that car’s rear legroom.

LEXUS’ cabin is plush and premium, with loads of kit,
but it’s nowhere near as practical or easy to use as
rivals. While its hybrid blows away the other models
on performance, it loses out a fair bit on fuel economy.

THE Skoda’s interior is more functional than luxurious, but
it’s very well put together and well laid out. The biggest
selling points are the masses of space on offer for front
and rear passengers, as well as the huge load bay.

VOLVO might not have the same reputation for reliability
as Lexus or even Skoda, but the V70 still finished 73rd in
this category in our Driver Power 2015 survey – a solid
result for a car that’s been in dealers for eight years.

THE GS’s trump card is reliability. Owners say the brand’s
models just keep going, and the exec was sixth for
reliability in Driver Power 2015. Build quality also
impressed, even though the GS went on sale 11 years

SKODA has come up trumps in recent years in terms of
owner satisfaction, and the soon-to-be-replaced Superb
finished 12th overall in our latest Driver Power survey;
it came 59th for reliability and ninth for build quality.

THINK Volvo and you automatically conjure up
images of big estates; it’s what the brand does best.
The V70 is a great choice if you need extra space for
luggage, but it’s also hugely comfortable to eat up
the miles, with fantastic seats and a smooth ride.

Its handling can’t match a BMW 5 Series’, but it’s
a good-value buy that’s reliable. The 161bhp D4 is
quick enough, refined and capable of over 50mpg.
We found a 68,000-mile 2011 D4 SE for £11,890.

ALTHOUGH it’s a different proposition to the other
cars here, the hybrid Lexus is an often overlooked
used bargain. It combines a petrol V6 with an
electric motor to produce 341bhp. But despite the
speed it’s capable of 35.8mpg economy, with some
owners reporting over 40mpg possible on a cruise.

It’s comfy, and while you’ll pay more for fuel, you’re
unlikely to face any unexpected maintenance bills.
A fully loaded 60,000-mile 2009 GS costs £11,495.

WHEN Skoda’s big saloon came along it made
premium rivals look pricey. It offers space to rival
a BMW 7 Series and practicality in spades, and all for
the price of a VW Golf. Plus, it’s well built and feels
modern, but it isn’t as luxurious as either rival here.

It’s almost as comfortable and refined as the Volvo
and Lexus, and the 2.0-litre TDI diesel is smooth and
punchy, while returning nearly 60mpg. Expect to pay
£9,495 for a 2011 TDI Elegance with 62,000 miles.

THECOMFORTABLECHOICE THERELIABLECHOICE THEEFFICIENTCHOICE
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Open
champions
Which of these thrilling second-hand roadsters scores on driver appeal?

MINI’s interior
has quality feel,
but trails on kit

MX-52.0-litre Sport Tech
Years: 2009 to date Engine: 2.0-litre 4cyl, 158bhp

Insurance group: 27 Econ/CO2: 36mpg/181g/km

Why? Hugely popular and acclaimed MX-5 serves up

great value, simplicity and fun in a roadster package.

Prices from: £7,150

Cooper SRoadster
Years: 2011 to date Engine: 1.6-litre 4cyl, 181bhp

Insurance group: 34 Econ/CO2: 47mpg/139g/km

Why? Roadster ditches rear seats of Convertible in

favour of extra sportiness, yet retains retro appeal.

Prices from: £11,200

Mazda MX-5
36.2mpg (official)

£56 fill-up

MINI Roadster
47.1mpg (official)

£56 fill-up

MX-5’s driver-
focused cabin
is well laid out

THE MX-5 is perhaps Mazda’s finest creation,
confirmed by nearly a million sales over the
years. This previous-generation Mk3 car was
facelifted in 2009 and is the old-timer here,
with less visual clout than the MINI.

It still has a classic low-slung shape, plus
the driver-focused cabin is simple and well
equipped, even though it feels basic next to the
MINI’s. The tight packaging means it isn’t too
practical, but the driving position is perfect.

MX-5s have a reputation for accessible fun,
and the balanced rear-drive chassis makes it
agile, grippy and enjoyable to drive. The ride
is also much more supple than the MINI’s.
However, the naturally aspirated 2.0-litre petrol
engine trails on torque, which means you have
to work it harder. This can be fun, but the
Mazda’s fuel economy suffers as a result.

Used examples can be picked up cheap, while
reliability is strong, with rusty subframes and
peeling wheel lacquer the biggest issues. Most
niggles have been ironed out now, though.

INI 2012, MINI took the cramped rear seats out
of the Convertible, and the Roadster was born.
It keeps the glamorous, sporty look of
the four-seater soft-top, but doesn’t entirely
turn its back on practicality, with roomy front
seats, a rear shelf and a 240-litre boot.

The funky MINI interior remains, plus the
electric hood drops back in 10 seconds to reveal
stylish roll hoops. It doesn’t have as much kit as
the Mazda, but its higher-quality finish and the
optional Chili Pack make it feel quite upmarket.

Go for the Cooper S Roadster, and the rorty
181bhp turbo engine provides plenty of pace,
plus it can trump the MX-5 for economy. And the
Roadster is an agile and eager car to drive, too,
matching the Mazda for back road fun. The ride
is very stiff, however, especially on run-flat tyres.

Used values are strong, which makes finding
a bargain tricky, too. MINI’s cars are generally
solid, with tried and tested mechanicals, but
as with most convertibles, check things like
the roof mechanism for any issues.

MINI Roadster

★★★★★
THERE’S no doubt the Roadster
will appeal to those who don’t
need useless back seats in a
sporty cabrio. Yet it’s held back
by the ride, limited kit in base
models and high used prices.

MazdaMX-5

★★★★★
THE MX-5 nabs the win here. Its
driver appeal, whether cruising
or pushing hard, is undeniable,
while decent reliability ensures it’s
a safe used bet. It’s not perfect,
but it’s great value and fun.

MX-5’s boot is small, although
you forget all about it with the
top down out on the open road

MINI Roadster has surprisingly
roomy 240-litre boot; but make
sure you can live with stiff ride
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All the action from the world of motorsport
Sport

Gary Paffett

Racing is very close, both
between and within the

three brands

DTM stands for Deutsche Tourenwagen
Masters – the German touring car

championship. However, although the
protagonists race for Mercedes, Audi
and BMW and seven of the nine rounds
are in German-speaking countries,
there’s a distinctly international flavour
to proceedings, with drivers from
11 different nations on the 2015 grid.

These include Brits Gary Paffett
and Paul Di Resta at Mercedes, Jamie
Green at Audi and ‘adopted’ Brit Tom
Blomqvist (son of Swedish world rally
champion Stig Blomqvist) at BMW.

Auto Express visited Mercedes-AMG
headquarters in Affalterbach, Germany
(where the marque’s DTM racers are
built), to find out just why this domestic
championship manages to attract
so many talented young drivers. And
it was clear from the off that the cars
themselves are a huge part of the appeal.

“Touring car is the wrong word for it,”
says Paffett of his Mercedes C-Class
Coupé. “It’s more like a prototype or
a GT. With a touring car, you normally
take one off the production line, change
a few bits and weld in a roll cage, but
these are purpose-built carbon-fibre

Stephen Errity
Stephen_Errity@dennis.co.uk

GOING
DEUTSCH

racers. That’s the level of performance
and engineering you’re looking at.”

Paffett’s teammate Di Resta, who was
DTM champion in 2010 before racing in
Formula One with Force India from 2011
to 2013, agrees. “It’s more difficult
over a weekend than F1,” he says.

“It’s so close that if you make a small
mistake in qualifying, it costs you three
or four rows. It’s ultra-competitive, full
of guys who were promoted on merit
from the brands’ junior programmes.”

Paffett adds: “Drivers are looking to go
somewhere after winning in Formula 3, but
they don’t have £2million to race in GP2.
We have eight DTM champions and a
couple of F3 champions on the grid, so it’s
full of top drivers. There are no weak links
– that’s what makes it so challenging.”

Paffett and Di Resta, along with the rest
of the field, face a few changes this year.
Having held one race per weekend every
season since 2003, DTM is reverting to the
more familiar touring car schedule of two
races per event for 2015 – one on Saturday,
one on Sunday. The Brits welcome this.

“We’d come down to a short two-day
weekend, with practice and qualifying on
Saturday and just the race on Sunday,”
Paffett explains. “That was too limited – you
basically had to race the car you turned up

GERMANY’S DTM IS THE WORLD’S BEST TOURING
CAR SERIES. WE SPEAK TO THE BRITS INVOLVED
AS IT RETURNS TO ACTION THIS WEEKEND

Mercedes-AMG is one of series’ big names, and Di Resta (below) thinks racing is thrilling

“We have eight
DTM champions
and a couple of
F3 champions
on the grid,
so it’s full of
top drivers.
There are no
weak links”

thth
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CHE

GREEN LOOKING FOR FIRST AUDIWIN
IT’S not just Mercedes that has British talent –
2004 Euro F3 champion Jamie Green has been
in DTM for 10 seasons, the last two with Audi.

The Brit has no regrets about going down this
route rather than F1. He says: “It was a blessing in
disguise in a way. Even though F1 is the pinnacle,
there’s a dark side to it. If you win, you pay the
price of fame, which influences your life hugely.
I appreciate normality and like being able to
come to the UK and spend time with friends.”

Although he’s earned victories for Mercedes
in the past, Green has yet to win a race with

Audi – which is a reflection of just how tough and
competitive this series is. “Based on last year, I
just need a bit more luck,” he tells us. “A couple
of times, I was leading by a big margin but got
screwed over at the pitstops or by the safety car.
I’m not too stressed – it’s definitely achievable.”

As well as the move to a single tyre, DTM has
also tweaked its F1-style Drag Reduction System
(DRS) to aid overtaking. “Last year, it activated if
you were within two seconds of someone, which
was a bit unfair on the leader,” notes Green. “Now
it’s down to a second. It’s hard to get that close.”

with, as there was no time to risk big
set-up changes. And more importantly,
the fans didn’t get to see the cars much.
When I watched racing with my dad
as a kid, I wanted to see a show for
the whole weekend, and that’s
what we’re giving the fans now.”

The other change is a move to a single
compound of Hankook tyre, rather than
an F1-style choice between ‘prime’ and

‘option’ rubber. “There’s no doubt we all
wanted one tyre,” says Paffett. “A lot of the
overtaking last year was a bit false, because
the gulf in performance between the two
tyres was huge – about two seconds a lap.

“As drivers, we’d prefer if they’d gone
with the softer, quicker tyre, because it
degraded quickly and there would’ve
been a bit of management and strategy
involved. But at least there’s just one tyre

now and all the racing will be genuine,
which is what you want to see.”

Di Resta feels the same, saying: “The
difference was maybe a bit too extreme, but
we want it to be difficult so we can have
that edge over a competitor. We pushed
for the option and we’ll push for it next
year, because a tyre that degrades
creates the kind of races people love,
where it all goes wrong for someone.”

The DTM season kicks off at the
Hockenheim grand prix circuit in
Germany this Sunday. Viewers with
ESPN UK can watch the race from 1:15pm.

“It’s more difficult over a weekend than F1. A small
mistake in qualifying costs three or four rows” Paul Di Resta

Brit Jamie Green has been
racing in DTM since 2005

www.autoexpress.co.uk
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All the action from the world of motorsport
Sport

Honda heads WTCC chasing pack

WEC set for thrilling Spa clash
■ Audi, Toyota and Porsche closely matched ahead of Le Mans warm-up race ■ Strong competition also expected in P2 and GT classes

DTM stars team
up with Zanardi

BMW DTM drivers Bruno Spengler (left)
and Timo Glock (right) have been named
as Alex Zanardi’s team-mates for July’s
Spa 24 Hours GT endurance race.

This will be the first time Zanardi (who
has two prosthetic legs) has shared a car
with able-bodied drivers. A series of
modifications to BMW’s Z4 GT3 will be
necessary to allow all three to drive and
swap over as easily as any other line-up.

THE World Touring Car Championship grid
is in action at the Hungaroring in Budapest
this weekend, with the Hondas of ex-F1
driver Tiago Monteiro and Italian veteran
Gabriele Tarquini looking best placed to
interrupt Citroen’s dominance so far.

Tarquini is currently the highest-placed
non-Citroen driver in the standings, while
he and Monteiro scored best results of fifth
and sixth respectively last time out when
the series raced in Marrakech, Morocco.

The duo’s chances of taking the fight to
Citroen’s Yvan Muller, Sebastien Loeb and
José Maria López will be boosted by the
debut of a revised Civic in Hungary. Team
boss Alessandro Mariani said: “We’ll have
the full upgrade kit in Budapest, with a new
aero package and better brake cooling.”

FOLLOWING a thrilling three-way
battle between Porsche, Audi and

Toyota at the Silverstone season opener,
the World Endurance Championship
(WEC) heads to the legendary Spa grand
prix circuit in Belgium this weekend for
its second round of 2015 – traditionally
seen as a ‘dress rehearsal’ race for
the Le Mans 24 Hours in June.

Multiple Le Mans winners Benoit
Treluyer, Marcel Fässler and André
Lotterer claimed victory at Silverstone for
Audi, but the whole race featured furious
back-and-forth battles, mostly thanks

to Audi’s better performance in corners
and Porsche’s superiority on straights.

The Porsche 919 of Neel Jani, Romain
Dumas and Marc Lieb finished 4.6
seconds behind Audi in second, with
Toyota’s 2014 title winners Anthony
Davidson and Sébastien Buemi, plus
Kazuki Nakajima, coming home in third.

Spa sees the addition of extra cars
from both Audi and Porsche, with British
ace Nick Tandy stepping up from the GT
class to take the wheel of a 919 alongside
New Zealander Earl Bamber and current
Formula One driver Nico Hulkenberg.

Audi’s third car will be crewed by GT
regulars René Rast, Marco Bonanomi
and Filipe Albuquerque. Rast, who’ll

be making his prototype debut at this
race, said: “The track suits me really well
and I can hardly wait for my first race in
the R18. I know Filipe and Marco from
previous races, and Audi has prepared
me very well for my new task.”

The usual supporting cast of LMP2 and
GT cars will also be at Spa, with the LMP2
grid focused on catching the runaway
Silverstone winner G-Drive Racing. British
Formula E star Sam Bird was among the
line-up that secured a 1-2 for the team’s

Nissan-engined Ligier coupés last time
out, but he’ll face strong opposition from
the Jota Sport Zytek-Nissan of fellow Brits
Simon Dolan and Harry Tincknell, who are
stepping up from the European Le Mans
Series to the WEC for this event.

Further challenge comes from the US
squad Extreme Speed Motorsports, which
runs Honda engines in its Ligiers, and
Strakka Racing, which scored a podium
in the LMP2 class at Silverstone on the
debut of its unique Dome coupé.

Little separates Porsche,
Toyota and Audi this
season in WEC

Honda’s aces Tarquini and Monteiro are hoping to get among the Citroens again at the Hungaroring

“Audi’s better performance in corners and Porsche’s
superiority on straights makes for furious battles”

Stephen Errity
Stephen_Errity@dennis.co.uk
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Do you agree with Mike?
Have your say at facebook.com/autoexpress

Motoring’s most outspoken and
opinionated columnist sounds off

It’s good to see that
we have at least
one fast-growing
industry in Britain –
the newphenomenon
of hand car washes

Skoda Superb

Mercedes-AMG GT
faces Porsche’s 911

All-new Astra

New flagship looks sharper than ever, but
what’s it like on the road? Read our verdict

We find out if new 5.0-litre twin-turbo V8
Merc can steal sports car crown from 911

You’ve seen the spy shots, new we get first
taste of prototype version of Vauxhall hatch

I CAN’T remember the last time I
sawaneighbour outside his or her

family home, cleaning the family car.
There’s good reason for this. DIY car
washing is anothermotoring tradition
that’s on itsway out. Instead of giving
their cars a little TLConSundays,many
people are doing boot fairs andbrunch
in themorning, then shoppingmalls
or sports stadiums in the afternoon.
Three in fourwomenandone in three
blokes haveNEVERwashed their cars,
according toOSV, the vehicle leasing people.
And thosewhohave, do so only occasionally.
LikeDIY servicing, repairs and sound
system installation, the home carwashing
ritual is, for the bulk ofmotorists, now toast.
Part of the problem is that vehicle
numbers are growingwhile the amount
of available road space isn’t. This, plus
tougher parking regulations,makes it
increasingly difficult formotorists
without drives to park outside their homes.
Other issues includehosepipe bans –
althoughwaterlesswashes (Page 72) do add
a degree of convenience – the ‘elf and safety’
obsession, plus ecomental councils that
object to house owners converting front lawns into parking bays.
Also – and theywould say thiswouldn’t they? – carwash operators
with little self interest at heart have been lobbying for a banof on-
street carwashing. I don’tmind admitting that the boss of a leading
company selling carwashmachines to fuel stationsandother
forecourtsonce toldme thathe’d a licence toprintmoney.
That’swhy the industry that’smadehim (at our expense)
filthy rich isworth billions on a global scale.
Thankfully though, it’s not all about automation. In an erawhen
employment cuts are commonand job creation rare, it’s good to see
thatwehave at least one fast-growing industry in Britain – the
comparatively newphenomenon that is the ‘hand carwash’ business
model. Typically, it operates out of supermarket car parks or former
filling stations, employing several hard-working carwashers per site.
No, it’s not the best job going, but it’s better thanbeing on the dole, no?
Why spend anhour ormore faffing aboutwith buckets and sponges
andhosepipes at home,when you canpay a crewof professional hand
carwashers as little as a fiver towash your car in a fewminutes?

Join the debate now... www.autoexpress.co.uk/opinion
Back chat

Mike
Rutherford

Autom
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warrantywise.co.uk

If your car goes wrong, you could be faced with wallet busting repair bills. Not toIf your car goes wrong, you could be faced with wallet busting repair bills. Not to 
mention the hassle of dealing with the garage and being without your motor formention the hassle of dealing with the garage and being without your motor for 
days, or even weeks on end.

An award-winning car repair plan from Warrantywise gives you total peace ofAn award-winning car repair plan from Warrantywise gives you total peace of 
mind when your car goes bang! All of our plans include car hire, hotel & onwards All of our plans include car hire, hotel & onwards 
travel expenses as well as recovery as standard. You can also take your car to anytravel expenses as well as recovery as standard. You can also take your car to any 
VAT registered garage in the UK or Europe for repairs!

Prices start from just £19 per month.
Best of all its been designed by motoring
consumer champion, Quentin Willson. Designed by Quentin WillsonQuentin Willson

Watch Quentin’s Guide
warrantywise.co.uk/guide

WORRIED ABOUT EXPENSIVE CAR

REPAIR BILLS?

Terms and conditions apply. Accurate at the time of printing.

Simply the Best in the Business

QUENTIN VIDEO GUIDE
Watch as motoring expert, Quentin Willson,
explains the benefits of a used car warranty.

THEO IS WARRANTY WISE
Warrantywise are delighted that Theo Paphitis has
done the wise thing and protected his jaw-dropping
Maybach with a Warrantywise warranty.

Read the full article at: www.warrantywise.co.uk/theo






